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ELECTF30NIC TUBES

1.       GENERAL

When  properly  used  and  handled,  electronic  tubes do  not constitute a  risk  to  health  or to  the
environment.
However,  certain  hazards  may  arise  and  it  is  important that the  following  recommendations are
observed.  Care should be taken to ensure that all personnel who may handle, use or dispose of these
products are aware of the necessary safety precautions.
Individual product data sheets may indicate if any of the specific hazards given  in sections 2 to 9 are
likely to be present.

1.1     Breakage

lf a tube is broken or otherwise damaged, precautions must be taken against the following hazards
which  may arise:
-Broken glass or ceramics (see section 4).  Protective clothing such as gloves should be worn.

-Contamination by toxic mat?rials and vapours.  In particular skin contact and  inhalation should be

avoided.

1.2    Disposal

These products should be disposed of in accordance with relevant legislation; in the United  Kingdom
the Deposit of Poisonous Waste Act 1972 and the Control of Pollution Act 1974 apply.  Most electronic
tubes contain toxic materials, therefore, particularly when disposing of large quantities, the advice
of the manufacturer'§  service department should be sought.

1.3     Fire

Electronic tubes themselves do not: present a fire hazard.
However, since most packaging materials are flammable, care should be taken  in the disposal of such
materials; some of which will emit toxic fumes if burned.
If  packaged  tubes are  involved  in  a  fire,  implosion  may  occur  (see section  7),  together with  the
consequent release of toxic vapours and materials.

2.      X-RADIATloN

All high voltage electronic tubes produce progressively more dangerous X-rays as the operating voltage
`+\    is increased. The tube envelope usually provides limil:ed protection;  however,  further shielding may be

_    required  in the equipment if the voltage exceeds 10 kv. Should such shielding be required to reduce
the X-ray dose rate to below the  permitted  limit of 0.5 mR/ti, this will be indicated on the individual
data sheets.
Under some equipment fault conditions,   the X-ray hazard may be considerably increased.
This hazard may be present only when the tube is energized.

3.       RADIO  FREQUENCY (R.F.)  AND MICROWAVE  PIADIATloN

Exposure to r.f. fields may be a hazard even at relatively low frequencies. Absorbtion of r.f. energy by
the human body is dependent on frequency. Although at frequencies below 30 MHz most energy
passes straight through the body with  little heating effect it may still represent a hazard. At microwave
frequencies a power density above 1  mw/sq cm may comprise a definite hazard, particularly to the
eyes.
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3.       RADlo  FREQUENCY (R.F.) AND MICROWAVE  RADIATION (Continued)

For this reason care shouldbe exercised when using r.f. and microwave tubes. All r,f. connectors and
cavities must be correctly fitted before operation so that no leakage of energy may occur and the r.f.
energy mlist be coupled efficiently to the load.  It is particularly dangerous to look into open wave-
guide, coaxial feeders or transmitter antennae while the tube is energized.
Power klystrons must not be operated without a suitable load at the output and at any intermediate
cavities.
Screening of terminal  insulators on some high power tubes may be necessary.
This hazard may be present only when the tube is energized.

4.      BERyLLiuMoxiDE CEnAMics

The insulators of some microwave power tubes are made of beryllium oxide.  Beryllium oxide dust is
toxic if inhaled or if particles enter a cut or an abrasion. Avoid handling beryllium oxide ceramics; if                 ``
they are touched the hands must be thoroughly washed with soap and water.  Do nothing to beryllium    qL.I/
oxide ceramics which may produce dust or fumes.
All tubes containing beryllium oxide are marked as such.  Care should be taken upon eventual disposal
thai: they are not thrown out with general  industrial waste.  Devices requiring disposal  may be handled
by  the  manufacturer's service department.  Users seeking  disposal  of  tubes  incorporating  beryllium
oxide ceramics should first take advice from the manufacturer's service department.
This hazard is present at all times from receipt to disposal of tubes.

5.       CADMIUM COMPOUNDS

Cadmium compounds are toxic.  In the event of accidental  breakage, cadmium dust may be released,
Gloves should be worn and the dust should be mopped up with a damp cloth. On disposal the cloth
should be sealed  in a plastic bag and 1:he hands 1:horoughly washed with soap and water.
Controlled disposal of tubes containing cadmium compounds should be conducted  in the open air or
in a well ventilated area.
Inhalation of cadmium dust must be avoided.
This hazard is present,  if breakage occurs, at all times from  receipt to disposal of tubes.

6.      MERCURY

Mercury is a toxic substance, especially in the vapour phase. Should breakage occur, gloves should be
worn and all droplets brushed up as soon as possible and placed  in an airtight container for disposal.
Afterwards the hands must be thoroughly washed with soap and water.  Direct contact with the skin
should be avoided.
This hazard  is present, if breakage occurs, at all times from  receipt to disposal of tubes.

7.       IMPLOSION -HANDLING OF TELEVIsloN PICTURE AND CATHODE  RAY TUBES

All vacuum tubes store potential energy by virtue of their vacuum. The energy  level  is low in small
tubes but represents a hazard in the larger sizes of tubes.
Some  modern  tubes are  provided  with  integral  implosion  protection  which  conforms to  lEC65,
clause  18.  With  these  tubes,  no  additional  protection  is  needed.  For those tubes without  integral
implosion  protection,  precautions taken  during  manufacture  reduce the  possibility  of spontaneous
implosion to a minimum.  However, additional stresses due to mishandling may considerably increase
the risk of implosion.  Implosions may occur immediately or may be delayed.
The strength of the glass envelope will  inevitably be impaired by surface damage, such as scratches or
bruises (localized surface cracks caused by impact). When a tube is not in  its equipment or original
packing, it should be placed faceplate downwards on a pad of suitable ribbed material which is kept
free from abrasive substances.
Under no circumstances should any attempt  be  made to  move the  bonded  faceplate or  integral
implosion protection band when fitted to a tube.
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Tube on one edge

To lift a tube from the edge-down position, one hand should be placed around the parabolic section of
the cone and the other hand should be placed  near (slightly below) the centre of the faceplate as shown
in  Fig.1  UNDER N0 CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD ANY  FORCE BE APPLIED TO THE  NECK 0F
THE TUBE.

Tu lee face-down

To lift a tube from the face-down position, the hands should be placed under the areas of faceplate
close to the fixing lugs (if fitted), at diagonally opposite corners of the faceplate as shown  in  Fig.2.
The tube must not be lifted from this position by the lugs themselves.  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES
SHOULD ANY  FORCE BE APPLIED T0 THE NECK OF THE TUBE.

Tube face-up

To lift a tube from the face-up position, the hands should be placed under the areas of the cone close
to the fixing lugs (if fitted), at diagonally opposite corners of the cone as shown  in Fig.3. The tube must
not  be  lifted  from  this  position  by  the  lugs themselves.  UNDER  NO  CIRCuMSTANCES SHOULD
ANY FOF!CE BE APPLIED TO THE NECK OF THE TUBE.
If the handling procedures for tubes prior to insertion  in the equipment are such that there is a risk of
personal  injury  as a  consequence  of  severe  accidental  damage  to  the tube,  then  it  is  recommended
that protective clothing should be worn,  particularly eye shielding.
When  fitted,  lugs are  primarily  provided  for fixing  in  equipment and  must  not  be  subjected  to
excessive forces while the tube is being handled. Adequate protection must be provided  if there is a
possibility of the tube falling as a result of failure of a  lug or  lugs.

8       HIGH VOLTAGE -TELEVISION PICTUF`E ANDCATHODE  F}AY TUBES.

Attention  is  called  to  the  fact  that a  high  voltage  may  be  carried  by  the  internal  coductive coating
which is connected to the final anode connector and also by the external coating if not earthed, even
after a tube has been removed from equipment. Anyone handling such a tube may receive an electric
shock  which,  while  generally  not dangerous to  the  person,  might cause  an  involuntary  reaction
resulting in damage to the tube which might, for example,  be dropped. When  it i§ required to discharge
the  tube  capacil:ance,  connection  should  be  made  via  a  resistor  of  not  less than  10  kn  which  i§
capable of withstanding high voltages.
In  equipment where  the  chassis  can  be connected  directly  to  the  mains,  there  is a  risk  of  electric
shock if access can be gained to the metal  rimband through the aperture at the front of the equipment.
In  order  to  reduce  the  magnitude  of  the  shock  it  is  recommended  that a  2  Mn  resistor,  capable  of
withstanding  peak  voltages of  e.h.t.  values  (as  specified  in  IEC65,  clause  14.1)  is  inserted  between
rimband and the braided earth contact to the external coating. This safety arrangement will provide
substantial separation from the mains.
An  appreciable  capacitance  is  formed  between  the  rimband  and  the  internal  conductive  layer  of the
tube.  In the event of flashover, high voltages of low energy will be induced on the rimband.  In order
to  bypass these  voltages,  an  extra-high-voltage  low-inductance  capacitor  of  a  few  nanofarads  (in
compliance with  lEC65, clause  14.2) should be inserted bet\^/een the rimband and the braided earth
contact to the external coating.

9        STRONG MAGNETIC  FIELDS

Some electronic  tubes  use  permanent  magnets  in  their  operation.  When  handling  or  mounting  such
tubes, a distance of at least 5 cm should be maintained between the magnet and any piece of magnetic
material to avoid mechanical shock to the magnet or to the glass or ceramic seals.  For this reason  it is
recommended  that  non-magnetic  tools are  used  during  installation,  such  as  non-magnetic  stainless
steel, brass, beryllium copper and aluminium.  Furthermore, the user should be aware of the detrimental
influence of the strong magnetic field around the magnet on compass, electrical  meters, watches and
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other precision instruments.
Packaged tubes must be stored  in such a way as to prevent a decrease of the field strength of the
magnets due to  interaction  with  adjacent  magnets.  Unless  otherwise  stated  on  the data  sheet,  a
minimum distance of  15 cm should be maintained between the tubes.
The  best  protection  for  the tube  is  its  original  packing  because  this  ensures an  adequate  spacing
bet`^reen the tubes and ferrous objects, and moreover protects the tube against reasonable vibration
and  shock.  Despite  this controlled  spacing,  magnetically-sensitive  instruments  such  as compasses,
electrical meters, watches and other precision  instruments should not be brought close to a bank of
packaged tubes.













TV  PICTUPE  TUBES

AND  MONITOFI  TUBES

BASES

SMALL-BUTTON NEO EIGHTAR BASE  IEC 67-1-31
JEDEC 87-208

n
Dimensions in mm

t  brought
a  sharp  po.Int

Fig.1.

Notes
1.  Base-pin positions are held to tolerances such that the base will  fit a flat-plate gauge having a thick-

ness of 9,53 and eight equally spaced holes of  1,40 ± 0,01  diameter located on a  15,24 ± 0,01
diameter circle. The gauge is also provided with a centre hole to provide 0,25 diametric clearance
for the lug and key.  Pin fit  in the gauge shall  be such that the entire length of pins will, without
undue force, pass into and disengage from the gauge.

2. This dimension may vary within the limits shown around the periphery of any individual  pin.
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7-PIN  MINIATUFIE  BASE WITH  PUMPING STEM

Dimensions of this base are within  the JEDEC  E7-91  dimensions

Fig.  2.

Dimensions in  mm

Notes
1.  Base-pin and pumping stem positions are held to tolerances such that entire length of pins and stem

will without undue force pass into and disengage from a flat-plate gauge having a thickness of
6,35 mm and eight holes with diameters of  1,27 ± 0,013 mm so located on a 9,525 ± 0,013 mm
diameter circle that the distance along the chord between any two adjacent hole centres is
3,645 ± 0,013 mm and a centre hole of 5,97 + 0,025 mm being chamfered at the top over 1,52 mm
with an angle of 45 degrees.

2. This dimension around the periphery of any individual pin may vary within the limits shown.
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12-PIN  BASE  I EC-67-I-47a, type 2
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Fig.  3.
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TV  PICTURE  TUBES

AND  MONITOFi  TUBES

GENEPAL  OPEPATIONAL  PIECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Equipment design should be based on the characteristics as stated in the data sheets. Where deviations
from these general  recommendations are permissible or necessary, statements to that effect will be
made'

lf applications are considered which are not referred to in the data sheets of the relevant tube type extra
care should be taken with circuit design to prevent the tube being overloaded due to unfavourable
operating cond itions.

SPREAD  IN TUBE CHARACTERISTICS
The spread in tube characteristics is the difference between  maximum and minimum values.  Values not

qualified  as maximum  or minimum are nominal  ones.  It  is evident that average or nominal  values, as weH
as spread figures, may differ according to the number of tubes of a certain type that a.re being checked.
No guarantee  is given for values of characteristics in settings substantially differing from  those specified
in the data sheets.

SPREAD AND VARIATION  IN OPERATING CONDITIONS

The operating conditions of a tube are subject to spread and/or variation.

Spread in an operating condition  is a permanent deviation  from an average condition due to, e.g.,
component value deviations. The average condition is found  from such a number individual cases taken
at  random that an  increase of the number will  have a  negligible influence.

Variation in an operating condition  is non-permanent (occurs as a function of time), e.g., due to supply
voltage fluctuations. The average value is calculated over a period such that a prolongation of that

period will  have negligible influence.

LIMITING VALUES

Limiting values are in  accordance with  the applicable rating system as defined  by  lEC  publication  134.
Fleference may be made to one of the following 3 rating systems.

Absolute maximum rating system. Absolute maximum  ratings are limiting values of operating and
environmental conditions applicable to any electronic device of a specified type as defined by its
published data, and should not be exceeded under the worst probable conditions.
These values are chosen by the device manufacturer to provide acceptable Serviceability of the device,
taking no responsibHity for equipment variations, environmental variations, and the effects of changes
in operating conditions due to variations in the characteristics of the device under consideration and
of all  other electronic devices in the equipment.

The equipment manufacturer should design so that,  initially and  throughout life, no absolute maximum
value for the intended service is exceeded with any device under the worst probable operating condit-
ions with  respect to supply voltage variation, equipment components spread and variation, equipment
control  adjustment,  load variations, signal variation,  environmental conditions, and spread or variations
in characteristics of the device under considerations and of all  other electronic devices in the equipment.

Design-maximum  rating system.  Design-maximum  ratings are limiting values of operating and environ-
mental conditions applicable to a bogey electronic device'  of a specified type as defined by  its pub-
lished data, and sho_uld not be exceeded under the worst probable conditions.
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These values are chosen by the device manufacturer to provide acceptable serviceability of the device,
taking responsibility for the effects of changes in operating conditions due to variations in the charac-
teristics of the electronic device under consideration.

The equipment manufacturershould design sothat, initially and thoughout life, no design-maximum
value for the intended service is exceeded with a bogey device under the worst probable operating
conditions with respect to supply-voltage variation, equipment component variation, variation in char-
acteristics of all other devices in the equipment, equipment control  adjustment, load variation, signal
variation and environmental conditions.

Design-centre rating system.  Design-centre ratings are limiting values of operating and environmental
conditions applicable to a bogey electronic device*  of a  Specified type as defined by its published data,
and should not be exceeded under average conditions.

These values are chosen by the device manufacturer to provide acceptable serviceability of the device
in average applications, taking responsibility for normal changes in operating conditions due to rated
supply-voltage variation, equipment component spread and variation, equipment control adjustment,
toad variation, signal variation, environmental conditions, and variations or spread in the characteristics
of all  electronic devices.

The equipment manufacturer should design so that, initially, no design-centre. value for the intended
service is exceeded with a bogey electronic device*  in equipment operating at the stated  normal  supply
voltage.
If the tube data specify limiting values according to more than one rating system the circuit has to be
designed so that none of these limiting values is exceeded under the relevant conditions.

In  addition to the  limiting values given  in the individual  data sheets the directives in the following

paragraphs should be observed.

HEATER SUPPLY

For maximum cathode life it is recommended that the heater supply be stabilized at the nominal  heater
voltage.  Any deviation from this heater voltage has a detrimental effect on tube performance and life,
and should therefore be kept to a minimum. Such deviations may be caused by:

•   mains voltage fluctuations,.
•  spread in the characteristics of components such as transformers,  resistors, capacitors, etc.;
•   spread in circuit adjustments;
•   operational variations.

Supi)Iy from mains transformer

The maximum deviation of the heater voltage must not exceed ±  15%  (Design  Maximum Value). A
mains transformer win  generally fulfH this condition at mains voltape fluctuations not exceeding ± 10%.   U

Supply from line outpLlt transformer

A deviation from the nominal  heater voltage due to spread in component characteristics and adjustments
should  not exceed ± 7,5%. Considering all other possible deviations, due to mains voltage variations,
beam current variations,  VCR-operation, etc., the total spread in heater voltage must not exceed ± 15%.

I  A bogey tube is a tube whose characteristics have the published nominal values for the type. A bogey

tube for any particular application can be obtained by considering only those characteristics which
are directly related to the application.
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TV  PICTUF`E  TUBES

AND  MONITOR  TUBES

Standby ( instant-on circuits)

The majority of tubes employ quick-heating cathodes and therefore an  instant-on circuit is superfluous.
If used, it is recommended to that the heater voltage of the tubes be reduced during standby operation
to 75°/o of the nominal  value.

Notes:  If series connection of the heater circuit has to be used, and only parallel connection  is quoted
in the data sheet, please contact your local supplier.

Picture tubes with quick-heating cathodes should  not be used in series with  receiving tubes.

CATHODE TO HEATER VOLTAGE

The voltage between cathode and heater should be as low as possible and never exceed the limiting
values given  in  the data sheets of the individual  tubes. The  limiting values relate to that side of the
heater where the voltage between cathode and heater is greatest. The voltage between cathode and
heater may be d.c., a.c., or a combination of both.  Unless otherwise stated, the maximum values quoted
indicate the maximum  permissible d.c.  voltage.  If a combination  of d.c.  and a.c. voltages is applied, the

peak value may be twice the rated  Vkf;  however,  unless otherwise stated, this peak value shall  never
exceed 315 V.  Unless otherwise stated, the Vkf max.  holds for both polarities of the voltage; however,
a positive cathode  is usually the most favourable  in view of insulation  during life.

In order to avoid excessive hum the a.c. component of the heater to cathode voltage should be as low
as possible and  never exceed  20  V r.in.s.  (mains frequency).  A d.c. connection should  always be present
between heater and cathode.  Unless otherwise specified the `maximum  resistance should  not exceed
1  MS2; the maximum  impedance at mains frequency should  be  less than  100 kQ.

INTERMEDIATE  ELECTRODES  (between cathode and  final  accelerator)

ln  no circumstances should the tube be operated without a d.c. connection between each electrode and
the cathode.  The total  effective impedance between each electrode and the cathode should never exceed
the published  maximum value.  However,  no electrode should  be connected directly to a  high  energy
source. When  such a connection  is required,  it should  be  made via a series resistor of not  less then  1  kQ.

CUT-OFF VOLTAGE

Curves showing the  limits of the cut-off voltage as a function  of grid  2 voltage are generaily  included  in
the data. The brightness control should be so dimensioned that it can handle any tube within the limits
shown,  at the appropriate grid 2 voltage.

The  published  limits are determined at an  ambient illumination  level  of  10  Iux.  Because the brightness
of a spot is in general greater than that of a raster of the sarhe current, the cut-off voltage determined
with the aid of a focused s'pot will be more negative by about 5 V as compared with that of a focused
raster.

FOCUSING  ELECTRODE VOLTAGE

Individual  tubes will  have satisfactory  focus over the entire screen at some value within the published
range of the focusing voltage.

Due to their flat focus characteristics, black and white picture tubes can generally be operated at a
fixed  focusing voltage within the published range. Colour picture tubes and monitor tubes for data
display should  have adjustable focus.

(='



TV  PICTUPE  TUBES

AND  MONITOP  TUBES

LUMINESCENTSCREEN

To prevent permanent screen damage, care should be taken:
-not to operate the tube with a stationary picture at high  beam currents for extended periods;
-not to operate the tube with a stationary or slowly  moving spot except at extremely  low beam

currents;
-  if no e.h.t.  bleeder is used, to choose the time constants of the cathode, grid  1, grid 2, and deflection

circuits,  such  that sufficient beam  current  is maintained to discharge the e.h.t. capacitance before
deflection  has ceased after equipment has been switched off.

EXTERNAL CONDUCTIVE COATING

The external conductive coating must be connected to the chassis.  The capacitance of this coating to
the final  accelerating electrode may be used to provide smoothing for the e.h.t. supply.

I::t:°ma:i::s:Sann°dt:h:e:i:::rce°cnodnutcetn°trj:n#::dneercte°se:er;utcoe:'ae::r::it:::etj:orna::::i,::sC::Stehde::att|:g.U
See also  'Flashover'.

METAL  FIIMBAND

An appreciable capacitance exists between the metal  rimband and the internal conductive coating of the
tube;  its value  is quoted  in  the  individual  data sheets.To avoid electric shock, a d.c.  connection should
be provided between the metal  band and the external  conductive coating.  In  receivers where the chassis
can be connected directly to the mains there is a risk of electric shock  if access is made to the metal
band.  To reduce the shock to the safe limit,  it is suggested that a 2 Mn resistor capable of handling
the peak voltages be inserted between the metal  band and the point of contact with the external con-
ductive coating.   This safety  arrangement will  provide the  necessary  insulation  from the mains but in
the event of flashover high voltages will  be induced on the metal  band.  It  is therefore  recommended
that the 2  Mr2 resistor be bypassed by a 4,7  nF capacitor capable of withstanding the peak voltage
determined by the voltage divider formed by this capacitor and the capacitance of the metal  rimband
to the internal  conductive coating, and the anode voltage. The 4,7 nF capacitor also serves to improve
e.h.t. smoothing by adding the rimband capacitance to the capacitance of the outer conductive coating.

FLASHOVER

High electric field strengths are present between the gun electrodes of picture tubes.  Voltages between

gun electrodes may  reach values of 20 kv over approx.  1  mm.  Although the utmost precautions are
taken  in the design and manufacture of the tubes, there is always a chance that flashover will occur.
The resulting transient currents and voltages may be of sufficient magnitude to cause damage to the
tube itself and to various components on the chassis. Arcing terminates when the e.h.t. capacitor is
discharged. Therefore it is of vital  importance to provide protective circuits with spark gaps and series
resistors, which should  be connected according to  Fig.1.  No other connections between the outer
conductive coating and the chassis are  permissible.

In picture tubes which are manufactured  in Soft-Flash technology, the peak discharge currents are
limited to approx. 60 A, offering higher set reliability, optimum circuit protection and component
savings  (see also Technical  Note 039).  However this limited value of 60 A  is still  too high for the
circuitry which  is directly connected to the tube socket. Therefore Soft-Flash picture tubes should
also be provided with spark gaps,
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TV  PICTURE  TUBES

AND  MONITOF}  TUBES

lMPLOSION  PROTECTION

All  picture tubes employ  integral  implosion protection and must be replaced with a tube of the same
type number or recommended  replacement to assure continued safety.

HANDLING

Although all  picture tubes are provided with  integral  implosion  protection, which  meets the intrinsic
safety requirements stipulated  in the relevant part of  I EC 65, care should be taken not to scratch or
knock any part of the tube. Stress on the tube neck must be avoided.

When lifting a tube from the edge-down position, one hand should be placed around the parabola
section of the cone and the other hand should be placed under the rim  band  (Fig. 2).

Fig.  2   Lifting picture tube from  edge-down position.

When placing a tube face downwards ensure that the screen rests on a soft pad of suitable material,
kept free from abrasive substances. When lifting from the face-down position the hand should be
placed under the areas of the faceplate close to the mounting  lugs at diagonally opposite corners of
the faceplate  (Fig.  3).

When lifting from the face-up position the hands should be placed under the areas of the cone close
to the mounting lugs at diagonally opposite corners of the cone (Fig. 4).

(=7



TV  PICTURE  TUBES
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Fig.  3   Lifting picture tube from  face-down  position.             Fig. 4   Lifting tube from  face-up  position.

In all handling procedures priorto  insertion  in the receiver cabinet there  is a  risk  of personal  injury as a
result of severe accidental damage to the tube.  It is therefore recommended that protective clothing
should  be worn,  particularly eye shielding.

If suspending the tube from the mounting lugs ensure that a minimum of 2 are used;  UNDER  N0
cmcuMSTANCEs  HANG  THE  TUBE  FF!oM  ONE  LUG.

The slots in the  rimband of colour picture tubes are used  in the mounting of the degaussing coils.  It is
not recommended to suspend the tube from one or more of these slots as permanent deformation to
the rimband can occur.

Pemember when  replacing or servicing the picture tube that a residual  electrical  charge may be carried
by the anode contact and also the external coating if not earthed.  Before removing the tube from the
equipment, earth the external coating and short the anode contact to the coating.

PACKING

The packing  provides  protection  against tube damage under normal conditions of shipment or hand-
ling.  Observe any  instructions given on the packing and  handle accordingly.  The tube should  under no
circumstances be subjected to accelerations greater than 35 g.

MOUNTING

Unless otherwise specified on the data sheets for individual tubes there are no restrictions on the
position  of mounting.

The tube socket should  not be rigidly mounted but should have flexible leads and be allowed to move
freely.

The mass of the socket and additional circuitry should  not be more than  150 g. The socket of tubes with
a 7-pin  miniature base may not be used for mounting components.

It is very desirable that tubes should not be exposed to strong electrostatic and magnetic fields.

DIMENSIONS

ln  designing the equipment the tolerances given on the dimensional  drawings should  be considered.
under no circumstances should the equipment be designed around dimensions taken from  individual
tubes.

REFERENCE  LINE

Where a  reference line is indicated on the tlibe outline drawing, it is determined by means of a gauge.
Drawings of the gauges are given  in this section  under ''Reference line gauges"

6 of 6          January  1983
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TV  PICTUPE  TUBES
AND  MONITOF`  TUBES

REFEPENCE  LINE  GAUGES

REFERENCE  LINE GAUGE  C  (JEDEC 126)  (lEC67-lv-3)

rl

Fig.  1    Reference line

gauge for 1100 deflec
tion angle.

A

a Ii ¢54,20±0,05rE+I-
+S,X'

]F- FIT'
-\RhotelG' L'-._.

"
't

u'XaIX
H

L
+ 7Z66764

note 2

The millimetre dimensions are derived from the original  inch dimensions.

ref.
inches millimetres

notesmin. nom. max. min. nom. max.

A - 5,000 - - 127,00 -
a - 4,500 - - 1 1 4 30 -
C - 2,000 - - 50,80 - -
D 1 , 1 68 1 , 1 68 1,171 29,668 29,668 29,743 -
E 1,241 1,242 1,243 31,522 31,547 31,572 -
F 4,248 4,250 4,252 107,900 107,950 108,000 -
G - 0,279 - - 7,09 - 2.
H - 0,250 - - 6,35 - _,
L 1,165 1 ,1 70 1,175 29,60 29,72 29,84 2
M - 1,634 - - 41,50 - -
NP - 0,9200250 - - 23,3763 - 1

F] - 1 '000r - - 525,40r - -
S 0,712 0,714 0,716 1 8,085 1 8,1 36 18,186 -
T - 3,214 - - 81,64 - -
V 2,490 2,500 2,510 63,25 63,50 63,75 -

Notes
1. y = 0,58 x2  + 0,576 inches (0,0228 x2  +  14,630 mm)  `y' values must be held to ±0,002"  (0,05 mm).

The Y-axis is 0,920"  (23,368 mm)  below the X-X' reference plane.
2. 40 ± 30' taper between planes G and  L.

t=' Mullard January  1983          1  of 3



TV  PICTuPE  TUBES

AND  MONITOP  TUBES

REFERENCE  LINE  GAUGE  D

reference  line

-®85±0,5-
-053'85-

900

detail  A

2o.9:8:83

J  35±o,5  ,-

Fig. 2   Reference line gauge for 900 deflection angle.

REFERENCE  LINE  GAUGE G  (JEDEC G148)

2 Of 3         January  1983

Dimensions in mm

Dimensions in mm

ICe

¢1 27

'

¢'143
I                    ,   I   .     ''107,95-0,05-¢45,26-+¢22,82+I-

I

20,420,3

29,6;±o,,ol'
Y -ax is7,52    ,     V<I

t,
in

14o

\Y=0,58x2 +0 4(in)                     '
line        6,35 XaIX

Y= 0,0 2 28 35 x 2 +10,16 ( in in )

I 7Z66763

20,90:8,07

¢38',-

Fig. 3   Peference line gauge for 1100 deflection angle.
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Reference line gauges

Reference line gauge G F`90CJ4

rv  picTUPIE  TUBES
AND  MONITOR  TUBES

Dimensions in mm

Fig. 4   Reference line gauge for goo deflection angle.
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TV  PICTUPE  TUBES
AND  MONIT0B  TUBES

SCREEN  PHOSPHORS

77:rJ4502.Ia,9a,8a.7a,6a.5a.4a,ia.2a,7a

20
I

55'5 5251530 11
I5'0I

\ \ j554
a 11

\ 545 11
I505 \\

555 11
\ lLI., greenish  yeuoiv/11 11

green yegzrze°ewn'Sh|   8e      570 ez,bw/ 11
500 \ I.Zl

5 75
Iyeztowis

h  orc' 'noe

I \, §0 •,

•.2!585 11
\4g5

\ \
a

590rc'ne 11
bqu±h.  gre,ent' \ Orc'n9e

\:triR  eddish   tw 11
Ibz'ereen Itluminant  D-?I

Ipink /
OTnoLi •,

620 11uF  gn.
90 .  ,,,I I

.p,'n -rsh±,
A red+ 647acO

"Fg{eed`9}, 1
I \P

Krp„
Fsh  re • 11'grf rule,   /.Ssl .I    kTre'd purple I 11

480

`

-®SQ
:. 11

4?5o\'4 a 11
460+  I is147

II I
a,7            Q2         a,3;           a.4           a0.513xCo-o'5          0'6          0'rdinate7 a,8

Fig.  1    Kelly  chart.

Note:  For screen phosphors for colour picture tubes, see the relevant data sheets.
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TV  PICTURE  TUBES

AND  MONITOP  TUBES
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TV  PICTURE  TUBES

AND  MONITOP  IUBES
Screen phosphors
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TV  PICTUPE  TUBES

AND  MONITOP  TUBES

n

A

LIST  OF SYMBOLS

Symbols denoting electrodes/elements and electrode/element connections

f                   Heater
k                  Cathode
g                    Grid:  Grids are distinguished  by  means of an additional  numeral;

the electrode nearest to the cathode having the lowest number.
a                  Anode

:1              :#rbnaa:dc°nductivecoating
2                    Fluorescent screen
i.c.               Tube pin which must not be connected externally
n.c.              Tube pin which may be connected externally

Symbols denoting voltages

Unless otherwise stated, the reference point for electrode voltages is the cathode.

¥f              i::t::|::tra::ltage. followed by a subscript denoting the relevant electrode/element

%PR          :eridki°v-i;taakgev:!urev;stu:,Ve°:::::t,on of focused raster (grld drlve servlce)
Peak value of a voltage

VKR           Cathode voltage for visual  extinction of focused  raster (cathode drive service)

Symbols denoting currents

;f               i#:'c:::ecnutr{:.ni.::I:,::: by a subscript denoting the relevant electrode

Note:  The symbols quoted  represent the average value of the current, unless otherwise stated.

Symbols denoting powers

PQ                 Dissipation  of the fluorescent screen
Pg                  Grid  dissipation

Symbols denoting capacitances

See  IEC publication  100

Symbols denoting resistances and  impedances

R                  Symbol  for resistance followed by a subscript for the relevant electrode pair. When only one
subscript is given the second electrode is the cathode.

Z                  Symbol  for impedance followed by a subscript for the relevant electrode pair. When only one
subscript is given the second electrode is the cathode.

Symbols denoting various quantities

L                   Luminance
f                    Frequency
H                   Magnetic field Strength

{=7                   M82.2,87,Rc          Mullard January  1983           1  of 1





TV  PICTUPIE  TUBES

AND  MONITOR  TUBES

TYPE  DESIGNATION

n

®

PRO  ELECTRON TYPE  DESIGNATION CODE

The type number of the picture tubes consists of :
Single letter, group of figures, hyphen, group of figures, letter or letter group.

The first letter indicates the prime application of the tube:
A    -Television display tube for domestic application.
M    -  Monitor tube for video and data display.

First group of figures:  diameter or diagonal  of the face in cm.

Second group of figures:  design number.

Final  letter or letter group:  properties of the phosphor screen.
The first letter denotes the colour of the fluorescence; the second  letter,  if any, denotes other specific
differences  in  screen  properties.
W    -  White screen for television and data display tubes.
X    -  Three-colour screen for television display tubes.
GH -Green screen for video and data display tubes (medium-short persistence).
GR -  Green screen for video and data display tubes (long persistence).

Example

A66-540X

television display tube for
domestic appl ication

TTL                  --i
face d iagonal                                  design                             three-colou r

(66 cm )                                    number                               screen

(=7 M82.2,827Rc          Mullard January  1983              1  of 1
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AT1470/25

DEFLECTION  UNIT

•  Raster Correction Free

QUICK  REFERENCE  DATA

a

e

Picture tube
gun arrangement
diagonal
neck diameter

Def lection angle

Line deflection current, edge to edge at 25 kv

lnductance of line coils, parallel connected

Field deflection current, edge to edge at 25 kv

Resistance of field coils,  series connected

in  line

42  cm  (16  in)
29'1  mm

goo

3,04 A p-p

1,89 mH

0,45 A(p-p)

55,6 ,Q

APPLICATION

This deflection unit,  in conjunction with devices for colour purity and static convergence is for
900  in-line colour picture tubes A42-590X and A42-591 X, with a neck diameter of 29,1  mm.
The unit requires no raster correction circuitry.

DESCRIPTION

The deflection  unit consists of saddle-shaped  line deflection coils, toroidal  wound field deflection
coils and metal fins, thus forming a raster correction free hybrid yoke. The unit has a metal non-
magnetic clamping ring at the rear, to fix the deflection unit on the neck of the picture tube.

(=' Mullard



AT1470/25

MECHANICAL DATA

Outlines

Thedeflectionunitfitsatubewithaneckdiameterof29,1=::;mm.

For correct fitting the tube neck should  be provided with adhesive tape.

Fig.1.

Maximum operating temperature (average copper
temperature measured with  resistance method)

Storage temperature range

Flame retardent

Torque on neck clamp screw

ENVI RONMENTAL TEST SPECI FICATIONS

Vibration

Bump

Cold

Dry heat

Damp heat, steady state

Cyclic damp heat

Change of temperature

2                         March  1983

ZE

Dimensions in  mm

+ 90 0C
-20 to + 90 0c

according to U L 1413, category 94-V 1

1,4 Nm

I EC 68-2-6  (test  Fc)

I EC 68-2-29  (test  Eb; 35g)

I EC 68-2-1  (test Ab)

lEC 68-2-2  (test  Bb)

lEC 68-2-3  (test  Ca)

I EC 68-2-30 (test Db)

I EC 68-2-14  (test Nb)

Mullard (='



Def lection unit

a

a

ELECTRICAL DATA

Line coils
lnductance at  1  V  (r.in.s.),1  kHz
F}esistance at 25 0C
Line deflection current, edge to edge, at 25 kv
Voltage during line scan, edge to edge, at 25 kv,

scan period  52,5 ys

Field  coils

lnductance at  1  V  (r.in.s.),1  kHz
F]esistance at 25 °C
Field deflection current, edge to edge, at 25 kv

Cross-talk

Insulation  resistance at  1  kv  (d.c.)
between  line and field coils
between  line coil and core clamp
between field coil and core clamp

AT1470/25

paraHel connected
1,89  mH  ±  5%
2,6 a ±  10%
3,04 A  (p-p)

109V

series connected
116  mH  ±  10%

55,6 fl ± 7%
0,45 A (p-p)

a voltage of 10 V,15625 Hz applied to
the line coils causes no more than 0,2 V
across the field coils  (damping resistors
included)

> 500 M8
> 500 Mrl
>   10Mn

5                          6              2                                           3              7Z86857.1

Fig.  2   Connection diagram,  L =  Line,  F  =  Field.

ADJUSTMENT
•  Adjust the static convergence with the four and six-pole magnets of the multipole unit AT1052 for

the relative movement of the beams under influence of a four or six-pole magnet.

•  Adjust colour purity by axial  movement of the deflection yoke and adjustment of the two-pole
magnets for centring of the beams.

•  Tighten the screw of the clamping ring on the deflection yoke to secure the axial  position of the
unit on the picture tube.

•   Readjust,  if necessary, the convergence with the four and six-pole magnets.

•  Tilt the unit in either horizontal or vertical direction, or in both directions so that blue, green and
red  lines converge at the end of the horizontal and vertical axis.

•  This position of the unit has to be secured by three rubber wedges placed between the picture tube
and the deflection unit. These wedges have to be cemented on to the picture tube.

{=7               M83. , 335,RST             M ul lard
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AT1480/20

DEFLECTION  UNIT

•   l]aster  Correction  Free

QUICK  REFERENCE  DATA

r\

®

Picture tube
gun  arrangement
diagonal
neck  diameter

Deflection  angle

Line deflection current,  edge to  edge at  25  kv

lnductance  of  line  coils,  parallel  connected

Field deflection current, edge to edge at 25  kv

I]esistance  of  field  coils,  parallel  connected

in  line

51  cm  (20  in)
29'1  mm

goo

3,1  A  p-p

1,9  mH

0,86  A p-p

13,6  Q

APPLICATION

This deflection  unit,  in  conjunction  which  devices  for colour  purity  and  static  convergence  is  for
900  in-line colour  picture  tube A51.590X, with a neck diameter of  29,1  mm.
The  unit  requires  no  raster  correction  circuitry.

DESCRIPTION

The deflection  unit consists  of  saddle-shaped  line  deflection  coils,  toroidal  wound  field  deflection
coils  and  metal  fins,  thus  forming  a  raster correction  free  hybrid  yoke.  The  unit  has  a  metal  non-
magnetic clamping  ring  at  the  rear,  to  fix  the  detlection  unit  on  the  neck  of  the  picture  tube.

(=' Mullard September  1981                  1



AT1480/20

MECHANICAL DATA

Outlines

The  deflection  unit  fits a tube with a neck diameter of 29,1 ±8;;mm.

For correct fitting the tube neck should be provided with adhesive tape.

Fig.1.

Maximum operating temperature (average copper
temperature measured with  resistance method)

Storage temperature range

Flame retardent

Torque on neck clamp screw

ENVIRONMENTAL TEST SPECIFICATIONS

Vibration

Bump

Cold

Dry heat

Damp heat, steady state

Cyclic damp heat

Change of temperature

2                 September  1981

u

Dimensions in  mm

+ 90 0c
-20 to + 90 0C

according to  uL 1413, category 94-V1

1 '4 Nm

lEC 68-2-6  (test  Fc)

I EC 68-2-29  (test  Eb; 35g)

lEC68-2-1  (test  Ab)

lEC68-2-2  (test  Bb)

I EC 68-2-3 (test Ca)

I EC 68-2-30 (test  Db)

I EC 68-2-14  (test Nb)

Mullard {='



Def lection unit

ELECTRICAL  DATA

Line coils
lnductance  at  1  V  (r.in.s.),1  kHz
Resistance at 25 °C
Line de{lection current, edge to edge, at 25  kv

Field coils
lnductance  at  1  V  (r.in.s.),1  kHz
Resistance at 25 0C
Field deflection current, edge to edge, at 25 kv

Cross-talk

A
Insulation  resistance  at  1   kv  (d.c.)

between  line and field coils
between  line coil  and core clamp
between field coil  and core clamp

AT1480/20

1,9  mH  ±  5%
2,2 Q ±  10%
3,1  A(p-p)

29 mH ±  10%
13,6 n ± 7%
0,86 A(p-p)

a voltage of  10 V,15625 Hz applied  to
the line coils causes no more than 0,2 V
across the field coils  (damping  resistors
included)

> 500 Mrz
> 500 MQ
>    10MQ

1                 4                                  2                                              3               7Z75828.A

Fig.  2   Connection diagram,  L =  Line,  F  =  Field.

ADJUSTMENT

•  Adjust the static convergence with the four and six-pole magnets of the multipole unit AT1052 for
the relative movement of the beams under  influence of a four or six-pole magnet.

•   Adjust colour purity by axial  movement of the deflection yoke and adjustment of the two-pole
magnets for centring of the beams.

•   Tighten the screw of the clamping ring on the deflection yoke to secure the axial  position of the
unit on the picture tube.

•   Peadjust, if necessary, the convergence yvith the four and six-pole magnets.

•   Tilt the unit in either horizontal or vertical direction, or in both directions so that blue, green and
red  lines converge at the end of the horizontal  and vertical  axis.

•  This position of the unit has to be secured by three rubber wedges placed between the picture tube
and the deflection unit. These wedges have to be cemented on to the picture tube.

{=7              M8,.,80, FIE               Mullard September  1981 3
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DEVELOPMENT SAMPLE  DATA
This  information  is derived from  development samples
made   3`/ailable   for  evaluation.   It  does  not  necess8rily
irnply  that  the  device  will  go  into  regular  production.

M31-250

HIGH` PESOLUTION  CPIT  FOR  DATA  DISPLAY

•  900 deflection angle
•   31  cm  (12 in)  face diagonal; rectangular glass
•  28,6 mm  neck diameter
•  white, green or yellow-green screen phosphor
•   integral  implosion protection

riUICK  PEFERENCE  DATA

Deflection  angle

Face diagonal

Overall  length

Neck diameter

Heating

Quick  heating cathode

Grid  2 voltage

Anode voltage

Fiesolution

goo

31  cm  (12  in)

max. 295 mm

28'6 mm

6,3 V/240 rnA

with  a typical  tube a  legible

picture will  appear within 5 s

400V

17kv

approx.1300 lines

APPLICATION

This high  resolution  Cf}T  is for alphanumeric and  graphic display applications,  such  as computer
terminals, word processors, etc.

The  CRTs can  be supplied with  white  (W), green  (GH  and  GR)  or yellow-green  (KC)  phosphors.

®
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M31-250

ELECTRICAL DATA

Focusing method

Defl`ection  method

Defleetion  angles
diagonal
horizontal
vertical

Direct interelectrode capacitances
cathode to all other electrodes
grid  1  to all other electrodes

Capacitance of external conductive coating to anode

Heater voltage

Heater current at 6,3 V

OPTICAL DATA

Phosphor type

Light transmission at centre of screen

electrostatic

magnetic

approx. goo
approx.  820
approx. 670

approx.    3pF
approx.    7pF

max.1050 pF
min.     600pF

6,3V

240 rnA

W  (P4*),  GH  (P31'),
GFl  (P39*)  and  KC

approx.    50%

RASTER CENTRING

The field intensity  perpendicular to the tube axis should  be adjustable from 0 to 800 A/in.  For
optimum overall sharpness it is recommended to centre the raster electrically via the deflection coils.

*  According to EIA.

2                                 July  1981
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High resolution CRT for data display

MECHANICAL DATA (see also the figures under  Dimensional  Data)

Overall  length

Greatest dimensions of tube
diagonal
width
height

Minimum  useful  screen  dimensions
diagonal
horizontal  axis
vertical  axis
area

lmplosion protection®u'b

Bulb contact designation

Base designation

Basing

Flashover  protection

Mass

M31-250

max. 295 mm

321  in-in
282 mm
222 mm

295 mm
257 mm
195 mm
501  cm2

rim band

J99-ZI

J99-Zla-jl21

lEC67-I-31?;  EIA  87-208

8HF]

ring trap base

approx. 3,2 kg

RATINGS (Absolute Maximum System)

Unless otherwise specified voltage values are positive and measured with  respect to grid  1.

Anode voltage

Grid 4  (focusing electrode)  voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Anode current
long-term  average value

peak value

Cathode voltage, positive peak value

Heater voltage

Cathode-to-heater voltage

®

max.19kv
min.13kv

-500 to  + 1000 V

max.  700 V

max.    75#A
max. 300 HA

max. 400 V

6,3 V ±  1 b°/a *

max.100 V

*  For maximum cathode life it is recommended that the heater supply be stabilized at 6,3 V.

(=' Mullard July  1981                                3



M31-250

CIRCUIT DESIGN  VALUES

Grid 4 current
positive
negative

Grid 2 current

positive
negative

MAXIMUM CI RCUIT VALUES

Pesistance between cathode and heater

Impedance between cathode and heater

Grid  1  circuit resistance

Grid  1  circuit impedance

TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS

Cathode drive; voltages specified with  respect to grid  1

Anode voltage

Grid 4 (focusing electrode) voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Cathode cut-off voltage

Grid drive; voltages specified with respect to cathode

Anode voltage

Grid 4  (focusing electrode) voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  cut-off  voltage

max.             25  #A
max.              25   HA

max.                5  „A
max.                  5   HA

max.              1,0   MQ

max.              0,1    MS2

max.             1,5   Mn

max.-       0,5Mf2u

17kv

0 to 400 V*

400V

40 to 70 VJ,I

17kv

0 to 400 V*

400V

45 to 83 Vr*

RESOLUTION

The resolution is approx.1300 lines.  It is measured at the screen centre, with shrinking raster method,
at light output = 68,5 cd/m2  (20 foot lambert), grid  2 voltage = 700 V, anode voltage =  17  kv; raster
dimensions 216 mm x  162 mm.

X-RADIATION CHARACTERISTIC

X-radiation emitted will  not exceed 0,5 in F`/h throughout the useful  life of the tube, when operated
within the given  ratings. See also graphs on the next page.

I  Measured at screen centre on spot at anode current =  50 HA (peak),  anode voltage =  17  kv, grid 2

voltage = 400 V.  For optimum  overall sharpness dynamic focusing is recommended  (typ.  250 V).
**  Visual  extinction of focused raster.

4                             July  1981 Mullard (=7



High resolution  CRT for data display M31-250

X M- 17

18                                            19                                            20                                            21                                             22
anode  voltage  (kv)

X-radiation  limit curve according to JEDEC94, at a constant anode current of 250 pA,  measured
according to JEDEC64D.

7Z860'®

X M -1 8
I

I

0                                                          500                                                      1000    anode  current   (HA)    1500

0,5 in R/h  isoexposure-rate limit curve, according to JEDEC94, measured according to JEDEC64D.
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M31-250
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High resolution Cl]T for data display M31-250
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M31-250
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=  0,15 x  10-3 .
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High resolution CRT for data display M31-250

I 7 Z83 2'®

.a
'

•

b®
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\

0                        200                    400                     600                    BOO
Vg2  ( V )

Limits of grid  1  cut.off voltage as a function of grid 2 voltage.
Grid drive; Va,g3,g5 =,17 kv.

AVGR

Ava,g3,g5
-0,,5 x  ,0-3 .
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M31-250

DIMENSIONAL DATA Dimensions  in  mm

10                            July  1981
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High resolution CPIT for data display M31-250
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M31-250

•-o,o  \

12                              July  1981
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High resolution CRT for data display

Maximum cone contour

M31-250

•     ction

Nom.distancefromreferenceline
Distance from centre (max. values)

00 100 200 300 diag. 400 500 600 700 BOO goo

1 110 137,1 138,5 142,9 150,5 154,0 151,0 133,0 120,5 1 12,6 108,2 106,8
2 loo 134,2 135,3 1 38,6 144,2 147,0 144,4 1 28,3 1 1 6,9 109,6 105,5 104,2
3 90 128,8 129,4 131,2 134,1 135,6 134,2 122,5 1 12,5 1 06,0 1 02,4 101,2

4 80 121,9 1 22,0 122,3 122,9 1 22,6 121,1 113,6 106,5 101,6 98,8 97,9
5 70 113,5 I 1 3,2 1 1 2,4 1 10,8 109,4 1 08,0 104,3 1 00,3 96,9 94,6 93,8
6 60 103,1 102,4 100,2 97,3 95,9 94,8 92,6 90,9 89,6 88,7 88,4
7 50 90,9 89,6 86,3 83,5 82,4 81,7 80,7 80,5 81,1 81,6 81,8

8 40 77,2 76,0 72,8 70,0 69,0 68,4 68,0 68,7 70,5 73,1 74,1

9 30 62,7 62,1 60,4 58,1 57,2 56,7 56,3 57,0 58,6 61,4 63,5
10 20 47.7 47,5 47,1 46,5 46,0 45,7 45,4 45,7 46,5 47,4 47,7

{=7              M8,., 87, F]E               Mullard July  1981                                13
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M32EAB0      M32EABI
M32EA82    'M32EA83

M32EA84

HIGH  RESOLUTION  MONOCHROME  DISPLAY  TUBES

a

fi

•   For Data Graphic  Displays
•  900 clef lection angle
•  34 cm  (14 in) face diagonal; rectangular glass
•  20 mm neck diameter
•   Integral  implosion protection

QUICK  REFERENCE  DATA

Deflection angle

Face diagonal

Overall  length

Neck diameter

Heating

Choick heating cathode

Grid 2 voltage

Anode voltage

F]esolution

900
34_cm  (14  in)

max. 287 mm

20mm

12 V/130 rnA

with a typical tube a legible

picture will appear within 5 s
4cOV

14kv

approx.1300 lines

APPLICATION

These high resolution tubes are for alpha-numeric and graphic display applications, such as computer
terminals, small  business computers, etc.

The tubes can be supplied with different phosphors and anti-reflective treatments, see '`High resolution
moncehrome display tubes, General`'.

AVAI LABLE vEnsloNS

The following versions are available:
M32EABO - normal glare and normal tinted face glass;
M32EAB1  -direct grind and normal tinted face glass;
M32EA82 -direst grind and dark tinted face glass;
M32EA83 - direct etch and dark tinted face glass;
M32EA84 - high glare and dark tinted face glass.

0 Mullard March  1985                       1



ELECTF`lcAL DATA

Focusing method

Deflection method
Deflection angles

diagonal
horizontal
vertical

I nterel ectrode capaci tanees
cathode to all other elcetrodes
grid  1  to all other electrodes

Cepacitanoe of extemal conductive coating to anode.

Capacitanee of external conductive coating to anode. .

Capacitanee of anode to implo§ion protection hardware"

Heater volt39e

Heater current at 12 V

OnicAL DATA
Phosphor type

Light transmission at screen centre
tube with normal tinted face glass
tube with dark tinted face glass

electroscatic

maorotic

approx. goo
approx. 820
approx. 670

max.      4pF
max.       7pF
max.  12.00 pf
min.     600pF

max.  1050 pF
min.     450pF

approx.150 pF

12V

130 rnA

see ''High resolution moncr
chrome display tubes, General"

approx. 48%
approx. 34%

EI

RASTER CENTRING

The field intensity perpendicular to the tube axis should be adjustable from 0 to BOO A/in. For optimum
overall sharpness it is recommended to centre the raster electrically via the deflection coils.

•  I mplosion protection hard`mare connected to extemal conductive coating.
" lmplesion protection hardware not connected to extomal conductive coating.

2                       March  1985   ' Mullard C7



M32EABO M32EAB1
High resolution monochrome display tubes

fi

@

MECHANICAL DATA (see also the figures under Dimensional  Data)

Overall  length

Greatest dimensions of tube
diagonal
width
height

Minimum useful screen dimensions (projected)
diagonal
horizontal axis
vertical axis
area

I mplosion protection

Bulb

Bulb contact designation

Base designation

Basing

Mass

M32EA82     M32EA83
M32EA84

max. 287 mm

350 mm
298 mm
240 mm

322 mm
270 mm
210mm
554 cm2

T-bend

EIA-J340Bl  or EIA-J340DI

IEC  67-111-2,  EIAJ1-21

EIA-E7-91

7GF]

approx. 3,6 kg

RATINGS (Absolute Maximum  System)

Unless otherwise specified voltage values are positive and measured with respect to grid  1.

Anode voltage

Grid 4 (focusing eleetrode) voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Anode current
long-term average value
peak value

Cathode voltage, positive peak value

H eater voltage

Cathode-to-heater vol tage

max.      16kv
min.       10kv

-200 to + 1 0cO V

max.   700V

max.   1304A
max.   600,A
men.  400 V

12 V  ±  10%*

max.   200V

*  For map(imum cathode life it is reeommended that the heater supply be regulaoed at 12 V.

g Mullard March 1985                     3



M32EABO M32EAB1
M32EA82     M32EA83

M32EA84

CIRCUIT DESIGN VALUES

Grid 4 current
positive
negative

Grid 2 current
positive
negative

IVIAXIMUM CIRCUIT VALUES

Resistance between cathode and heater

Impedance between  cathode and heater

Grid  1  circuit resistance

Grid  1  circuit  impedance

TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITloNS

Cathode drive; voltages specified with respect to grid  1

Anode voltage

Grid 4  (focusing electrode) voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Cathode cut-off voltage

Grid drive; voltages specified with respect to cathode

Anode voltage

Grid 4 (focusing electrode) voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  cut-off voltage

14kv

0 to 300 V,
4cOV

35 to 70 V,,

REsOLUTloN

The resolution  is approx.1300 lines.  It is measured at the screen centre, with shrinking raster method,
at light output = 68,5 cd/m2  (20 foot lambert), grid 2 voltage = 700 V, anode voltage =  14 kv;
phosphor type WW, without anti-glare treatment,  raster dimensions 237 mm x  178 mm.

X-RADIATION CHARACTERISTIC

X-radiation emitted will not exceed o,5 mR/h throughout the useful life of the tube, when operated        \+
within the given ratings.

•  Measured at screen centre on spot at anode current = 250 «A (peak), anode voltage = 14 kv, grid 2

voltage = 4cO V.
Dynamic focus (only for optimization) .. Typical correction for a video field of H x V = 237 mm x 178 mm:
line parabola 200 V,
field parabola  loo V.

" Visual extinction of focused raster.

4                       March  1985 Mullard (I,



High resolution monochrome display tubes

M32EAB0      M32EABI
M32EA82     M32EA83

M32EA84

XM_9

19                                         .20                                          21                                           22                                          23

anode voltage ( kv )

X-radiation  limit curve according to JEDEC94, at a constant anode
current of 250 #A,  measured according to TEPAC103A.

XM-10

\
\

a                                                  500                                             1000    anodeciirront (4A)    '5°°

0,5 mR/h isoexposure-rate limit curve, according to JEDEC94, measured
according to TEPAC103A.

9 Mullard March  1985                     5
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I \
400V \ \V92-7OOV

\ \
\ \
\ \
\

\\ \
0              20             40            60            80           loo

Vk   (V)

Anode current as a function of cathode voltage.
Cathode drive; Va,g3,g5 = 14 kv.

/
/ /
/ 1

/ /
V'g2-|OOVI

/4OOV

/ /
/

/
/ /

/
/

-loo       -80        -60        -40        -20           0
Vg'  (V)

Anode cLirrent as a function of grid  1  voltage.
Grid drive; Va,g3,g5 =  14 kv.

u
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High resolution monochrome display tubes

a
l`}¢g-

~

oIr~
~ ~T I  `du8

~ ooap

'\m" - -
-- 19er-

300              400               500              600              7 00
Vg2  (V)

M32EABO      M32EABI
M32EA82     M32EA83

M32EA84

Limits of cathode cutoff voltage as a function of grid 2 voltage.
Cathode drive; Va,g3,g5 = 14 kv.

AVKPI

Ava,g3,g5
= 0,15 x  |0-3.

`mjt
``,

val
dr£.lwhil

\ouqimj
-

- -

300               400                500               COO               700
Vg2  (V)

Limits of grid 1  out-off voltage as a function of grid 2 voltage.
Grid drive; Va,g3,g5 = 14 kv.

AVGR

Ava,g3,g5
= 0,15 x  10.3.
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M32EABO M32EAB1

M32EA82     M32EA83
M32EA84

DIMENSIONAL DATA Dimensions in mm

298 max

2in 7X     ref

/ 1'IT9
rJR77o

\,//t

`.`::                 /-/'... 176'±40±3

I

t40±3_-
rence  line  (1)               -       -"0:8€I7Z9306§

295.6 mcix

Zy7
270min

9

Z3in

L/'

7'32axm10

R2%JZZZRZLJ22Z2R27

R1574

in

86R%z     ee3

Lisp                      I'z"zB  \\.toy
/

( 1 )  The reference line is determined by the plane of the upper edge of `reference line gauge D when the
gauge is resting on the cone.
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High resolution monochrome dis|)lay tut)es

A

240 rridx

I

I

'
ZZREE

'40.3'

nce  line

I-127

±3- 7Z.3060

M32EAB0      M32EABI
M32EA82     M32EA83

M32EA84

5'1 ± 0.5

(J Mullard March  1 985                      9



M32EAB0      M32EABI
M32EA82     M32EA83

M32EA84

Front view

10                   March 1985 Mullard (I



Hidl rcoliJtion morlocllrome display tutus

Maximum cone contour

M32EAEro     M32EABi
M32EA82    M32EA83

M32EAEH

See-tion nom.distancefromsection 1 maD{. distance from centre

00 100 ZOO 300 diag.
`400   -

500 GOO 700 800 goo
1 0 '47,8 149,8 158,2 167,9 173,6 172,0 151,5 135,5 125,7 120,3 118,6
2 10 147,7 149,8 156,1 166,8 171,5 169,8 150,9 135,2 125,5 120,2 118,5

3 20 146,7 148,7 154,6 162,7 165,3 163,7 '49,0 135,5 125,1 119,9 1 1 8,2

4 30 143,4 145,2 149,9 1 55,3 156,1 154,8 144,1 131,9 131,9 118,4 116,8

5 40 137,7 139,1 142,3 145,0 144,9 143,8 136,7 127,5 120,1 1 1 5,7 114,2

6 50 129,6 130,6 132,2 133,1 132,6 131fl 127,3 121,2 1 15,5 1 1 1 ,8 1 1 0,5

7 60 1 1 9,6 1 1 9,9 120,3 120,2 119,6 1 1 9,0 „6,5 1 1 2,9 109,3 106,5 105,5
8 70 108,1 107,9 107,4 1es,8 lee,2 105,9 104,5 102,7 Ice,7 99,1 98,4
9 80 95,3 94,9 94,2 93,4 92,9 92,6 91,8 -sO.9 90,1 98,2 88,0

10 90 80,7 80,5 80,0 79,6 79,4 79,2 78,9 78,5 78,2 77,9 77,7
11 100 67,3 67,3 67,2 67,1 67,1 67,1 67,1 67,0 67.0 66,9 66fl
12 110 56,7 56,7 56,6 56,7 56,7 56,7 56,7 56,8 56,8 56,7 56,7
13 120 46,5 46,5 46,5 46.5 46,5 46,6 46,6 46,6 46,6 46,6 46,5
14 130 36,7 36,7 36,7 36,7 36,7 36,7 36,8 36,8 36,8 36,8 36,7

•15 140 26,7 26,6 26,6 26,6 26,7 26,7 26,7 26,7 26,7 2F].J 26,7
16 150 20,1 20,1 20,1 20,1 20,1 20,1 20,1 20,1 20,1 20,1 I    20,1
17 160 19,7 19,7 19,7 19,7 19,7 19,7 19,8 19,8 19,8 19,7 19,7

g           M85., 68. ,RST             Mullard
March  1985                     11





DEVELOPMENT   DATA
This  data  Sheet  contains  advance  information  and

specif ications  are subject to change without notice.

n

®

M32EBJ
M32EBL

FLAT
HIGH  PESOLUTION  MONOCHPOME  DISPLAY  TUBES

•   For  Data Graphic  Displays
•   goo deflection angle
•   34 cm  (14  in)  face diagonal; rectangular glass
•   1520 mm  radius of screen curvature
•   20 mm  neck diameter
•   Integral  implosion  protection

QUICK  REFERENCE DATA

Def lection  angle

Face diagonal

Overall  length

Neck diameter

Heating

Quick  heating cathode

Grid  2 voltage

Anode voltage

Besolution

goo
34  cm  ( 14  in)

max.  282 mm

20mm

12 V/130 rnA

with a typical tube a  legible

picture will  appear within  5 s

400V

14kv

approx.1300  lines

APPLICATION

This high  resolution  tube  is for alpha-numeric and  graphic display applications, such  as computer
terminals,  small  business computers,  etc.

AVAILABLE  VERSIONS

The  following versions are  available:  M32EBJ  and  M32EBL.

The tubes can  be supplied  with different  phosphors and  anti-reflective treatments, see  "High  resolution
monochrome display  tube;,  General".

Differences between the tubes can  be found  under 'Dimensional data'.

(=' Mullard May  1987                                 1



M32EBJ
M32EBL

ELECT13lcAL  DATA

Focusing  method

Deflection  method

Def lection  angles
diagonal

horizontal

vertical

lnterelectrode capacitances
cathode to all  other electrodes

grid  1  to  all  other electrodes

Capacitance of external  conductive coating to  anode*

Capacitance of external  conductive coating to anode* Jt

Capacitance of anode to  implosion  protection  hardware*Jt

Heater voltage

Heater current at  12  V

OPTICAL  DATA

Phosphor type

Light transmission  at screen  centre
tube with  normal  tinted  face glass
tube with  dark  tinted  face glass

electrostatic

magnetic

approx. goo
approx.  790
approx. 650

max.          4 pF
max,          7  pF

max.1200 pF
min.      600pF

max.  1050 pF
min.      450pF

approx.150 pF

12V

130  rnA

see  ``High  resolution  mono-
chrome display tubes, General"

approx. 42%
approx. 30%

RASTEF!  CENTRING

The field  intensity  perpendicular to the tube axis should  be adjustable from  0 to 800 A/in.  For optimum
overall  sharpness  it  is  recommended to centre the  raster electrically via the deflection  coils.

I      Implosion protection hardware connected to external conductive coating.
**   lmplosion protection hardware not connected to external conductive coating.

2                               May  1987
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FLAT

High  resolution monochrome display tubes

a

MECHANICAL  DATA  (see also the figures under Dimensional  Data)

Overall  length

Greatest dimensions of tube
diagonal
width
height

Minimum  useful  screen dimensions  (projected)
diagonal
horizontal  axis
vertical  axis
area

lmplosion  protection

Bulb

Bulb contact designation

Base designation

Basing

Mass

M32EBJ
M32EBL

max.  282 mm

348,5 mm
298 mm
240 mm

320 mm
269 mm
210mm
554 cm2

T-band/rimband

EIAJ-J8340AH03 or
E I AJ -J 8 340A H 04

I EC 67-Ill-2,  E IAJ 1 -21

EIA-E7-91

7GR

approx. 3,9 kg

RATINGS (Absolute Maximum System)

Unless otherwise specified voltage values are positive and  measured with  respect to grid  1.

Anode voltage

Grid 4  (focusing electrode)  voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Anode current
long-term  average value

peak value

Cathode voltage,  positive peak value

Heater voltage

Cathode-to-heater voltage

max.16kv
min.     10kv

-200 to + 1000 V

max. 700 V

max.130HA
max. 600 „A

max. 400 V

12  V  ±  10%it

max.100 V

*Formaximumcathodelifeitisrecommendedthattheheatersupplyberegulatedatl2V=3%.

(=' Mullard May  1987                               3



M32EBJ
M32EBL

CIRCUIT DESIGN VALUES

Grid 4 current
positive
negative

Grid 2 current
positive
negative

MAXIMUM CIRCUIT VALUES

Besistance between cathode and  heater

Impedance between cathode and  heater

Grid  1  circuit  resistance

Grid  1  circuit  impedance

TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS

Cathode drive,. voltages specified with  respect to grid  1

Anodevoltage      .

Grid 4  (focusing electrode)  voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Cathode cut-off voltage

Grid drive; voltages specified with  respect to cathode

Anode voltage

Grid 4  (focusing electrode)  voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  cut-off voltage

max.      25#A
max.      25pA

max.        5 „A
max.         5 4tA

max.         1  Mn

max.     0,1MQ

max.1,5Mrz           u
max.    0,5Mn

14kv

0 to 300 V*

400V

32  to  64  VtEit

14kv

0 to 300 V*

400V

35 to 70 V**

RESOLUTION

The resolution  is approx.1300  lines.  It  is measured  at the screen centre:
•   with shrinking raster method,
•   at light output 68,5 cd/m2  (20 foot  lambert)  and  raster dimensions 237 mm x  178 mm,

:;titvh93h=os7p°h°oyt;::##V°ltage=14kv,
•   with  normal  tinted  face glass, without anti-glare treatment of screen  surface.

X-RADIATION CHARACTERISTIC

X-radiation  emitted will  not exceed  0,5  mF!/h  throughout the useful  life of the tube,  when operated
within  the given  ratings.

u

I      Measured at screen centre on  spot at anode current =  250 HA  (peak), anode voltage =  14  kv,  grid  2

voltage =  400 V.
Dynamic focus (only for optimization) : Typical  correction  for a video  field  of  H x V = 237 mm x  178 mm
line parabola 200 V,
field  parabola  100 V.

"   Visual extinction of focused  raster.

4                               May  1987
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FLAT

High resolution monochrome display tubes M32EBJ
M32EBL

X M-9
I

19                                            20                                           21                                            22                                            23
anode voltage ( kv )

X-radiation  limit curve according to JEDEC94,  at a constant anode
current of 250 HA,  measured according to TEPACI 03A.

X M -1 0

\
\

0                                                     500                                                t°°°     anodecurrent (HA)     '5°°

0,5 in R/h  isoexposure-rate  limit curve,  according to JEDEC94,  measured
according to TEPAC 103A.

(=' Mullard May  1987                              5



M32EBJ
M32EBL

6                               May  1987

\ \
\ \

\

\
\ \

400V \ \vg 2=700V

\ \
\ \
\ \
\

\
\ \

0                20               40              60              80             100
Vk   (V)

Anode current as a function of cathode voltage.
Cathode drive; Va,g3,g5 =  14  kv.

`

`

/
` '
/ `

/ `
V92= 700 v/ `4 00V

/ /
/

/
/

/ /
//

-100        -80         -60          -40          -20             0
Vg1    (V)

Anode current as a function of grid  1  voltage.
Grid  drive; Va,g3,g5 =  14  kv.

u
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FLAT

High resolution monochrome display tubes

l\i¢}

-
``.

_,

~T I   `a,ue

~ T\oti`

!\.,in.,t - -
-- 10--

M32EBJ
M32EBL

Limits of cathode cut-off voltage as a function of grid  2 voltage.
Cathode drive; Va,g3,g5 =  14 kv.

AVKFI

Ava,g3,g5
=  0'9  x  10-3.

}Ojt
-

``-

\ `a\u- no¢'`"il
\owe'|mit --

- - -

300                400                500                600                700
Vg2  (V)

Limits of grid  1  cut-off voltage as a  function of grid  2 voltage.
Grid drive; Va,g3,g5 =  14 kv.

AVGR

Ava,g3,g5
=  0'9 x  10-3
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M32EBJ
M32EBL

DIMENSIONAL DATA Dimensions  in  mm

295,6 max

Zy7
269  min

P
I/A

37,3    2naxm10in

R193ZZZ%R%LZZ;R27

f\1374
I

86,2ZZZ;            '                                  R7273116,56

R15Z
ILi=7z9668,\se'

/
( 1 )  The  reference  line  is determined  by the plane of the upper edge of reference  line gauge  D  when  the

gauge  is resting on the cone.

8                                May  1987
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FLAT

High resolution monochrome display tubes M32EBL
M32EBJ

a,g3,g5

g4±i>|o°max
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M32EBJ
M32EBL

Front view of tube M32EBJ

'\1IE

anodeconta

L
1 /                           7Z965

9tro¢S+/
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FLAT

High resolution monochrome display tubes

Front view and  lug dimensions of tube M32EBL

®

M32EBJ
M32EBL

(1 )  The  mounting  screws in  the cabinet  must  be situated  inside a circle of  5 mm diameter drawn around
the true geometrical  positions  i.e.  at the corners of a  rectangle of 290,3  mm  x  231,7  mm.

(=' Mullard May  1987                               11



M32EBJ
M32EBL

Maximum cone contour

See-tion
nom.distancefromsection  1 max. distance from centre

0,00 10,00 20,00 30,00 36,50 40,0 50,00 60,00 70,00 80,00 90,00

1 0 147,75 149,80 156,19 1 67 ,63 173,43 171,77 1 51 ,39 1 35 ,49 125,67 120,31 118,60

2 10 146,15 1 48 , 1 7 154,42 1 65 , 1 4 170,27 168,65 149,73 134,26 124,62 119,34 117,66

3 20 142,36 144,25 149,91 158,20 161,07 159,63 145,28 131,24 122,14 117,11 115,50

4 30 136,49 138,18 142,87 148,45 149,74 148,65 138,71 126,91 118,58 113,89 112,39

5 40 128,75 130,16 133,72 137,36 137,91 1 37 ,07 130,27 1 21 ,08 1 13,85 1 09 ,61 108 ,23

6 50 1 19,35 120,49 123,12 125,56 125,86 125,30 120,77 113,97 1 08 ,01 04,28 103,05

7 60 108,70 109,58 111,51 113,24 1 13,50 113,19 1 10,37 1 05 ,66 101,04 97,92 96,84
8 70 97,64 98,27 99,58 100,70 100,90 100,74 99,10 96,1 1 92,85 90,43 89,53

9 80 86,29 86,69 87,45 88,06 88,14 88,04 87,11 85,36 83,31 81,62 80,93

10 90 74,00 74,26 74,72 75,09 75,14 75,10 74,60 73,64 72,44 71,37 70,90

11 100 60,59 60,78 61,12 61 ,41 61 ,5 1 61,52 61 ,35 60,93 60,34 59,78 59,50

12 110 5 1 ,89 51,97 52,09 52,20 52,23 52,24 52,19 52,07 5 1 ,90 51,73 51,64

12                             May  1987
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DEVELOPMENT   DATA
This  data  sheet  contalns  advance  inlormation  and

specif ic8tions  are subject to change without ncitice.

a

®

M32EBM
M32EBN

FLAT
HIGH  PESOLUTION  MONOCHPOME  DISPLAY  TUBES

•   For  Data  Graphic  Displays
•   goo clef lection angle
•   34 cm  ( 14  in)  face diagonal,. rectangular glass
•   1520 mm  radius of screen curvature
•   20 mm  neck diameter
•   Integral  implosion  protection

QUICK  REFERENCE DATA

Deflection  angle

Face diagonal

Overall  length

Neck  diameter

Heating

Grid  2 voltage

Anode voltage

Fiesolution

900

34 cm  (14 in)

max. 282 mm

20mm

12 V/75 rnA

400V
14kv

approx.1000  lines

APPLICATloN

These  high  resolution  tubes are for alpha-numeric and  graphic display  applications, such  as computer
terminals,  small  business computers, etc.

AVAILABLE VERSIONS

The  following versions  are  available:  M32EBM  and  M32EBN.

The tubes can  be supplied with  different phosphors and  anti-reflective treatments,  see  ``High  resolution
monochrome display  tubes,  General''.

Differences between  the tubes can  be found  under  `Dimensional  Data'.
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M32EBM
M32EBN

ELECTRICAL  DATA

Focusing  method

Def lection  method

Deflection  angles
diagonal

horizontal

vertical

I nterelectrode capacitances
cathode to  all  other electrodes
grid  1  to all  other electrodes

Capacitance of external  conductive coating to anode"

Capacitance of external  conductive coating to anode**

Capacitance of anode to  implosion  protection  hardware**

Heater voltage

Heater current  at  12  V

OPTICAL DATA

Phosphor type

Light transmission  at screen centre
tube with  normal tinted  face glass
tube with  dark  tinted  face glass

electrostatic

magnetic

approx. 900
approx.  790
approx. 650

max.            5  pF
max.           6  pF

max.1200pF
min.       600pF

max.1050pF
min.       450pF

approx.150 pF

12V

75mA

see  `'High  resolution  mono-
chrome display tubes, General"

approx. 42%
approx. 309/o

RASTER CENTRING

The field  intensity  perpendicular to the tube axis should  be adjustable from  0 to 800 A/in.  For optimum
overall  sharpness  it  is  recommended  to centre the  raster electrically via the deflection coils.

*      lmplosion protection hardware connected to external conductive coating.
**   lmplosion protection  hardware not connected to external conductive coating.

2                               May  1987
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FLAT

High  resolution monochrome display tubes

a

®

MECHANICAL  DATA  (see also the figures under  Dimensional  Data)

Overall  length

Greatest dimensions of tube
diagonal
width
height

Minimum  useful  screen  dimensions  (projected)
diagonal
horizontal  axis
vertical  axis
area

lmplosion  protection

Bulb

Bulb contact designation

Base designation

Basing

Mass

M32EBM
M32EBN

max. 282 mm

348,5 mm
298 mm
240 mm

320 mm
269 mm
210 mm
554 cm2

T-band/rimband

E I AJ -J 8340A H 03 or
EIAJJ8340AH04

I EC 67-Ill-2,  E IAJ 1 -21

EIA-E7-91

7GF]

approx.  3,9 kg

RATINGS (Absolute Maximum System)

Unless otherwise specified voltage values are positive and  measured  with  respect to grid  1.

Anode voltage

Grid  4  (focusing electrode)  voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Anode current
long-term  average value

peak value

Cathode voltage, positive peak value

Heater voltage

Cathode-to-heater voltage

max.16kv
min.     10kv

-550 to + 1100 V

max.  550 V

max.loo uA
max.150 HA

max.  220 V

12  V  ±  10%*

max.100 V

*Formaximumcathodelifeitisrecommendedthattheheatersupplyberegulatedatl2V=8:;;.
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M32EBM
M32EBN

CIRCUIT DESIGN  VALUES

Grid 4 current
positive
negative

Grid  2 current
positive
negative

MAXIMUM  CIRCUIT VALUES

Pesistance between cathode and heater

Impedance between cathode and heater

Grid  1  circuit  resistance

Grid  1  circuit  impedance

TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS

Cathode drive; voltages specified  with  respect to grid  1

Anode voltage

Grid 4  (focusing electrode)  voltage

Grid 2 voltage

-Cathode cut-off voltage

Grid drive; voltages specified with  respect to cathode

Anode voltage

Grid 4  (focusing electrode)  voltage

Grid  2 voltage

-  Grid 1 cut-off voltage

max.      25HA
max.      25HA

max.         5 #A
max.        5 „A

max.         1  Mn

max.     0,1  Mn

max.     1,5MQ

max.    0,5MQ

14kv

0 to 400 V*

400V

38 to 68 V* *

14kv

0 to 400 V*

400V

41  to 75 VJ"

RESOLUTION

The  resolution  is approx.1000  lines.  It  is measured  at the screen centre:
•  with shrinking raster method,
•   at light output 68,5 cd/m2  (20 foot lambert)  and  raster dimensions 237 mm x  178 mm,

::titvh93h=os5p5h°oyt;::#ev0Itage=14kv,
•   with normal tinted face glass, without anti-glare treatment of screen surface.

X-RADIATION CHARACTERISTIC

X-radiation emitted will  not exceed 0,5 mp/h throughout the useful  life of the tube, when operated
within the given  ratings.

LL

*      Measured at screen centre on spot at anode current = 50 rA (peak), anode voltage =  14 kv, grid 2

voltage = 400 V.
Dynamic focus (only for optimization) : Typical correction for a video field of H x V = 237 mm x 178 mm
line  parabola 200 V,
field  parabola  loo V.

"   Visual extinction of focused  raster.

4                               May  1987 Mullard (='



FLAT

High  resolution monochrome display tubes M32EBM
M32EBN

-
X M- 9

19                                             20                                            21                                             22                                            23

anode voltage  ( kv )

X-radiation  limit curve according to J EDEC94, at a constant anode
current of 250 HA, measured according to TEPAC103A.

X M -1 0

\
\

0                                                    500                                               '°°°     anodecurrent (HA)    '5°°

0,5 mB/h  isoexposure-rate  limit curve,  according to JEDEC94, measured
according to TEPAC103A.
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M32EBM
M32EBN

6                                May  1987
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\ \
300 v\ \Vg2= 550 V

\

Anode current as a function of cathode voltage.
Cathode drive; Va,g3,g5 =  14 kv.

`

`

/
/ `

/ /
Vg2 =55 OV /3o OV

/
/

-100        -80         -60         -40          -20             0
Vg1    (V)

Anode current as a function of grid  1  voltage.
Grid  drive,. Va,g3,g5 =  14 kv.
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FLAT

High resolution monochrome display tubes

-S
.ppej`jf

l\ue
r\omm

leT,(in.,t

M32EBM
M32EBN

Limits of cathode cut-off voltage as a function  of grid  2 voltage.
Cathode drive; Va,g3,g5 =  14 kv.

AVKR

Ava,g3,g5
=  0,15  x  10-3.

Oj
0,oe{``r

va e

ohma

;v_'_e'\,m\
t

300                       400                       500                       600
Vg2  (V)

Limits of grid  1  cut-off voltage as a function of grid  2 voltage.
Grid drive; Va,g3,g5 =  14 kv.

AVGR

Ava,g3,g5
=  0,,5 x  10-3.
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M32EBM
M32EBN

DIMENSIONAL DATA Dimensions  in  mm

(1 )  The  reference  line  is determined  by the plane of the upper edge of  reference  line gauge  D  when  the
gauge  is resting on  the cone.

8                                May  1987
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FLAT

High resolution monochrome display tubes M32EBM
M32EBN

a,g3,g5

94±i>1o°max

91                                    7Z90808
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M32EBM
M32EBN

Front view of tube M32EBM

weiaea ioint \

anodeconta

4`r  ..   `

'.../
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FLAT

High resolution monochrome display tubes

Front view and  lug dimensions of tube M32EBN

®

M32EBM
M32EBN

( 1 )  The  mounting  screws  in the cabinet must  be situated  inside a circle of  5 mm diameter drawn  around
the true geometrical positions i.e. at the corners of a  rectangle of 290,3 mm x  231,7  mm.

(=' Mullard
May  1987                               11



M32EBM
M32EBN

Maximum cone contour

Sec-tion
nom.distancefromsection  1 max. distanee fro in centre

0,00 10,00 20,00 30,00 36,50 40,00 50,00 60,00 70,00 80,00 90,00
1 0 147,75 149,80 156,19 167,63 173,43 171,77 151,39 135,49 125,67 120,31 118,60

2 10 146,15 148,17 154,42 165,14 170,27 168,65 149,73 134,26124,62 119,34 1  17 ,66

3 20 142,36 144,25 149,91 158 ,20 161,07 159,63 145,28 1 31 ,24 1 22 , 1 4 117,11 115,50

4 30 136,49 138,18 142,87 148,45 149,74 1 48 ,65 1 38 ,7 1 126,91 118,58 113,89 112,39

5 40 128,75 130,16 133,72 1 37 ,36 137 ,91 137 ,07 130,27 1 21 ,08 113,85 109,61 log,23
6 50 1 19,35 120,49 123,12 125,56 125 ,86 125,30 120,77 113,97 108 ,01 104,28 1 03 ,05

7 60 108,70 109,58 111,51 113,24 113,50 113,19 110,37 105 ,66 101,04 97,92 96,84
8 70 97,64 98,27 99,58 100,70 100,90 100,74 99 , 1 0 96,11 92,85 90,43 89,53
9 80 86,29 86,69 87,45 88,06 88,14 88,04 87,11 85,36 83,31 81,62 80,93

10 90 74,00 74,26 7 4 .J 2 75,09 75,14 75,10 74,60 73,64 72,44 71 ,37 70,90
11 100 60,59 60,78 61,12 61 ,41 6-1 ,5 1 61,52 61,35 60,93 60,34 59,78 59,50
12 110 5 1 ,89 51,97 52,09 52,20 52,23 52,24 52,19 52,07 51 ,90 51,73 51 ,64

12                              May  1987
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M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SERIES

r\

a

HIGH  F}ESOLUTION  COLOUR  DISPLAY  TUBE  ASSEMBLIES

•  900 deflection angle
•   37  cm  (14  in)  face diagonal
•   29,1  mm  neck diameter
•   Pigmented  phosphors
•   High  resolution obtained  by 0,29 mm  dot triplet pitch  and  high-resolution  in-line electron guns
•   Hexagonal dot arrangement
•   Black  matrix screen for high brightness and contrast
•   Internal  magneto-static beam alignment
•   Soft-Flash technology offering  improved  monitor reliability
•   Internal  magnetic shield
•   Plimband  type  implosion  protection  (UL approved)
•   Supplied  as a  pre-aligned, self-converging tube-coil  assembly; dynamic convergence  is not  required

QUICK  REFERENCE  DATA

Deflection  angle

Face diagonal

Overall  length

Neck diameter

Dot triplet  pitch

F3esolution:   minimum  number of resolvable  pixels*
at 200 HA; mod. depth -9 dB

Heating

Focusing voltage

900
37  cm  ( 14  in)

354 mm

29'1  mm

0,29 mm  (0,011  in)

790 x 570

6,3V16]3mA
26% of anode voltage

Available versions

Light transmission  at
screen centre :
1 03  X  =  85%
108  X  =  57%
118 X  = 46%

NI3J -....  I  .  /

*  Pixel  =  picture element.

deflection unit, see Table
on the next page

screen surface treatment;
N  = direct etch
(no  indication  for high gloss)

(=' Mullard February  1987



M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEPIES

ELECTRON-OPTICAL DATA

Electron gun system

Focusing method

Focus lens

Convergence method

Def lection method

Doflection angles
diagonal
horizontal
vertical

ELECTRICAL DATA

Tube

Capacitances
anode to external
conductive coating  including
rimband

grid  1  of any gun to all other
electrodes

cathodes of all guns, connected
in  parallel, to all other electrodes

cathode of any gun to all other
electrodes

focusing electrode to all other
electrodes

Heating
heater voltage
heater current

Doflection unit

Ca(in + in,)

unitized  in-line

electrostatic

bi-potential

magnetic

magnetic

approx. goo
approx. 780
approx. 600

max.1300 pF
min.    800pF

Cg1                                    24 pF

Ck                                     15pF

CkR,CkG,CkB        5PF

Cg3                               6 pF

indirect  by a.c. or d.c.
6,3V
673 rnA

parameter unit
M37-.  .  .  ././followed  by

1020 1030 1 03 1 * 1040 1 050*

Line deflection coils,  Fig.1inductance
mH  ±  4% 1,2 0,6 0,6 0,3 0,15

resistanceLinedeflection current,edgetoedge,at25kvFielddeflectioncoils,Fig.  2inductance a ±  10% 1,5 0,8 0,8 0,4 0,2

A  (p-p) 3,62 5,12 5,12 7,24 10,24

mH  ±  10% 6,5 6,5 13,1 6,5 6,5
resistanceFielddeflection current,edgetoedge,at25kv Q±7% 5,7 5,7 11,5 5,7 5,7

A  (p-p) 1,36 1,36 0,96 1,36 1,36

tr  Under development.
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H igh resolution colour display tube assemblies

Maximum  permissible voltage
between  line and  field  coils
between field coils and core

I nsulation resistance
between  line and field  coils, at  1  kv  (d.c.)
between line coil and core clamping ring,

at 500 V  (d.c.)
between field coil and core clamping ring,

at  1000 V  (d.c.)

Cross-talk

6                  5                             7                  8             9           10                11                           13                12

7Z85963.I

Fig.1     Linecoils.
L is factory adjusted.

J|` f >d c<s
11

1234

a

®

M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SERIES

3000 V  (d.c.)
300 V  (d.c.)

500 Mft

30MQ

loo MQ

a voltage of  1  V,  15625  Hz applied to the
line coils causes no  more than 20 mv
across the f ield coils

2134

7Z85962.I

Fig.  2   Field  coils.
P  is factory adjusted.

Fig. 3   Terminal  location of deflection coils.

(=' Mullard
February  1987                   3



M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SERIES

OPTICAL DATA

Screen

Screen finish

Useful  screen dimensions
diagonal
horizontal  axis
vertical  axis
area

Plecommended useful screen dimensions for alphanumeric display
diagonal
horizontal  axis
vertical  axis

Phosphor
red

green
blue

Persistance

Phosphor colour co.ordinates
red
green
blue

Dot arrangement

Spacing between centres of adjacent dot triplets

Light transmission of face glass at screen centre

Luminance at screen centre*
red
green
blue
white  (x  =  0,287, y =  0,292)**

Peflectivity

metal-backed  phosphor dot
triplets,. black  matrix

nan-glare  (direct etch)  or high  gloss

min. 335,4 mm
min, 280,8 mm
min.  210,6 mm
min.580     cm2

307 mm
244 mm
186 mm

rare earth, pigmented
su lphide type
sulphide type, pigmented

medium short

x = 0,635; y = 0,340
x = 0,315; y = 0,600
x = 0,150,. y = 0,060

hexagonal

approx. 0,29 mm  (0,011  in)

:*¥:raes:rgj::sC:cntTj:i°£::r:at?opoefr:::d=e2c#r"e:tsse=aT:iT:Ycyc'e=75%;soannedarea=244mmxl86mm.

4                   February  1987
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High resolution colour display tube assemblies

F!esolution

M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEPIES

see Table below; values shown  are measured  under
following conditions:

:in:m2:mkY'jdvt£:fTv°e°rtYc'aY#3h:t:jr,iteesda{°hra,f
east or half west zone; sine-wave drive voltage;
horizontal  raster scan of H x V = 244 mm x 186 mm

modulationdepth min.  number of  resolvable picture elements (n.H  x  n.V)

Ia =  100 4A Per gun la = 200 4A per gun lap = 400 |A per gun
-6dB 830 x 560 700 x  510 490 x 400
-9dB 950 x 620 790 x 570 530 x 440

-12 dB 980 x 670 870 x 610 600 x 470
-20 d a 980 x 780 980 x 690 690 x 520

Notes
-The  resolution  figures in the Table are worst-case values in  the display area,  and  include  losses of

modulation depth due to deflection defocusing and screen texture; the resolution at the screen
centre  is  in general  higher.

-  Limitations due to moirg effects are not taken  into account; the maximum resolution  imposed
by the Shannon  limit of the phosphor screen =  n.H x n.V = 980 x 1150 (signal dot rate equals Phosphor
dot  rate).

a

MECHANICAL DATA (see also the figures on the following pages)

Overall  length

Neck diameter

Greatest dimensions of tube face (excluding mounting lugs)
diagonal
width
height

lmplosion protection

Anode contact designation

Base designation

Basing designation

Mass

Mounting position

max.  353,7  ±  5 mm

29'1  mm

366,4 ±  1,6 mm
315,4 ±  1,6 mm
246,4 ±  1,6 mm

shrink type (UL, CSA and
VDE approved)

JEDEC J1-21 ;  lEC67-Ill-2

10-pin base JE DEC  810-277

see  Fig.10

approx. 6,4 kg

anode contact on top

(=' Mullard
February  1987 5



M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEPIES

MECHANICAL DATA (continued)

Notes are given  after the drawings.

Dimensions  in  mm

/
I     T12

'
R530 63max8.5iIIEI

Fig.  4b.
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High  resolution colour display tube assemblies

M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEPIES

Fig.  5.

{=' Mullard February  1987                    7



M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEPllES

3min

Fig.  6.

f         f                 7Z9o321

Fig.  9.

8                    February  1987

Fig.10.

i.c.  =  internally connected  (not to be  used)
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High resolution colour display tube assemblies

®

M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEBIES

Notes to outline drawings on the preceding pages

1.    Configuration of outer conduct:ive coating may be different,  but will  contain the contact area as
shown  in the drawing.

2.    To clean this area, wipe only with  a  soft  lintless cloth.
3.    The displacement of any lug with respect to the plane through the three other lugs is max.1  mm.
4.     Minimum space to be reserved for mounting lug.
5.    The position of the mounting screw in the cabinet must be within a circle of 9,5 mm diameter

drawn around the true geometrical  positions,  i.e. the corners of a  rectangle of 311,4 mm x 243,2 mm.
6.    Co-ordinates for radius  Ft  =  11,6  mm:  x =  126,98  mm,  y = 90,76  mm.
7.    Centre of gravity.
8.    The socket for this base should  not be rigidly  mounted;  it should  have flexible  leads and  be allowed

to move freely. After mounting of the tube in the cabinet note that the position of the base can
fall  within  a circle,  having a diameter of max.  50 mm,  concentric with  an  imaginary tube axis.
The mass of the mating socket with  circuitry should  not  be  more than  150 g; maximum  permiss-
ible torque  is 40  mNm.

9.     Small  cavity  contactJ1-21,  lEC67-Ill-2.

10. The X, Y and  Z reference points are located on the outside surface of the face plate 3,2 mm
beyond the  intersection of the minor,  major and  diagonal  screen  axis respectively, with  the
minimum  published  screen.

(=' Mullard
February  1987



M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEPIES

10-pin base; JEDEC 810-277

110                   February  1987
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High  resolution colour display tube assemblies

M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEF]lES

Fig.12.

See-tion

nom.distancefromsection1 distance  from  centre  (max. values)

00 loo 200 250 300 320 30,
diag.axes

370 30' 400 450 500 600 700 goo 900

1 0 157,2 159,4 1 66,3 171,7 178,2 181,2 183,6 183,3 180,0 167,9 1 56,5 140,0 1 29,8 1 24,2 1 22,4

2 10 154,7 156,9 163,5 168,5 174,1 176,6 1 78,1 I 77,7 174,8 164,4 1 53,7 137,8 127,9 122,4 1 20,7

3 20 148,8 150,7 156,3 160,0 163,5 164,6 165,0 164,4 162,6 1 56,0 147,7 133,6 124,4 1 1 9,3 117,7

4 30 140,4 142,1 146,2 148,6 1 50,5 151,0 151,1 150,7 149,6 145,6 140,0 128,6 120,3 115,7 114,2

5 40 130,3 1 31 ,3 134,0 135,4 1 36,5 136,8 1 36,8 136,6 136,1 134,1 130,8 122,7 115,9 111,7 110,3

6 50 118,2 1 1 8,8 120,1 120,9 121,6 121,8 1 22,0 122,0 121,9 121,2 119,8 1 1 5,4 110,5 107,0 105,8

7 60 104,9 104,7 105,1 105,5 '06,0 106,2 106,5 106,7 106,9 107,1 107,0 1 05,6 103,1 loo,8 99,8
8 70 90,6 89,9 89,8 90,0 90,4 90,6 90,9 91,1 91,4 91,9 92,3 92,5 91,7 90,4 89,7
9 77 79,9 79,1 79,0 79,1 79,4 79,6 79,9 80,1 80,4 80,9 81,4 81,8 81,4 80,5 79,9

(=' Mullard
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M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEPIES

l]ECOMMENDED OPERATING  CONDITloNS  (cathode drive)

The voltages are specified  with  respect to grid  1.

Anode voltage

Grid  3  (focusing electrode)  voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Va,g4                                25   kv

Vg3                     6,2to7,0   kv

Vg2                         see  Fig.13

loc usof rec Omm ended working/ Pot nts0 fgu nWI thh ighest cilt-off

/ \\ \\ \ \\ \ \\ \ \\ \
/' .QB IIQi

/ «
area  of working  pointsofremaininggiins

0                             200                          400                           600                          BOO                         1000

Vg2/g1   (V)

Fig.13   Spot cut-off design chart.

Grid  2 voltage  (Vg2)  adjusted  for highest gun  spot cut-off voltage Vk =  105  V.

Remaining guns adjusted for spot cut-off by means of cathode voltage.

Vg2 range 300 to 800 V

Vk range 80 to  105 V

Adjustment procedure:

3gottet:att::::,::I::g;i%k)ofn°ero:::eg::,:tu:s°:e¥:inecsr::=e;[s:b::'.dN2o:0:t::ree!¥egt2|efrc°aTh:::rv°oitage
of the remaining guns so that the other colours also become visible.

12                 February  1987
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Higli  resolution colour display tube assemblies

EQUIPMENT  DESIGN  VALUES (each gun  if applicable)

The values are valid for anode voltages between 20 and 27,5 kv.
The voltages are specified with respect to grid  1.

fi

®

Grid  3  (focusing  electrode)  voltage

Grid  2 voltage for visual  extinction
of focused spot (Vk = max.105 V)

Difference in cut-off voltages between
guns in any tube

Cathode drive characteristic

Grid 3 (focusing electrode) current

Grid 2 current

Grid  1  current at Vk =  100 V

M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEPIES

Vg3                              24,8 to 28% of anode voltage

Vg2 and  vk                see  Fig.13

Avk                              lowest value > 80% of highest value

see  Fig.14

1g3                              -5to +5"A

1g2                               -5to+5"A

1g1                                -5to+5"A
7Z97538

a b
1111111111111111,11111|||||||I||I,||||IIIll,|l|'Jl 1111111111111111111,11111111..I.111,Ill,1111

||I.|||||I||I||J||I,,,||l|Il
11111111111111111,,1111111111111111',11'1111'111 1111111111,11111111]111111111,111111111111'1
1111111111111111,111111111111 Ill,,|JIII '1111111' 11111111111111111]1''1111111111111111111,Ill
111111111111,11111111|IIIIIIIIIII,'/||Irllll''l'l |||III|||l|I'llllllllI'|||||mllllllllllllll
Ill.111111111111,1111|II||III|||I,JI||J[Il,IIIIl 11111111111,'11''''''1111111111111111,111111

1111.1111,11,111,„11,11111

10                                        20                     30             40         50      60             80        100                                    200
video  drive  voltage  from  spot  cut-off   (V)

Fig.14   Typical  cathode drive characteristics at spot cut-off voltages of 80 V  (curve a) and  105 V (curve b).

Vf = 6,3 V,. Va,g4 = 25 kv; Vg3 adjusted for focus; Vg2 adjusted to provide spot cut-off for
desired  Vk.

(=' Mullard February  1987 13



M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEPIES

LIMITING  VALUES  (each  gun  if applicable)

Tube

Design  maximum  rating system  unless otherwise stated.
The voltages are specified  with  respect to grid  1.

Anode voltage

Anode current for each gun, peak value

Long term average anode current for each gun

Long term average anode current for three guns

Grid  3  (focusing electrode)  voltage

Grid  2 voltage, peak

Cathode voltage

positive
positive operating cut-off
negative
negative peak

Cathode to heater voltage
positive
positive peak
negative
negative peak

Heater voltage

Deflection unit

Maximum operating copper temperature

Temperature  rise of the coils  (AT)
M37 -.... / . / 1020,  M37 -.... / ./ 1030 and
M37 -.... / . / 1040
M37 -.... / . / 1050

Table A

line frequency/ temperature rise (AT)
flyback  time line  coils frame coi ls

24 kHz/8 ps 200c 150c
32 kHz/6 Hs 250C 200c
48 kHz/4 #s 350C 300c

LIMITING CIRCUIT VALUES

Grid  3 circuit resistance

Grid  1  to cathode circuit  resistance  (each  gun)

max.       27,5   kv       notesland2
Va,g4       min.            20kv       note3

lap             max.         400HA

la               max.         200#A

Ia               max.         450pA

Vg3          max.            10kv

Vg2p        max.1000V

Vk            max.        200V
Vk             max.         130   V
-Vk        max.             0  V
-Vkp      max.             2   V

Vf

950c

see Table A
see Table a

line frequency/ temperature rise (AT)
flyback time line coils frame coils

32 kHz/6 Hs 170c 170c
48 kHz/4 ps 230c 230c
64 kHz/3 Hs 320C 320C

F`g3           max.            30   Mf2

Pg|k        max.       0,75Mf2

Notes

1.  Absolute Maximum  rating system .
2.  During adjustment on the production  line this value  is  likely to be surpassed considerably.  It  is

therefore strongly recommended first to make the necessary adjustments for normal operation.
3. Operation of the tube at lower voltages impairs the  luminance and  resolution.
4.  For maximum cathode  life,  it is recommended that the heater supply be regulated at 6,0 V.

14                  February  1987
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High resolution colour display tube assemblies

A

®

M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEBIES

FLASHOVER PROTECTION

With the high voltage used with this tube (max.  27,5 kv)  internal flashovers may occur. As a result of
the Soft-Flash technology these flashover currents are limited to approx.  60 A offering higher set
reliability, optimum circuit protection and component savings.
Primary protective circuitry using properly grounded spark gaps and series isolation resistors (preferably
carbon composition)  is still  necessary to prevent tube damage. The spark gaps should be connected to
all  picture tube electrodes at the socket according to the figure below,. they are not required on the
heater pins.  No other connections between the outer conductive coating and the chassis are permissible.
The spark gaps should be designed for a breakdown voltage at the focusing electrode (g3) of 11  kv

+'rf:;aYu%3omfatxh.ea:e¥::gi4so=a::o:Y::iastnodr:tsi::I:t::ra:I:#L°adsespo°:s.:5:et(°m:nix:5kQ)withoutcaus|ng
deterioration of the circuit performance. The resistors should  be able to withstand an instantaneous
surge of 20 kv for the focusing circuit and  12 kv for the remaining circuits without arcing.
Additional  information  is available on  request.

Fig.15.

(=' Mullard 15



M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEf3lES

X-RADIATION  LIMIT

Maximum anode voltage at which the X-radiation emitted will  not exceed 0,5 mp/h at an anode
current of 300 HA

entire tube
face-plate only

31  kv*
33kv

Warning:

If the value for the tube face only  is used as design criterion, adequate shielding  must be provided  in
the monitor for the anode contact and/or certain portions of the tube funnel and  panel sidewalls to insure
that the X-radiation from the monitor  is attenuated to a value equal to or lower than that specified for
the face of the tube.

Maximum voltage difference between anode and focus electrode at which the
X-radiation will  not exceed o,5 mFl/h                                                                                                         30 kv

Warning:

If the voltage value above can be exceeded  in the monitor additional attenuation of the X-radiation
through the tube neck  may be required.

The X-radiation emitted from this display tube, as measured  in accordance with the procedure of
TEPAC Publication No.194, will  not exceed 0,5  mFvh throughout the useful tube life when operated
within the `Design  maximum  ratings'.

The tube should  not be operated beyond  its 'Design maximum ratings' stated above, but  its X-radiation
will  not exceed 0,5 mF`/h for anode voltage and current combinations given by the isoexposure-rate
limits characteristics shown on the  next  page.

Operation above the values shown by the curve may result in failure of the monitor to comply with the
Federal  Performance Standard of the  U.S. for Television  Receivers,  Section  1020.10 of  Part  1020 of
Title 21,  Code of  Federal  Regulation  (PL90-602)  as published  in the  Federal  F`egister Volume 38,
No.198,  Monday, October  15,1973.

Maximum  X-radiation as a function of anode voltage at 300 HA anode current  is shown by the curve
on the next page.  X-radiation at a constant anode voltage varies linearly with anode current.

This rating applies only if the anode connector used  by the set  maker provides the necessary attenua-
tion to reduce the X-radiation from the anode contact by a factor equal to the difference between
the anode button  isoexposure-rate limit curve and the isoexposure-rate limit curve for the entire tube.
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H igh resolution colour display tube assemblies

®

M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEFilES

I 11----I.--
I ----------

fortace.p'ate On ly -I-I-I\ - -II.\ I - •1
11- •.- .I- I.I-I.- I-- I-\ I-

fo r barebutton\ for entIre tu be .--.
I 1\ -.

I --
I I 11 I I 11

10                                                                   102                                                                  103                         la    (HA)                     104

Fig.16   0,5 mR/h  isoexposure-rate  limit curve.

fo rbare bu tto n

/ /

fo rentl retube f orface -pl ate On ly

25                                                     30                                                      35                      va  (kv)                40

Fig.17   X-radiation  limit curve at a constant anode current of 300 #A.
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M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEPIES

WARNINGS

X-radiation

Operation of this colour display tube under abnormal conditions which exceed the 0,5 mFvh  iso-dose
rate curve shown on the preceding page may produce soft X-rays which may constitute a health hazard
on prolonged exposure at close range unless adequate external  screening  is provided.  Precautions must
therefore be exercised during servicing of monitors using this tube to ensure that the anode voltage
and other tube voltages are adjusted to the recommended values so that the `Design maximum ratings'
are not exceeded.

Tube replacement

This display tube incorporates integral  X-radiation and  implosion  protection and  must  be replaced  with
a tube of the same type number or a recommended replacement to assure continued  safety.

Shock hazard

The high voltage at which the tube is operated  may be very dangerous. The monitor should  include
safeguards to  prevent the user from coming in contact with the high voltage.  Extreme care should  be
taken  in servicing or adjustment of any  high-voltage circuit.

Caution  must be exercised during the replacement or servicing of the display tube since a  residual  elec-
trical  charge may be held by the high-voltage capacitor formed  by the external and  internal conductive
coatings of the display tube funnel. To remove any residual  charge, short the anode contact button,
located  in the funnel of the tube, to the external  conductive coating before handling the tube.
Discharging the  high voltage to  isolated  metal  parts such as cabinets and  control  brackets may produce
a  shock  hazard.

Tube handling

Display tubes should  be kept  in  the shipping box or similar  protective container will just  prior to
installation.  Wear heavy protective clothing,  including gloves and  safety goggles with  side shields,  in
areas containing  unpacked and  unprotected tubes to  prevent possible injury from  flying glass  in the
event a tube breaks.  Handle the tube with extreme care.  Do  not strike,  scratch or subject the tube to
more than  moderate pressure.  Parl:icular care should be taken to prevent damage to the seal area.

The packing should  incorporate sufficient cushioning so that under  normal  conditions of shipment or
handling an  impact acceleration of  more than 35g  is  never applied  to the tube.
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High resolution colour display tube assemblies

®

green

red

blue

-.

10                                                     too              lap(HA)             1000

Fig.18.

M37-103X
Luminance at the centre of the screen as a
function of  ltota|.
Va,g4 = 25 kv; Vf = 6,3 V; Vg3 adjusted for
optimum focus.
Plaster size =  244 x  186  mm2 .

M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SERIES

green

red
111

11

b ue/

10                                                       100               lap(HA)              1000

Fig.19.

M37-108X
Luminance at the centre of the screen as a
function of  ltotal.

¥pa{3£u=m2:okc¥j.Vf=6/3V;Vg3adjustedfor
Fiaster size =  244 x  186  mm2 .

7Z97541

9 IreIe

r .. ..-I
IIll

Ib
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I t`

11-I111
Ill

10                                                    loo              lap(HA)             1000

Fig.  20.

M37-118X
Luminance at the centre of the screen as a
function of  ltotal.

¥##m2:a:¥j.Vf=6,3V;Vg3adjustedfor
Raster size = 244 x  186  mm2 .
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M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEPIES

DEGAUSSING

The display tube has an  internal  magnetic shield. This shield and the shadow mask with  its suspension
system  may be automatically degaussed  by a coil  mounted on the cone of the display tube as shown
in  Fig.   21.

Fig.  21   Position of degaussing coil on the display tube; dimensions are given  in mm.

For proper degaussing an initial  magnetomotive force (in.in.f.)  of 600 ampere-turns is required  in the
coil. This in.in.f.  has to be gradually decreased.  In the steady state, no significant  in.in.f.  should  remain
in the coil  (< 0,6 ampere-turns).

If single-phase power rectification  is used,  provision should  be  included to prevent asymmetric
distortion of the a.c.  voltage applied to the degaussing circuit due to  high d.c.  inrush  currents.

An example of a degaussing circuit and coil  data for various mains voltage are given  below.

I_____I

7Z83698

Fig.  22   Degaussing circuit using dual  PTC thermistor.

Data of degaussing coil

Circumference
Number of turns
Copper-wire diameter
Resistance
Catalogue number of dual

PTC thermistor

20                 February  1987

110 to  120  V  (a.c.) 220 V  (a.c.)

90cm 90cm
70 120
0'45 mm 0'3 mm
6,7Q 25,9 n

8222 298 73091 2322 662 98009
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High resolution colour display tube assemblies

a

®

M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEPIES

CONVERGENCE AND  RASTER  SPECIFICATION

The maximum misconvergence after 20 min operation  is given in Table 1  and  Fig.  23.

Test conditions (all voltages are measured with respect to grid  1 )

Heater voltage                          Vf             6,3 V

Grid2voltage                           Vg2           525V

Grid 3 voltage                           Vg3          to be adjusted for focus at half east or half west, using cross-hatch
pattern or characters H, at anode current of 300 #A  (peak)  per gun

Anode voltage                          Va            25 kv

Test pattern                                              cross-hatch pattern

Ambienttemperature           Tamb      25 ± 5 °C

Tube  facing                                                   East

Notes

1.  Misconvergence is the distance between centres of the red, green, blue lines at the screen using
rectangularco-ordinates.

2. Anode and/or  focusing  voltage and terrestrial  magnetism affects the static confergence performance.
Therefore small  readjustments of the minipole  magnets (see Fig. 4a)  may be necessary.

Table 1   Maximum misconvergence after 20 min operation

location  (see  Fig.  23)                    typeof error

red-green-blue  line separation  in  either
the horizontal or vertical direction

max. error between
any colour

0,15 mm
0'30 mm
0'40 mm

area  a

area A

+

7Z85954

Fig.  23   Convergence test areas.

{=' Mullard February  1987                 21



M37-103X/./1000
M37-108X/./1000
M37-118X/./1000

SEPllES

Raster centring
horizontal
vertical

Ftaster rotation

max. 4 mm
max. 4 mm

max.  0,40  (Fig.  24)

7Z85967

Fig.  24   Raster rotation.

Pattern distortion, measured without east-west and  north-south correction

Pin cushion distortion
east-west

north-south

Max.  pin-cushion distortion at each  side
east-west

north-south

Parallelogram

1<                                      81                                       =1

2(H1  +  H2)

81  + 82

2(V1  +  V2)

A1  + A2

x  l00%  (Fig.  22)                max.  8,0%

x  l00%  (Fig.  22)                max.1,00/o

Hl  or  H2  (Fig.  22)

Vl  or  V2  (Fig.  22)

Pl  or  P2  (Fig.  23)

1=                                   E12                                 =|    7Z785161

Fig.  25   A1,  A2 =  186  mm;  81,  82  = 244  mm.

22                  February  1987

max. 6,5 mm

max.1,5  mm

max.  2,5 mm

E7z86876
+11+                                +11+
PIP2

Fig.  26.

u
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DEVELOPMENT SAMPLE  DATA
This  information  is derived from development samples
medo  e`/ailel)le  for  evaluation.  It  does  not  riecessarily
imply  that  the  device  will  9o  into  reguler  production.

EI

M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SERIES

HIGH  PESOLUTION  COLOUP  DISPLAY  TUBE  ASSEMBLIES

•  goo deflection angle
•  37 cm  (14 in) face diagonal
•  29,1  mm neck diameter
•   High resolution obtained by 0,29 mm dot triplet pitch and high-resolution  in-line electron guns
•  Hexagonal dot arrangement
•   BIack matrix screen`for high brightness and contrast
•   Internal magneto-static beam alignment
•  Noni]Iare faceplate
•   Internal magnetic shield
•   Rimband type  implo§ion protection
•  Supplied as a  pre-aligned, self-converging tube-coil assembly; dynamic convergence is not required
•   M37-103X/N/1000 series: assembly with display tube with clear face glass

M37-108X/N/1000 series: assembly with display tube with tinted face glass

QUICK REFERENCE  DATA

Def lection angle

Face diagonal

Overall  length

Neck diameter

Dot triplet pitch

Resolution:  minimum number of displayable pixels*

Heating

Focusing voltage

900
37 cm  (14 in)

342 mm

29,1  mm

0,29 mm (0,011  in)

800 x 600

6,3 V/685 rnA

289/o of anode voltage

A   Pixel  =  picture element.

0 Mullard January 1984                     1



M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SEPllES

ELECTRON-OPTICAL  DATA

Electron gun system

Focusing method

Focus lens

Convergence method

Def lection method

Deflection angles
diagonal
horizontal
vertical

ELECTRICAL  DATA

Tube

Capacitances
anode to external
conductive coating  including
rimband

grid  1  of any gun to all other
electrodes

cathodes of all guns, connected
in parallel, to all other electrodes

cathode of any gun to all other
electrodes

focusing electrode to all other
electrodes

Heating
heater voltage
heater current

Deflection unit

unitized  in-line

electrostatic

bi-potential

magnetic

magnetic

approx. goo
approx.  780
approx. 6oo

ca(in+in,)              ::nx..`gg8:i

Cg,                                    17  pF

Ck                                     15pF

CkR,CkG,CkB        5PF

6pF

indirect  by a.c. or d.c.
6,3V
685 rnA

parameter unit
M37-1 03X/N/followed by

1010 1020 1030 1040 1050

Line deflection coils,  Fig.1inductance
mH ± 4% 2,4 1,2 0,6 0,3 0,15

resistanceLinedeflection current,edgetoedge,at25kv a ± 10% 3 1,5 0,8 0,4 0,2

A  (p-p) 2,60 3,62 5,12 7,24 10,24

Field  deflection  coils,  Fig.  2inductance
mH  ±  10% 6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5

resistanceFielddeflection current,edgetoedge,at25kv Q±7% 6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5

A  (p-p) 1,36 1,36 1,36 1,36 1,36

2                      January  1984
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High resolution colour display tube assemblies

Maximum permissible voltage
between  line and  field  coils
between field coils and core

I nsulation resistance
between  line and field  coils, at  1  kv  (d.c.)
between line coil and core clamping ring,

at 500 V  (d.c.)
between field coil and core clamping ring,

at  1000 V  (d.c.)

Cross-talk

M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SERIES

3000 V  (d.c.)
300 V  (d.c.)

500 Mn

30Mn

1 00 Mfl

a voltage of  1  V,15625 Hz applied to the
line coils causes no more than 20 mv
across the field coils

7Z85963

Fig.1     Linecoils.
L is factory adjusted.

See  Fig. 3   for location of terminals.

1234

7Z85962

Fig.  2   Field  coils.
Fi  is factory adjusted.

See Fig. 3   for location of terminals.

Fig.  3   Terminal  location of deflection coils.

0 Mullard January  1984                      3



M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SEPIES

OPTICAL DATA

Screen

Screen finish

Useful  screen dimensions
diagonal
horizontal  axis
vertical axis
area

Plecommended  useful  screen dimensions for alphanumeric display
diagonal
horizontal  axis
vertical  axis

Phosphor
red

green
blue

Phosphor colour co-ordinates*
red
green
blue

Dot arrangement

Spacing between centres of adjacent dot triplets

Light transmission of face glass at centre
M37-103X/N/1000 series
M37-108X/N/1000 series

Minimum  number of displayable  pixelstt

Jt      Other  phosphors available to  special order.
**    Measuring conditions:

anode current  per gun (peak value)  = 300 ¢A,.
pulse width equal to the dot pitch;
screen area used = 244 mm x 186 mm.

4                      January  1984

metal-backed phosphor dot
triplets; black  matrix

non-glare (direct etch)

min.  335,4 mm
min.  280,8 mm
min,  210,6 mm
min.580     cm2

307 mm
244 mm
186  mm

rare earth
sulphide type
sulphidetype

x = 0,635; y = 0,340
x = 0,315; y = 0,600
x = 0,150; y = 0,060

hexagonal

approx.  0,29  mm  (0,011  in)

approx. 85%
approx. 60%

800 x 600

u

®
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High resolution colour display tube assemblies

A

6

MECHANICAL. DATA (see also the figures on the following pages)

Overall  length

Neck diameter

Greatest dimensions of tube face (excluding mounting lugs)
diagonal
width
height

lmplosion protection

Anode contact designation

Base designation

Basing designation

Mass

Mounting position

M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SERIES

max. 354 mm

29,1  mm

366,4 ± 1,6 mm
315,4 ±  1,6 mm
246,4 ± 1,6 mm

shrink type ( U L, CSA and
VDE approved)

JEDEC J1-21 ;  JEC67-I I I-2

10-pin  base JEDEC  810-277

see  Fig.10

approx. 6,4 kg

anode contact on top

Notes to outline drawings on 1:he following pages

1.    Configuration of outer conductive coating may be different, but will contain the contact area as
shown in the drawing.

2.    To clean this area, wipe only with a soft lintless cloth,
3.    The displacement of any lug with respect to the plane through the three other lugs is max.  1  mm.
4.    Minimum spaceto be reserved for mounting lug.
5.    The position of the mounting screw in the cabinet must be within a circle of 9,5 mm diameter

drawn around the true geometrical positions,  i.e. the corners of a rectangle of 311,4 mm x 243,2 mm.
6.    Co-ordinates for radius R =  11,6 mm:  x =  126,98 mm, y = 90,76 mm.
7.     Maximum dimensions in  plane of  lugs.
8.    The socket for this base should not be rigidly mounted:  it should have flexible leads and be aHowed

to  move freely. The bottom circumference of base will fall within a circle concentric with the tube
axis and having a diameter of 50 mm.

9.    Small  cavity contact J1-21,  lEC67-Ill-2.
10. The X, Y and Z reference points are located on the outside surface of the face plate 3,2 mm

beyond the intersection of the minor, major and diagonal screen axis respectively, with the
minimum published screen.

0 Mullard January 1984 5



M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SERIES

MECHANICAL  DATA (continued)

Notes are on the
preced ing page.

Fig.  4a.

Fig.  4b.

Dimensions in  mm

6                      January  1984
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H igh resolution colour display tube assemblies

M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SERIES

Fig.  5|

0 Mullard January  1984                     7



M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SEF]lES

(10)15'7

341'8       =

y

•

±2,0'1z I
X

'

5.5    '       ,        \ \ \iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
2'0              ,            \ if7_
t      t     '     ,r7,8±20

1[7Z85955

f        f                7zgo321

Fig.  9.

8 January  1984

Fig.10.

i.c. =  internally connected  (not to be used)
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H igh resolution colour display tube assemblies

10-pin base; JEDEC 810-277

M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SERIES

6:8i3-

-Il-
o,6 max

!o'9io,4r        37
-30,61 mcix -

1,7 max'

- 25,4 max -

:;:x± I
' mcLX    ,I

I,8     ,m!,,:max'

I

I

5,.7         '        8,6mlnmc

t7Z?8783.1

- 11'35

Fig.   11.
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M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SERIES

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (cathode drive)

The voltages are specified with respect to grid  1.

Anode voltage

Grid 3  (focusing electrode)  voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Anode current of eactl' gun  (peak)

Luminance at the centre of the screen  L*

Va,g4        25kv

Vg3           6,6 to 7,5 kv

Vg2              see  Fig.12

lap             300 "A

to be establ ished

7Z85953

I OCuSointt\ bfrsofI ecomgun menwithded working/ P I     estcut-a

\\ \\ \ \\ \ \\ \ \\ \
xlB]/ \ \\ \ \ \ \ \

\arcs of working pointsOfremainingguns_

0                           200                        400                        600                        800                       1000
Vg2/g1   (V)

Fig.  12   Spot cutoff design chart.

Grid 2 voltage (Vg2) adjusted for highest gun spot cut-off voltage Vk =  105 V.

F`emaining guns adjusted for spot cut-off by means of cathode voltage.

Vg2 range 300 to 800 V

Vk range 85 to  105 V

Adjustment procedure:

§8ottet:tt::::,::'::g:i%£)ofn°ero:Ct:egucon,:tu:s°:e¥:Lnecsr:::e:|s:b::i.dN2o:°:t::roe:¥egt2|efr£Th:::rv°oiiage
of the remaining guns so that the other colours also become visible,

*   Tube adjusted for a focused raster with a current density of 0,4 4tA/cm2  of the respective colour.

10                   January  1984
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High resolution colour display tube assemblies

EQUIPMENT  DESIGN  VALUES (each gun  if applicable)

The values are valid for anode voltages between 20 and 27,5 kv.
The voltages are specified with respect to grid  1.

A

Grid 3 (focusing electrode)  voltage

Grid 2 voltage for visual extinction
of focused spot  (Vk = max.  105 V)

Difference in cutoff voltages between
guns in any tube

Cathode drive characteristic

Grid 3 (focusing electrode) current

Grid  2 current

Grid  1  current at Vk =  100 V

Percentage of total anode current
supplied by each gun (typical)

red gun
green gun
blue gun

Ratio of anode currents
red gun to green gun
red gun to blue gun
blue gun to green gun

M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SEF]IES

Vg3                             26,6 to 29,8% of anode voltage

Vg2 and vk               see Fig.12

Avk                             lowest value > 80% of highestvalue

see  Fig.13

-5 to + 5 „A
-5 to + 5 IA
-5 to + 5 „A

to produce white, CIE co-ordinates

x = 0,313 x = 0,281
y = 0,329 y = 0,311

39,0% 28,7%
35,2% 38,6%
25,8% 32,79'o

min. av.             max. min. av.             max.
0,8 1,1                  1,4 0,5 0,7           0,9
1,1 1,5               1,9 0,7 0,9             1,2
0,5 0,7            1,0 0,6 0,8               1,1

---.11.I

a b

1111 -...
11
11----.-
11

10                   20        30             50      70      loo              200

video drive voltage  from  spot ciit -off    (V )

Fig.13  Typical cathode drive chai.acteristics at spot cut-off voltages of 85 V  (curve a)  and  105 V
(curve  b).

Vf = 6,3 V;

¥:3g€d=u2:eEvf;rfocus.
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M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SEFIIES

LIMTING  VALUES (each gun  if applicable)

Tube

Design maximum rating system unless otherwise stated,
The voltages are specified with respect to grid  1.

Anode voltage

Anode current for each gun
peak
average

Long term average anode current for three guns

Grid 3 (focusing electrode)  voltage

Grid 2 voltage, peak

Cathode voltage
positive
positive operati ng cut-off
negative
negative peak

Cathode to heater voltage
positive
positive peak
negative
negative peak

Heater voltage

Deflec[ion unit

Maximum operating temperature

LIMITING CIRCUIT VALUES

Grid 3 circuit resistance

Grid  1  to cathode circuit resistance (each gun)

max.       27,5   kv       notesland2
Va,g4      min.           20  kv       note3

lap           max.        400  uA
la              max.        200#A

to be establ ished

Vg3          max.           10kv

Vg2p       max.1000V

Vk            max.        400V
Vk            max.        200V
-Vk        max.             OV
-Vkp     max.             2  V

Rg3          max.

Rg|k       max.

Notes

1.  Absolute  Maximum  rating  system.

2.  During adjustmen.I on the production  line this value is likely to  be surpassed considerably.  It is
therefore strongly recommended first to  make the  necessary adjustments for normal operation.

3.  Operation of the tube at  lower voltages lmpalrs the luminance and resolution.

4.  For maximum cathode life,  it is recommended that the heater supply be regulated at 6,0 V.

12                    January  1984
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High reso]tition colour dlsplay tube assemblies

a

M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SERIES

FLASHOVEFt PROTECTloN

With the high voltage useci with this tube (max. 27,5 kv)  internal flashovers may occur. As a result of
the Soft-Flash technology these flashover currents are limited to approx. 60 A offering higher set
reliability, optimum circuit protectlon anc] component savings.
Primary protectlve circuitry using properly groundea spark gaps ariQ series isolation resistors (preferably
carbon composition) is still necessary to prevem tube damage. The spark gaps should be connected to
all picture tube electrodes at tne socket according 1:o the figure below; they are not reciuired on the
heater pins.  No other connectlons Between the ou'ter conauctive coatlng and the chassis are permissible.
The spark gaps should be designed for a breakdown voltage at the focusing electrode (g3) of 11  kv

i,rf:;aYu%3omfatxh.ea:!adsgi4soia::a:Y:,§,as:odr:ts;::,:t::ra:l#Lo:sespoo:s:5Fet(om:n:Y;5kQwithoutcau§ing
deterioration of the circuit performance. The resistors should be able to withstand an  instantaneous
surge of 20 kv for the focusing circuit and  12 kv for the remaining circuits without arcing.
Additional information  is available on request.

7z78373   L  _  _  _

Fig.14.
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M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SEPIES

X-RADIATION  LIMIT

Maximum anode voltage at which the X-radiation emitted will  not exceed 0,5 mR/h at an anode
current of 300 «A

entire tube
face-plate only

31  kv*
33kv

Warning:

lf the value for the tube face only is used as design criterion, adequate shielding  must be provided  in
the monitor for the anode contact and/or certain portions of the tube funnel and  panel skirt to  insure
that the X-radiation from the monitor is attenuated to a value equal to or lower than that specified for
the face of the tube.

Maximum voltage difference between anode and focus electrode at which the
X-radiation will  not exceed o,5 mF3/h                                                                                                        30 kv

Waning,

If the voltage value above can be exceeded  in the monitor additional attenuation of the X-radiation
through the tube neck may be required.

The X-radiation emitted from this display tube, as measured  in accordance with the procedure of
JEDEC Publication  No. 64D, will  not exceed 0,5  mR/h throughout the useful tube life when operated
within the `Design  maximum  ratings'.

The tube should  not be operated beyond  its 'Design maximum ratings' stated above, but  its X-radiation
will  not exceed 0,5 mR/h for anode voltage and current combinations given by the isoexposure-rate
limits characteristics shown on the next page.

Operation above the values shown by the curve may result  in failure of the monitor to comply with the
Federal  Performance Standard of the U.S. for Television  Receivers, Section  1020.10 of Part  1020 of
Title 21,  Code of  Federal  F!egulation  (PL90-602)  as published  in the  Federal  Plegister Volume 38,
No.198,  Monday, October 15,1973.

Maximum X-radiation as a function of anode voltage at 300 pA anode current  is shown by the curve
on the next page. X-radiation at a constant anode voltage varies linearly with anode current.

*   This rating applies only if the anode connector used by the set maker provides the necessary attenua-

tion to reduce the X-radiation from the anode contact by a factor equal to the difference between
the anode button isoexposure-rate limit curve and the isoexposure-rate limit curve for the entire tube.

14                   January  1984
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H igh resolution colour display tube assemblies

M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SERIES

fortace-pl ate On ly

\ \ - ----\
fo r Pa re button\ for ent ire tu be\

I

|02                                                          103                      la   (4A)                  104

Fig.15   0,5 mR/h  isoexposure-rate limit curve.

7Z83929

forbare bu tto n

/ /

fOre nti retube forface -pl ate On 'y

25                                                     30                                                      35                      Va (kv)                40

Fig.16   X-radiation limit curve at a constant anode current of 300 pA.
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M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SERIES

WARNINGS

X-radiation

Operation of this colour display tube under abnormal conditions which exceed the 0,5 mR/h  iso-dose
rate curve shown on the preceding page may produr,e soft X-revs which mav constitute a health  hazard
on prolonged exposure at close range unless adequate external  screening is Provided.  Precautions must
therefore be exercised during servicing of monitors i!sing this tube to ensure that the anode voltage
and other tube voltages are ad.iusted to the recommended values so that the 'Design maximum ratings'
are not exceeded.

Tube replacement

This display tube incorporates integral  X-radiation and  implosion Drotection and  must be replaced with
a tube of the same type number or a recommended replacement to assure continued safety.

Shock hazard

The high voltage at which the tube is operated  may be very dangerous. The monitor should  include
safeguards to prevent the user from coming in contact with the high voltage.  Extreme care should be
taken  in servicing or adiustment of any high-voltage circuit.

Caution must be exercised during the replacement or servicing of the display tube since a residual elec-
trical charge may be held by the high-voltage capacitor formed by the external and internal conductive
coatings of the display tube funnel. To remove any residual charge, short the anode contact button,
located  in the funnel of the tube, to the external conductive coating before handling the tube.
Discharging the high voltage to isolated  metal  parts such as cabinets and control bra.,kets may produce
a shock hazard.

Tube handling

Display tubes should be kept in the shipping box or similar protective container will just prior to
installation. Wear heavy protective clothing, including gloves and safety goggles with side shields, in
areas containing unpacked and unprotected tubes to prevent possible injury from flying glass in the
event a tube breaks.  Handle the tube with extreme care.  Do not strike, scratch or subject the tube to
more than moderate pressure.  Particular care should be taken to prevent damage to the seal area.

The packing should  incorporate sufficient cushioning so that under normal conditions of shipment or
handling an  impact acceleration of more than 35g is never applied to the tube.

16                   January 1984
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High resolution colour display tube assemblies

M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SERIES

400                            500                             600                              700
wavelength  (nm)

Fig.17   Simultaneous excitation of red, green and blue phosphor, measured  in a tube, to produce white
of x = 0,281, y = 0,311.  Exact shape of the peaks depends on the resolution of the measuring apparatus.

Colour co-ord inates:                 x
red                                    5:655
green                                    0,315
blue                                       0,150

Y

5T5Z5
0,600
0,060

0 Mullard January  1984                   17



M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SERIES

DEGAuSSING

The  display tube has an internal magnetic shield. This shield and the shadow mask with  its suspension
system may be automatically degaussed by a coil mounted on the cone of the picture tube as shown
in  Fig.18.

Fig.18   Position of degaussing coil  on the display tube; dimensions are given  in mm.

For proper degaussing an initial  magnetomotive force (in.in.f.)  of 600 ampere-turns is required  in the
coil. This in.in.f.  has to be gradually decreased.  In the steady state, no significant in.in.f. should remain
in the coil  (< 0,6 ampere-turns).

If single-phase power rectification is used, provision should be included to prevent asymmetric
distortion of the a.c. voltage applied to the degaussing circuit due to high d.c.  inrush currents.

An example of a degaussing circuit and coil data for various mains voltage are given below.

I--__-I

7Z83698

Fig.19   Degauesing circuit using dual  PTC thermistor.

Data of degaussing coil

Circumference
Number of turns
Copper-wire diameter
F`esistance
Catalogue number of dual

PTC thermistor

18                    January  1984

110 to  120  V  (a.c.) 220 V  (a.c.)

95cm 90cm
70 120
0,45 mm 0,3 mm
6,7 r2 25,9 a

2322 662 98013 2322 662 98009

L|
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H igh resolution colour dis|]Iay tube assemblies

rl

M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SERIES

CONVERGENCE AND  RASTER SPECIFICATloN

The maximum  misconvergence after  15 min operation is given  in Table 1  and  Fig. 20

Test conditions (all voltages are measured with respect to grid  1 )

Heater voltage                         Vf             6,3 V

Grid2voltage                           Vg2           525V

Grid 3 voltage                         Vg3          to be adjusted for focus at screen centre, using cross-hatch pattern
or characters H, at anode current of 300 pA  (peak)  per gun

Anode voltage                         Va            25 kv

Test pattern                                              cross-hatch pattern

Ambienttemperature          Tamb      25 ± 5 °C

Notes

1.  Misconvergence is the distance between centres of the red, green, blue lines at the screen using
rectangu lar co-ordinates.

2. Anode and/or  focusing  voltage and terrestrial  magnetism affect the static convergence performance.
Therefore small  readjustments of the minipole magnets may be necessary.

Table 1   Maximum misconvergence after  15 min operation

location (see Fig. 20)                    type or error                                                                              max.  error between
any colour

i;¥atri                                  :::nlhroer::;bn'#i :::es:T:r:td:r:i|oe:ther                  i;i§ £:

area  a

area A

+

7Z85954

Fig.  20   Convergence test areas.

0 Mullard January  1984                    19



M37-103X/N/1000
M37-108X/N/1000

SERIES

Ft 3ster centring
horizontal
vertical

Raster rotation

max. 5 mm
max.  5 mm

max.  0,40  (Fig.  21)

7Z85967

Fig. 21    Baster rotation.

Pattern distortion, measured without east-west and north-so'uth correction

Pin cushion distortion
east-west

north-south

Max. pin-cushion distortion at each side
east-west

north-south

Parallelogram

1=                              81                               =i

2(H1  +  H2)

81  + 82

2(V1  + V2)

A1  + A2

x l00%  (Fig. 22)               max. 8,0%

x  l00%  (Fig.  22)               max.1,0%

Hl  or  H2  (Fig.  22)

Vl  or V2  (Fig.  22)

Pl  or P2  (Fig.  23)

I  =                         B2                        =  I  7z7e6.I..

Fig. 22   A1, A2 =  186 mm; 81, 82 = 244 mm.

20                   January  1984

max. 6,5 mm

max.1,5 mm

max.  2,5 mm

+H7z86876p,                           -lp2l-

Fig.  23.
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DEVEI0PMENT DATA
This data sheet contains advance information and

specifications are subject to change without notice.

Supersedes June 1986 data

FF}AME   TPANSFEP   SENSOF}

NXAloll

n

r\

GENERAL DEscRmTloN

The NXAlol 1  frame transfer sensor is a solid state imaging
device which produces two interlaced 294-line fields
(including 6 lines for dark reference and testing) with an
aspect ratio of 4:3 .
The device is compatible with CCIR TV standards and has a
7,5 mm image diagonal matching the half-inch camera tube
fomat.

APPLICATIONS

•   ENG cameras - the high blue sensitivity and good
horizontal resolution makes this sensor suitable for
3{hip ENG colour cameras

•   Surveillance cameras - solid state reliability, high

:::o±u£:cne::dr:eo:s:;jevi*ye*:cvlodne®tho:fTt¥,,::nt3::c:up
element

•   Character and pattern recognition -the excellent
linearity and urifomity recommends this sensor as a
first choice for these applications

•   Robotics -the small size, light-weight and mechanical
ruggedness makes this sensor extremely suitable for all
types of high resolution robot-vision applications

•   Visual aids - the low voltage and mechanical ruggedness
of this device allows design of safe and reliable cameras
for visual aids

FEATURE
•   Effective number of elements:

604 (horizontal) x 576 (vertical)

•   Dark reference:  lline per field for black clamping

•    loo x anti-blooming marSn

•   Gammais I

•   High sensitivity, low noise

•   Freedom from lag, bum.in, geometrical distortion and
microphonic noise

DEVICE ORGANIZATION
•   Frame transfer charge coupled device

•   Unit cell size:  10 Hm (horizontal) x  15,6 /rm (vertical)

•   Dummy elements: the first 5 elements of the 3 output
registers are dummy elements

•   On{hip high sensitivity output amplifier

•   Image area: 6,0 mm (horizontal) x 4,5 mm (vertical)

•   Chip size: 6,95 mm (horizontal) x 9,35 mm (vertical)

FuncTIONAL DEscRmrloN
The special electrode arrangement allows 26% of the

photosensitive element to be free of polyshicon. This
facilitates easy penetration of the blue light into the element
to provide good blue sensitivity.

The layout of the sensor is crown in Fig.  I .
It comprises 3 functional areas:

-  a matrix of photosensitive elements and integration
electrodes,

-  a storage section,
-  three BCCD read-out registers.

Figure 2 shows the transport process in the imaging and
storage regions. At time to, the start of the first field
read-out from the imaging region, ¢3 is low and the charge is
concentrated beneath ¢4 to ¢2. At t I , ¢4 goes low and the
charge in each pixel concentrates beneath ¢i  and ¢2. At t2,
¢3 goes high and the charge packets advance one gate
electrode, spreading out beneath ¢i , ¢2 and the following
electrode ¢3. In the next step, at t3, ¢i goes low
compressing the charge packets beneath ¢2 and ¢3 , and at
t4, ¢4 goes hich allowing the charge packets ngain to advance
one gate electrode. This process continues in both the
imaging and storage regions until all the charge packets have
transferred to the storage region.

The sensor in the integration mode is shown in Fig. 3. The
first field is generated when phases ¢4, ¢i and ¢2 are high
and ¢3 is low, Fig. 3(a). ¢3 effectively foms a potential
barrier separating the pixels in the first field. The charges

generated by incident light then integrate beneath ¢4 and ¢2,
centred on ¢i . So each pixel extends vertically over four gate
electrodes.
The potential distribution of the second field, and hence its
position relative to the first field is shown in Fig. 3(b). The
second field is always displaced by two gate electrodes
relative to the first field, with its charge patterns centred on

¢3 , and with ¢i  foming the barrier between pixels, thus
providing a perfectly interlaced frame structure.

cAunoN
The image sensor is a MOS device which can be destroyed by
static charging of the gates. Always store the device with
short<ircuiting clamps or on conductive foaln plastic. When
cleaning the glass window only use alcohol or acetone. Rub
the window carefully and slowly. Dry rubbing of the
window may cause static charges which can destroy the
device.

(=' Mu]lard February  1987
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Frame transfer sensor NXA1011
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NXAloll

4                  February  I 987

PIN DEscRrmoN

PIN NO. SYMBOL NAnm AND FINCTloN

i ¢2A
Vertical transfer clocks for image2 ¢4A

3 ¢1A part
4 ¢3A

Light chield (AI. cover on storage
5 IS

part)

6 OG Output gate

7 RD Drain reset transistor

8 Nsub N-substrate; supply voltage

9 CND Ground

10 OT Output top

11 OM Output middle

12 08 Output bottom

13 ¢3C Horizontal transfer clock for
14 ¢2C output register
15 ¢lc
16 TGl

Transfer gates
17 TG2

18 IG
Input gate (test point for
manufacturing)

19 IN
Input diffusion (test point for
manufacturing)

20 Psub P-substrate

21 ¢28
Vertical transfer for storage22 ¢48

23 ¢38 part
24 ¢18

Mullard (='



Frame transfer sensor

RA"GS
Limiting values in accordance with the Absolute Maxinum System (IEC  134)

NXAloll

PAFLAMETER SYMBOL MIN. MAX. LJNIT

Voltages with respect to Psub

VRD-PSUB -0,5 +25 VRD

IN VIN-Psun -0.5 +25 V
Voltages with respect to Nsub

VRD.Nsun -10 +0,5 VRD

IN YIN.NsunTstg -10 +0,5 V
all other connections -25-55 +0,5 V

Current from one output 10 rnA
Storage temperature range +80 Oc

Operating ambient temperature range Tanb -20 +60 Oc

ne CIIARAC'IERISHCS at Tanb = 25 °C

PAFLAMETER S"BOL MEN, TYP. MAX. unT
Voltage at I.S              (riote  I) Vrs

2

VNsub20

10

V

Voltage at oG            (note 2) Vcr V
Voltage at RD;           (note 2)currenttosensor:I<1flA

VRD 10 VNsub V

VoltageatNsob;        (note2)I<10rnA
VNsub 156 22 V

Voltage difference betweenVNsubandVRI) VNsub-VRD - 7 V

Voltage at IG VIG CND - V

DC level of output voltageatoT,OM,OB(notes3and4)
VOT; OM; 08 15 V

Voltageatpsub;        (note2)currentfromsensor:I<50 |tA
Vpsub 0 5150 V

Voltage at IN VIN - VNsub V
Power dissipation P - 80 mw
Leakage current of gates 11 - 10 HA

Notes

1.  The lightshield should be connected to VNsub (ot to CND).
2.  These values must be adjusted to the optimum operating point within the given range.
3.  Measured with output buffer. See Fig. 5.
4.   See  Fig.  16.

(=' Mullard February  I 987                  5
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Frame transfer sensor

CLOCK CHARAC'IERISTles  (note 1)

NXA1011

<

PARARETER SYrmL EN. in. MAX. tJNI

Low levds¢nA,chB
V¢nA/B CND

VNsuo-10 V
¢lc' ¢2C' tec(alcI.OW=¢2CLOW = ¢3CLOW)(note2)

V¢nc 0103,854

TG I                              (note 2) VTGl 0 VNsub-10 V

TG2                              (note 2)Amplitudes¢nA.¢nB.¢ncTiring(seeFigs6and7)Horizontalclocksclockfrequency(note3) VTG2Vto-p)fc 09,75 VNsub-1010,25 VVMHz

rise tine trc 20 - 40 ns

= fan tine tfc 20 - 40 nsa fall time of ¢ic during horizontal
tfcB - 2cO - n8I blacking                   (note 4)

overlap time
tihc 10 - - ns

= tflc 5 - - ns

3 Vertical clceks
fcv - 625 - klfe

5! clcek frequency
LL] rise tine try - 70 - nsa fall time tfv - loo - ns

overlap tineTransfergatesrisetine
tthv loo - - ns
tilv loo - - ns

trTG - 70 - ns
fall tineaockcapacitaneEachclockphase¢nA'¢nB tfrGC¢nA/B loo

3Ou

n8pF

¢nc,TG1,TG2 crfuc,cTG\|2 loo pF

Idse curmtoftheclcokconneetious
11 10 4A

Notes
I.  Measured with output buffer. See Fig. 5.
2.  These values must be adjusted to the optimum operating point .within the given range.
3.  Deviations from this frequency result in incorrect aspect ratio.
4.  It is recoinmended to use the longer fan tine of the ¢ic pulse during the horizontal blanking pedod to avoid irregular

vertical stripes.

(=7 Mullard Febmary 1987



NXA1011

ADJUSTMENT OF OPERATING LEVEI.S

A reasonable picture may be obtained by using the settings

quoted in the NXAlol 1  Test Sheet. For optimum
performance, fine adjustment of the sensors d.c.levels is
essential. When carrying out this operation the following

points should be considered.
-  Vertical stripes in the picture are usually the result of

charges being unevenly sorted into the three output
registers. This can be influenced by offsets vac, VTG| ,
VTG2 and VoG.

-  The anti-blooming perfomance of a sensor is influenced
by its internal vertical potential gradient. This can be
optimized by adjusting VNsub and VPsub.

DRIVING PUISE WAVEFORMS

The specifications of the sensor are measured when the
following clock pulses are applied (Figs 6 and 7). In

principle the sensor can be operated with different clock
pulses, e.g. different clock frequencies (overlap conditions
have to be maintained).

u
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Franc transfer sensor

DRIVING PursE WAVEFORMS (c ontinued)

NXA1011
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NXA1011
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Frame transfer sensor NXA1011
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NXA1011
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Frame transfer sensol' NXA1011
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NXA1011
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Franc traTisfer sensor NXA1011

1]              a,I

( ":cm2 )
0,08

0,0®

a,04

0,02

0

Fig.13  Spectral respone.

1.

Fig. 14  Theoretical horizontal modubtion tmsifet funetton; MTF as a function of
the video signal frequency.- three outputs correctly rnultqllexed.
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NXA1011

OUTPUT CIIARACTERISTICS at Tamb = 60 °C

pAFLueTER SYMBOL EN. TYP. MAX. UNIT

I.oad capacitance CL

652501000

50

101300,28'5x  lo-S pFmv
Output signal voltage at standard VoTS

mumination ®eak-to-peak value) VoMS
(S/N typ. 50 dB)    (notes I and 2) VoBS

Signal to noise ratio at standardinumination(notesI,2and 3)
S/N dB

Output signal voltage at saturation(peak-to-peakvalue)(notes2and 4)
Vosat 400 mv

Clock cross-talk to output®eak-to-peakvalue) VoclK V

Maximum mumination on the sensorwithoutblooming(note5)
EB lxnA

Transport inefficiencyhorizontalonestep
eH

vertical one step €v 5 x  lo.S

Dark current ID 5

Smear                            (note 6) %

Notes

I.  5  Lx on the sensor, colour temperature of light source 3200 K, Hoya-IR-filter C500S,I  mm is used.
2. Measured with output briffer.
3. 200 kHz to 5 MHz, weighted, Tamb = 25 °C
4.  Maximum usable range of illumination:  85% of saturation level,
5.  See `Derinition of blooming'.
6.  See `Definition of smear'.

¢nc          OG                         RD                                                                 Noub

I

I,

/\       ;      =]      ±'GND°utput±RL±cL
7Z97685Fig.15Circuitdiagramforoneoutputchannel.
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Frame transfer sensor

DEFINITION OF SMEAR

During the field transport time the complete field is shifted
over` the inage section. So each pixel of one column is
illuminated by all the other pixels of the column for a short
time. Therefore a britht spot makes a bright vertical stripe  `
on the image. This effect is called smear. The brightness of
the stripe depends on the height of the spot and on the
illumination of the spot.

It is defined by the equation:

Vsmear

Zii

tfield transport u  h `,    E
XEXET=Xvsat

tintegration

where:

Vsmear                 = Additional output voltage due to smear

tfleld transport  = 0,47 ms

tlntegration         =  19,5ms

h                            = Heitht of bright spot

H                            = Height of the complete inage

E                            = mumination of the spot

Esat                       = Saturation mumination

Vsat                       = Output voltage at saturation

Example:

Spot height is 10% of the height.
Spot illumination is 100% of saturation.

Vsmear=#XO,1XIXvsat=0,0024Xvsat

NXA1011

DEFINITION OF BLOOMING

When part of the image section (Spot) is illuminated above
saturation level and with the rest of the image dark, at a
certain level of overexposure (1000 lx for the NXAIol I),
the area of the spot increases irregularly. This effect is called

'bloomin8.

PICTURE Eu3MENT DEFEC'IS

Picture quality at Tomb = 60 °C

GRADE
•PREL

CLUSTERS(note2) COLUEN
DEFEcrs DEFECTS

(note  1) (note 3)

01 0 0 0

02 2 0 0

03 10 2 0

04 35 5 2

Notes

1.  A picture element is considered defect, if its signal
deviates more than ±10% from the mean signal of the
neighbouring picture element at standard fllumination.

2.  A cluster is a pair of two defect pixels at a distance of
less than 3% of the picture heigivt. The sum of pixel
defects and clustered pixel defects does not exceed the
number of permitted pixel defects.

3 .  If more than two pixel defects occur in one column,
this is considered a column defect.
Additionally the indicated number of defect pixels is
anowed.

(=7 Mullard February  l987                 17



NXA1011

OUTPUT SIGNAL

The output signal is a pulse sequence with a d*:. offset. The HIGH level of the output pulses, dependent upon the d.c.
adjustments, varies between 8 and 12 volts. The LOW levels depend upon the signal voltage, itself a function of the intensity
of the light falling on the sensor, and is between I ,0 and 0,2 volts below the HIGH level. These pulses contain the video
information and need further processing to be converted into a signal suitable for use in standard video circuitry.

¢c

'
b,ckpne,s                                                b,asp,xe,9                Fv

Output                   8V to 2V1iwh,t®p,xe!s

7Z97686Fig.16T}picalsignalatthesensoroutput.
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Frame transfer sensor NXA1011

MECIIANICAL PARAMETERS

The sensor is encapsulated in a 24-lead dual in-line ceramic package with a highquality class viewing window on the top
side for admittance of light to the sensor.

30.78

g
30,'8

•g                                                                                                  +i;833L_II+EL#:¢2:4°2M'"I,27,22x,

sensor crystal

T'2'        24             \               I                                     13

L13'

\

i77T537iffl3,5mmdeviationccuracy.

\1LIII.I-lI.II-llllll
\'

imagePeJ1
I    st&#   t

0
I

11 11                                          1'         I 11                                Ill     I        Ill

I

I

I 12-,o'606±o,,00                  P-
i3,13 ±o,Io                                                EE   parallelism

at 100 mm'574

15,2415,3G
©   Positional a

ensor crystal                               cover glass
®    Maximum Material condition.

\/ a,7'    0,71oi20f2                          seenotes 1  t0 3

I-I-.111111,I,Ill,I---(\1,,,,,,.
r//////

I          I     a.;2/,`/;///.//,i;`/X,/,,k,/;`./,//,,,,,/,,///,'  LEal t

a,26±8,8! E
15,40                                                 I                                                 7zcoJeJ
I 4,00

Fig.  17  Package outline; dtmenstous in rrrm (also see notes).
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NXAIOll

Notes to Fig.17

I.  Centre-lines of all leads are within ±0,127 mm of the
nominal position shown; in the worst case, the spacing
between any two leads may deviate from nominal by
±0,254 mm.

2.  hine 8 is the connection line between pins 13 and 24.
Pins  14 to 23  are not necessarily exactly on this line.

3,  These two dimensions are measured at the centre.line of
the package.

GENERAL DIRENSI0NS  (See Fig.17)

Chip thickness
Cover dass thickness
Thickness of give layer between
sensor and cavity bottom
Refractive index
Transmission (400-700 nm)

Sensor is filed with dry air.

525 ±  15 rm
0,55 ± 0,05 mm

80 ± 30 rm

1,5

90%

SOLDEENG

I . By hand
Apply the soldering iron below the seating plane (not more
than 2 mm above it). If its temperature is below 300 °C it
must not be in contact for more than 10 seconds; if between
3oo °C and 400 °C, for not more than 5 seconds.

2. By dip or Wave
The maxinuin permissable temperature of the solder is
260 °C, this temperature must not be in contact with the
joint for more than 5 seconds. The total contact tine of
successive solder waves must not exceed 5 seconds. The
device may be mounted up to the seating plane but the
temperatul.e of the ceramic body must not exceed the
specified storage maximum. If the printed circuit board has
been pre-heated, forced cooling may be necessary
immediately after soldering to keep the temperature within
the permissible limit.

3. Repairing soldered joints
The same precautions and linits apply as in (I) above.

20                February  I 987
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Frame transfer sensor

'1

APPLICATION INFORMATION

Figure  18 shows a circuit for providing the pulse sequences
needed to drive the sensor.  A SAAl 043 sync-pulse

generator provides the three TV standards, namely PAL,
SECAM and NTSC. These include vertical and horizontal
blanking, and black-level clamping. It also provides other
signals essential for tv camera operation and can be triggeTed
extemally for operation with, for example, a VCR or
computer. The sync-pulse generator drives a SADlol9
multi-norm pulse-patte in generator (MNPPG) developed
specifically for the image sensors. It provides all the clock
signals except the pulses for the horizontal readout registers.
Its use avoids the need to devel.op complex circuitry for
driving the NXAIol I.  Fast clock pulses for the three
horizontal readout registers are generated by a pixel

NXA1011

generator TDA4302, delivering three 3 ,85 MHz pulse trains
with a 120° phase difference between them, The output
levels from the MNPPG and the pixel generator are too low
to drive the shift registers directly. Additional driver ICs are
therefore needed to boost the sigmls i.e. for the pixel

generator one TDA4305 and, for the MNPPG, two TDA4301
ICs. During horizontal blanking, the pixel generator is
inhibited and slower pulses, derived from the MNPPG, are

applied to the pixel generator output and, then, via the
TDA4305. to the transfer gates arid horizontal gate
electrodes to sort the charge packets into the three
horizontal read®u I registers.

More detafled information is available on request.
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DEVELOPMENT DATA

This data sheet contains advance information and
specifications are subject to change without notice.

Supersedes June 1986 data

FF3AME  TRANSFEF`   SENSOFt

a

a

FRAME TRANSFER SENSOR

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The NXA1021  frame transfer sensor is a solid state imaging
device which produces two interlaced 294-line fields

(including 6 lines for dark reference and testing) with an
aspect ratio of 4:3. The sensor is equipped with an onchip
colour stripe fflter.
The device is compatible with PAL and SECAM TV
standards and has a 7,5 mm image diagonal matching the
half-inch camera tube format.

AppLlcAnoNs
•   consumer entertainment cameras

•   Survemance cameras - solid state reliabflity, high
resolution and sensitivity provide the quality to be an
ideal successor for your stripe fflter camera tube

•   Visual aids - the low voltage and mechanied ruggedness
of this device allows design of safe and reliable cameras
for visual aids

•   Slide and film scanners for consumer applications

FEATURES
•`  Effective number of elements:

604 (horizontal) x 576 (vertical)

•   Cyan. green, yellow and stripe fiilter on the chip

•   Dark reference:  I line per field for black clamping

•   100 x anti-blooming margin

•   Gamma is I

•   High sensitivity, low noise

•   Freedom from lag, bum-in, geometrical distortion and
microphonic noise

DEVICE ORGANIZATION
•   Franc transfer charge coupled device

•   Unit cell size:  10 irm (horizontal) x 15,6 [rm (vertical)

•   Separate outputs for the cyan, green, and yellow channels

•   Dummy elements: the first 5 elements of the 3 output
registers are dummy elements

•   Onchip high sensitivity output amplifier

•   Image area: 6.0 mm (horizontal) x 4,5 mm (vertical)

•   Chip size: 6,95 mm (horizontal) x 9j5 mm (vertical)

NXA1021

FUNCTloNAL DEscRlprloN

The special electrode arrangement allows 26% of the

photosensitive element to be free of polysilicon. This
facflitates easy penetration of the blue light into the element
to provide good blue sensitivity,

The layout of the sensor is shown in F.ig.  I .
It comprises 3 functional areas:

-  a matrix of photosensitive elements and integration
electrodes,

-  a storage section,
-  three BCCD read-out registers.

Figure 2 chows the tranaport process in the inaging and
storage regions. At tine to, the start of the first field
readout from the imaging region, ¢3 is low and the charge
is concentrated beneath ¢4 to ¢2. At t| , ¢4 goes low and
the charge in each pixel concentrates beneath ¢|  and ¢2.
At t2, ¢3 goes high and the charge packets advance one gate
electrode, spreading out beneath ¢i , ¢2 and the following
electrode ¢3. In the next step, at t3, ¢i goes low
compressing the charge packets beneath ¢2 and ¢3, and at
t4, ¢4 goes high auowing the charge packets again to
advance one gate electrode. This process continues in both
the inaging and storage regions until all the charge packets
have transferred to the storage region.

The sensor in the integration mode is clown in Fig. 3. The
first field is generated when phases ¢4, ¢|  and ¢2 arc high
and ¢3 is low, Fig. 3(a). te effectively forms a potential
barrier separating the pixels in the first field. The charges

generated by incident light then integrate beneath ¢4 and
te, centred on ¢|'. So each pixel extends vertically over
four gate electrodes.
The potential distribution of the second field, and hence
its position relative to the first field is shown in Fig. 3(b).
The second field is always displaced by two gate electrodes
relative to the first field, with its charge patterns centred on

te, and with ¢i forming the barrier between pixels, thus
providing a perfectly interlaced frame strLicture.

CAUTION

The inage sensor i8 a MOS device which can be destroyed
by static charging of the gates. Always store the device with
short{ircuiting stamps o[ on conductive foam plastic, When
cleaning the glass window only use alcohol or acetone. Rub
the window carefully and slowly. Dry rubbing of the
window may cause static charges which can destroy the
device.
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NXA1021

I   _                                                  604  columns                                                       I

288lesperL3'OutputIregisters.

6   lines  for  dark   reference  and  test  patternIMAGESECTloN1111111111111

'1''1'''1''''

STof`AGE  SECTIONIllIllIllIllIllIllIllIllIllIll  lil  Ill  Ill  I

miLiilHIIHIIIIilNIIH[IilHlu[l[l[J
I+       +      +       +       +       +       ,       ,       +       ,       ,       ,       ,       ,
I

7Z91421.4Fig.ISensorlayoutandchangetransportdirection
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PIN DEscRrmoN

PIN NO. SYMBOL NAhm AND FUNCTloN

I ¢2A
Vertical transfer clocks for2 ¢4A

3 ¢lA ma8e part
45 teAI.S

Light shield (Al. cover on
storage part)

6 OG output gate

7 RD Drain reset transistor

8 Nsub N-substrate ; supply voltage

9 CND Ground

10 OT Output top (cyan)

11 OM Output middle (green)

12 08 Output bottom lyellow)

13 ¢3C Horizontal transfer clock for
14 ¢2C output register
15 ¢lc
16 TGl

Transfer gate
17 TG2

Input gate (test point for
18 IG

manufacturing)

19 IN
Input diffusion (test point for
manufacturing)

20 Psub P-substrate

21` ¢28
Vertical transfer clocks for22 ¢48

23 ¢38 storage part
24 ¢18

Mullard (='



Frame transfer sensor

RATINGS

Limi:ing values in accordance with the Absolute Maximum System (IEC  134)

NXA1021

PARAMETER SYMBOL in. MAX. tJTRT

Voltages with respect to Psub
VRI)-PSUB ro,5 +25 VRD

IN VIN.PSUB -0,5 +25 V

Voltages with respect to Nsub
VRD-NSUB -10 ro,5 VRD

IN V|N-NSUBTstg -10 +0,5 V
all other connections -25-30 ro,5 V

Current from one output 10 rnA

Storage temperature range +80 Oc

Operating ambient temperatu re range Tamb -20 too Oc

ne CIIARACIERISTICS  at Tamb = 25 °C

PAFLARETER SYMBOL MIN. TYP. MAX. LJNIT

Voltage at LS             (note  l) VLS

2

VNsub

10

V

Voltage at QG            (note 2)VoltageatRD;(note2)currenttosensor:I<I#AVoltageatNsub;(note2)I<10rnAVoltagedifferencebetweenVNsubandVRI) VOG

20

V

VRI) 10 VNsub V

VNsub 15 22 V

VNsub-VRD

6

- 715 V

Voltage at IG VIG CNDVNsub V

DC level of output voltageatoT,OM,OB(notes3and4)
VOT;OM;OB V

Voltageatpsub;        (note2)currentfromsensor:I<50 uA
Vpsub 0 5 V

Voltage at IN VIN - V

Power dissipation P 80 150 mw
Leakage current of gates 11 - 10 4(A

Notes

I.  The lightchield should be connected to VNsub (or to CND).
2.  These values must be adjusted to the optinum operating point within the given range.
3.  Measured with output buffer. See Fig. 5.
4.  See  Fig.  16.
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Frame transfer sensor

CLOCK CIIARACTERISTICS  (note  I)

NXA1021

pAEkunTER SrmoL un. TYP. ben. LJtun

LOW levelsthA,inB

V¢nA/B

0

GND - -
¢lc. ¢2C, ¢3C         (note 2)(¢1CLOW=¢2CLOW=¢3CLOW) V¢nc 0103,854200 VNsub-10 V

TGl                            (note 2) VTGl VNsut'-10 V
TG2                           (note 2)Amplindes¢nA,¢nB,ticTining(SeeFigs6and7)Horizontalclocksclockfrequency(note3) VTG2Vckp-p)fc 09,7520 VNsub-1010,25 VVMHz

rise time trc 40 ns

fall time 'fc 20 40 ns
fall tine of ¢ic duringhorizontalblanking(note 4)

tfcB - ns

overlap tineVerticalclocksclockfrequency tthc 10 ns
tile 5loo ns

fcv 625 kHz
rise tine trv 70 ns
fall time tfv loo ns

overlap timeTransfergatesrisetime tihv

70

ns
tflvtrTG loo nsns

fall timeClockcapacitanceEachclockphase¢nA,thB tfTGC¢nA/B loo

3cOO

nspF

¢nc, TG I, TG2 C¢nc, CTG1/2 Ice pF

Lealnge currentoftheclockconnections
11 10 4A

Notes

1.  Measured with output buffer. See Fig.  5.
2.  These values must be adjusted to the optimum operating point within the given range.
3.  Deviations from this frequency result in incorrect aspect ratio.
4.  It is recomlnended to use the longer fall time of the ¢ic pulse during the horizontal blanking period to avoid irregular

vertical stripes.
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NXA1021

ADJUSTMENT OF OPERATING u=VEI.S

A reasonable picture may be obtained by using the settings

quoted in the NXA102l Test Sheet. For optinum
perfomance, fine adjustment of the sensors d.c. levels is
essential. When carrying out this operation the following

points should be considered.
-  Vertical stripes in the picture are usually the result of

charges being unevenly sorted into the three output
registers. This can be influenced by V¢C, VoG, VTG2
and VTG I .

-  The anti-blooming perfomance of a sensor is influenced
by its internal vertical potential gradient. This can be
optimized by adjusting VNsub and VPsub.

DRIVING PUISE WAVEFORMS

The specifications of the sensor are measured when the
following clock pulses are applied (Figs 6 and 7). In principle
the sensor can be operated with different clock pulses, e.g.
different clock frequencies (overlap conditions have to be
maintained).

More detailed infomation is available on request.
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Frame transfer sensor

DRIVING PULSE WAVEFORMS (conthued)

NXA1021
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Frame transfer sensor NXA1021
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NXA1021

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS  at Tamb = 60 °C

PAFLAMETER SYMBOL MIN. TYP. MAX. UNIT

Load capacitance CLVOT

30

100.2 pFmv

Output signal voltage at standard illumination
®eak-to-peak value)       (see notes  I  and 2)
Cyan charmel
Green channel VOM 27 mv
Yellow channel YOB 60 - mv

Output signal voltage at saturation Vosat 2501000 4cO mv
®eak-to-peak value)       (notes 2 and 3)

Clock cross-talk to output VOcLK V
(peak-to.peak value)

Maximum illumination on the sensor
EB - lxnA

without blooming           (note 4)

Transport inefficiency
€H 8,5xlo-Shorizontal one step

vertical one step CV 5xlo-S

Dark current ID - 5

Smear                                      (note 5) %

Notes

I.  5 lx on the sensor, colour temperature of light source 3200 K, Hoya-IR-Filter C5cOS,I  mm is used.
2.  Measured with output buffer.
3.  Maximum usable range of illumination 85% of saturation level.
4.  See `Definition of blooming'.
5.  See  `Definition of smear'.

¢nc          OG                         l]D                                                                  Noub

I

I,,

/1        ;       =   (        ±'GND°utpu'±RL±cL
7Z97685Fig.14Circuitdiagrur.fioroneoutputchannel.
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DEFrmTloN oF SMEAR

During the field transport time the complete field is shifted
over the inage section. So each pixel of one column is
nluminated by all the other pixels of the column for a
short time. Therefore a bright Spot makes a bright vertical
stripe on the image. This effect is called smear. The
brightness of the stripe depends on the height of the spot
and on the illumination of the spot.

It is defined by the equation:

v-ear=#xEx±xvsat
VAere:

Vsmear                 =   Additional output voltage due to smear
tfield transport  =   0,47 ms
tintegration         =    19,5ms
h                            =   Height of bright spot
H                            =   Height of the complete image
E                            =   Illumination of the spot
Esat                       =   Sa(uration mumination
Vsat                       =   Output voltage at saturation

Example:             Spot height is l0% of the height
Spot illumination is 100% of saturation

Vmear=#XO,1XIXvset",0024xvset

NXA1021

DEFINI'ITON 0F BLOOMING

When part of the inage section (spot) is flluminated above
saturation level and with the rest of the image dark, at a
certain level of overexposure (1000 h for the NXA102l),
the area of the spot increases irregularly. This effect is
called blooming.

PICTURE ELEMENT DEFECTS

Picture quality at Tamb = 60 °C

GRADE
PEEL CLUSTERS

COLun
DEFEtrs DEFECTS
(note I)

(note 2) (note 3)

01 0 0 0
02 2 0 0
03 10 2 0
04 35 5 2

Notes

I,  A picture element is considered defeet, if its signal
deviates more than ± 10% from the mean signal of the
neighbouring picture elements at standard illumination.

2.  A cluster is a pair of two defect pixels at a distance of
less than 3% of the picture heicht. The sum of pixel
defects and clustered pixel defects does not exceed the
number of pemitted pixel defects.

3.  If more than two pixel defects crocur in one column, this
is considered a column defect.
Additionally the indicated number of defect pixels is
allowed.
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NXA1021

OUTPUT SIGNAL

The output signal is a pulse sequence with a d.c. offset. The HIGH level of the output pulses, dependent upon the d.c.
adjustments, varies between 8 and  12 volts. The LOW levels depend upon the signal voltage, itself a function of the intensity
of the tight falling on the sensor, and is between  I,0 and 2,0 volts below the HIGH level. These pulses contain the video
infomation and need further processing to be converted into a signal suitable for use in standard video circuitry.
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Frame transfer sensor NXA1021

MECHANICAL PARAMETERS

The sensor is encapsulated in a 24-lead dual in-line ceramic package with a highquality glass viewing window on the top
side for admittance of light to the sensor.

i
30,7830,'8

a                                                                                                I    '   2:53i_|+EL8!:=:43:t"'1,27(22x)

sensor crystal

TLi _ _\_ _ T '3

L(3'

\

r7T557iffl3,5mmdeviationccuracy.

\1LIIIII-I.Ill-lIIIIll
\'

imagepart
I    st%,¥    I

0
I

JI 11                                                                         1111 I                                                1111111

I

1-10.565±0,loo I 12177T5fflParallelismat100mmPositional

iELl

1574
'5,241536

14,86

sensor crystal                              cover glass\/ o,71     o,71                                Maximum  Material  condition.0.520,52

1'

\            I                       I//,/,

;        I     6';2                 Seenoteslto3
r///////////////////„/„///////////////;Lad t

-o,25±8:85 E
15,4 9                                                I                                                7zg67"
'4.99

Fig.  16  Package outline; dimensions in mm (also see notes).
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NXA1021

Notes to Fie. 16

(I)   Centre-lines of all leads are within ± 0,127 mm of the
nominal position shown; in the worst case, the spacing
between any `two leads may deviate from nominal by
± 0.254 rm.

(2)   Line 8 is the connection line between pins 13 and 24.
Pins 14 to 23 are not necessarily exactly on this line.

(3)   These two dinensions are measured at the centre-line
of the package,

GENERAL DrmNSIONS  (See Fig.16)

Chip thiekness
Cover class thickness
Thickness of glue layer between sensor
and cavity bottom

Refractive index
Transmission (400-700 nm)

Sensor is filled with dry air.

20              Februay I 987
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0,55 ± 0.05 mm

80 ± 30 „m
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Frame transfer sensor
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APPLICATION INFORMATION

Figure  17 shows a circuit for providing the pulse sequences
needed to drive the sensor. A SAA1043 sync-pulse

generator provides the three TV standards, PAL, SECAM
and NTSC. These include vertical and horizontal blanking,

plus black.level clamping. It also provides other signals
essential for tv camera operation and can be triggered
externally for operation with, for example, a VCR or
computer. The sync-pulse generator drives a SAD 1019
multi-norm pulse.pattern generator (MNPPG) developed
specifically for the image sensors. It provides all the clock
signals except the pulses for the horizontal readout
registers. Its use avoids the need to develop complex
circuitry for driving the NXAl 021. Fast clock pulses for

NXA1021

the three horizontal readout registers are generated by a

pixel generator TDA4302, delivering three 3,85 MHz pulse
trains with a  120° phase difference between them, The
output levels from the MNPPG and the pixel generator are
too low to drive the shift registers directly. Additional
driver ICs are therefore needed to boost the signals, i.e. for
the pixel generator one TDA4305 and, for the MNPPG. two
TDA430l  ICs. During horizontal blanking, the pixel
generator is inhibited and slower pulses, derived from the
MNPPG. are applied to the pixel-generator output and,
then, via the TDA4305, to the transfer gates and horizontal
gate electrodes to sort the charge packets into the three
horizontal readout registers.     .

More detailed infomation is available on request.
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DEVELOPMENT DATA
This data sheet contains advance information and
specifications are subject to change without notice.

Supersedes June 1986 data

FPIAME   TBANSFEP   SENSOF`

NXA1031

r\

rl

GENERAL DESCRIFTION

The NXA103l  frame transfer sensor is a solid state imaging
device which produces two interlaced 251.line fields

(including 6 lines for dark reference and testing) with an
aspect ratio of 4:3.
The device is compatible with EIA TV standards and has a
7,5 mm image diagonal matching the half-inch camera tube
format.

APPIJCATIONS

•   ENG cameras  - the high blue sensitivity and good
horizontal resolution makes this sensor suiteable for
3-chip ENG colour cameras

•   Surveillance cameras - solid state reliabhity, hick

:::°±u:i::=sodr:o:¥i!evi%*?CVI;dnedh:rq#tifcyotn°®bean
pick-up element

•  Character and pattern recognition - the excellent
linearity and uniformity recommends this sensor as a
first choice for these applications

•   Robotics - the small size, light-weight and mechanical
ruggedness makes this sensor extremely suitable for all
types of high resolution robot-vision applications

•   Visual aids ~ the low voltage and mechanical ruggedness
of this device allows design of safe and reliable cameras
for visual aids

FEATURES

•   Effective number of elements:
610 (horizontal) x 490 (vertical)

•   Dark reference:  1  line per field for black clamping

•   loo x anti-blooming margin

•  Garma is I
•   High sensitivity, low noise

•   Freedom from lag, burn-in, geometrical distortion and
ndcrophonic noise

DEVICE ORGANIZATION

•   Frame transfer charge coupled device

•  Unit cell size: 9,9 {m qorizontal) x 18,6 im (vertical)

•   Ifummy elements: the fusT t 5 elements of the 3 output
registers are dummy elements

•  On¢hip high sensitivity output amplifier

•  Image area: 6,0 mm (horizontal) x 4,5 mm (vertical)

•   Chip size: 6,95 mm (horizontal) x 9,35 mm (vertical)

FUNCTIONAL I)ESCRIPTION

The special electrode arrangement allows 35% of the
photosensitive element to be free of polystlicon. This
faditates easy penetration of the blue light into the
element to provide good blue sensitivity.

The layout of the sensor is shown in Fig. I .
It comprises 3 functional areas:

-  a matrix of photosensitive space elements and
integration electrodes ,

-  a storage section,
-  three BCCD readout registers.

Figure 2 shows the transport process in the imaging and
storage regions. At tine to, the start of the first field
readout from the inaging region, ¢3 is low and the
charge is concentrated beneath ¢4 to ¢2. At t| , ¢4
goes low and the charge in each pixel concentrates
beneath rfu  and ¢2. At t2, ¢3 goes high and the charge

packets advance one gate electrode, spreading out
beneath ¢i , de and the following electrode to. In the
next step, at t3, ¢i goes low compressing the charge

packets beneath dy and ¢3, and at t4, ¢4 goes high
allowing the charge packets again to advance one gate
electrode. This process continues in both the imagivg
and storage regions until all the charge packets have
transferred to the storage region.

The sensor in the integration mode is shown in Fig. 3. The
first field is generated when phases ¢4, ¢i  and ¢2 are high
and ¢3 is low, Fig. 3(a). ¢3 effectively forms a potential
barrier separating the pixels in the first field. The charges

generated by incident light then integrate beneath ¢4
and th, centred on ¢i .  So  each pixel extends  vertically
over four gate electrodes.
The potential distribution of the second field, and hence
its position relative to the fust field is shown in  Fig. 3Q)).
The second field is always displaced by two gate
electrodes relative to the first field, with its charge
patterns centred on ¢3, and with ¢i forming the barrier
between pixels, thus providing a perfectly interlaced
frame structure.

CAUTION

The image sensor is a MOS device which can be destroyed
by static charging of the gates. Always store the device
with short-circuiting clamps or on conductive foam

plastic. When cleaning the glass window only use alcohol
or acetone. Rub the window carefully and slowly. Dry
rubbing of the window may cause static charges which
can destroy the device .
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plN DEscBrmoN

PIN NO. SYMBOL NAME AND FUNCTION

I feA
Vertical transfer clocks for2 ¢4A

3 ¢1A ma8e part
4 teA

Light shield  (Al , cover on
5 LS storage part)

6 OG Output gate

7 RD Drain reset transistor

8 Nsub N-substrate ; supply voltage

9 CND Ground

10 OT Output top

11 OM Output middle

12 08 Output bottom

13 froc Horizontal transfer clock for
14 C
15 ¢1C

output register

16 TG1
Transfer gate s

17 TG2

18 IG
Input gate (test point for
mnufacturing)

19 IN
Input diffusion (test point
for manufacturing)

20 Psul' P-substrate

21 deB
Vertical transfer clocks for22 ¢48

23 foB storage part
24 ¢18

Mullard (='



Frame transfer sensor

RATINGS

Limiting values in accordance with the Absolute Maxinum System OEC 134)

NXA1031

PARAMETER S"B0L MEN. MJex. UNIT

Vohages with respect to Psub

VRI)PSUB roj +25 VRD

IN VIN-PSUB -0,5 +25 V
Voltages with respect to  Nsub

VRI)-NSUB -10 roj VRD

IN V|N-NSUBTstg -10 ro,5 V
all other comections -25 roj V

Current from one output - 10 rnA
Storage temperature range _55 +80 OC

Operating ambient temperature range Tamb -20 cO OC

pe CIIARACTERISTICS at Tamb = 25 °C

PARAMETER SYMBOL rm. TYP. MJex. tJNI

Voltage at I.S                   (note 1) VI.S

2

VNsub - V

Voltage at oG                 (note 2) Vcx3

20CND

10 V

Voltage at RD;                (note 2)
VRI) 10 VNsub Vcurrent to sensor:  I < I (tA

Voltage at Nsob;             (note 2)
VNsub 15 22 VI < 10 rnA

Voltage difference between VNsub-VRD - 7 VVNsob and VRD

Voltage at IG VIG - - V

IXJ level of output voltage VOTOM0B 6 15 Vat oT, OM, OB             (notes 3 and 4)

Voltage at psub ;             (note 2)
Vpsub 0 5 Vcurrent from sensor: I <50 /lA

Voltage at IN YIN - VNsub - V

Power dissipation P - 80 150 mw

Ifakage curent of gates 11 - 10 IA

Notes

1 .     The lightshield should be colmected to VNsub (oT to CND).
2.    These values must be adjusted to the optimum operating point within the given range.
3.     Measured with output buffer. See Fig. 5.
4.  ` See Fig.16.

{=' Mullard February l 987                 5
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Frame transfer sensor

CLacK CIIARACTERISHCS (note I)

NXA1031

PARAMETER svMroL EN. TYP. MAX. LJNIT

LOW levdsth.fro
VdyA/B - CND - -

¢ic,froc,too(¢icLOw=fecLOw = tocLOw)(note2)
Vthc - 0 VNsutrlo V

TGl                              (note 2) VTGl 0 - VNsub-10 V

TG2                             (note 2)Amplifude8th,thB,ticTitrfug(seeFigs.6and7)Horizontalclockclockfrequeney(note3) VTG2Vfop)fc 09,75

103.90

VNsub-1010,25 VVMHz

rise tine trc 20 - 40 ns

fan tine tfc 20 - 40 ns
fall tine of ¢ic during horizontalblanking(note4)overlaptine

tfcB - 200 ns

tihc 10 - rs
tflc 5 - ns

Vertical clocksclockfrequency
fcv 629 kHz

rise time try 70

3000

ns

fan tine tfv - loo ns

overlap tineTransfergatesrisetime
tihv loo

70

ns
tilv loo ns

trTG - ns

fall timeChockcaprcitanceEachclockphasein,fro tITGCthA/B loo nspF

tic,TG1,TG2 crfuc,cTGii2 loo pF

Lchge c-toftheclockconnections
11 10IA

Notes

i.  Measured with output buffer. See Fig. 5 .
2.  These values must be adjusted to the optinum operating point within the given range.
3.  Deviations from this frequency result in incorrect aspect ratio.
4.  It is recommended to use the longer fan time of the ¢ic pulse during the horizontal blanking period to avoid inegular

vertical stripes.
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NXA1031

ADJUS"ENT OF OPERATING LEVEES

A reasonable picture may be obtained by using the settings
quoted in the NXA103l Test Sheet. For optinum
performance, fine adjustment of the serLsors d.c. levels is
essential. when carrying out this operation the following
points should be conaldeled.
-  Vertical stripes in the picture are usually the res`ilt of

charges being unevenly sorted into the three output
registers. This can be influenced by Vac, VoG, VTG2
and VTGl .

-  The anti-blooming performance of a sensor is influenced
by its internal vertical potential gradient. This can be
optimized by adjusting VNsub and VPsub.

DRIVING PULSE wAVEFORMs

The specifications of the sensor are measured when the
following clock pulses are applied (Figs 6 and 7). In

principle the sensor can be operated with different clock
pulses, e.g. different dock frequencies (overlap conditions
have to be mintained).

More detailed infomation is available on request.
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DRIVING PursE WAVEFORMS (continued)

NXA1031
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Frame transfer sensor NXA1031
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NXA1031

OUTPUT CtlARACTERIST[CS at Tomb = 60 °C

PAENETER SYMBOL MEN. TYP. MAX. UNI
h)ad capacitance CL - - 10 pF
Output signal voltage at standard VoTS 65250

50

13002 mvdB
m`mination beak-to-peak value) VoMS
(SIN typ. 50 dB)    (notes I  and 2) VoBS

Signal to noise ratio at standardillumination(notesI,2 and 3)
SIN

Output signal voltage at sat`iration(peak-to-peakvalue)(notes2and 4)
Vosat 400 mv

Clock cross-talk to outputbeak-to-peakvalue)
VocLK - - V

Maximum mumination on the sensorwithoutblooming(note5)
EB 1000 - txnA

Transport inefficiencyhorizontalonestep
CH 8,5 x  ,0.S

vertical one step ay 5 x  lo-S

Ihik curent ID - 5

Smear                           (note 6) %

Notes

I.  5  lx  on the sensor, colour temperature of light source 3200 K, Hoya-IR-Filter C500S,1 mm is used.
2.  Measured with output buffer.
3.  2cO kHz to 5 MHz, weighted, Tamb = 25 °C.
4.  Maxinum usable  range of illumination 85%  of saturation level.
5.  See "Definition of blooming ".

. 6.  See "Definition of smear".

¢nc         OC                      PD                                                            Noub

I                                                                                                              II                     I

/i     ;     =\          GNDOutF!cL
|Z91686Filg.15CircuitdiDgTamf;oroneoutt)rLLtchannel.
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Frame transfer sensor

DEFINlnoN OF SMEAR

During the field transport tine the complete field is shifted
over the imge section. So each pixel of one column is
illuminated by all the other pix.els of the column for a
short time.  Therefore a bright spot makes a bright
vertical stripe on the image. Tliis effect is called smear. The
brichtness of the stripe depends on the height of the spot
and on the illumination of the spot.

It is defined by the equation:

Vsmeara

®

tfleldtransport _ hu    Ex_ x -Xvset
tintegration        H     Esat

where:

Vsmear                =   Additional output voltage due to smear

trield transport  =   0,4 ms

tintegration         =   16,2ms

h                           =   Height of bright spot

H                           =  Height of the complete image

E                           =   Iuumination of the spot

Esat                      =   Saturation illumination

Vsat                      =   Output voltage at saturation

Example:

Spot height is 10%  of the height
Spot ill`mination is 100%  of saturation

Vsmear==2XO,lxIXvcat=0,0024Xvrat

NXA1031

DEFINITION OF BLOOMING

When part of the image section (spot) is iuuminated above
saturation level and with the rest of the inage dark, at a
certain level of overexposure ( 1000 I x for the NXAI 031 ),
the area of the spot increases irregularly. This effect is
called blooming.

PlcruRE ELEMENT DEFEcls

picture quality at Tamb = 60 °C

GRADE
PEEL

CLUSTERS
COLUEN

DEFECTS DEFECTS

(note I) (note 2) (note 3)

01 0 0 0

02 2 0 0

03 10 2 0

04 35 5 2

Notes

1.  A picture element is considered defect, if its signal
deviates more than ± 10%  from the mean signal of the
neighbouring picture elements at standard illumination.

2.  A cluster is a pair of two defect pixels at a distance of
less than 3%  of the picture height. The sum of pixel
defects and clustered pixel defects does not exceed the
number of permitted pixel defects.

3.  If more than two pixel defects occur in one column, this
is considered a col`imn defect.
Additionally the indicated number of defect pixels is
allowed.

(=' Mullard February  l987                 17



NXA1031

OUTPUT SIGNAL

The output signal is a pulse sequence with a d.c. offset. The HIGH level of the output pukes, dependent upon the d.c.
adjustments, varies between 8 and 12 volts. The LOW levels depend upon the signal voltage, itself a function of the intensity
of the light falling on the sensor, and is between I ,0 and 02 volts below the High level. These pulses contain the video
information and need further processing to be converted into a signal suitable for use in standard video cirouitry.

18                February I 987
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Frame transfer sensor NXA1031

MECHANICAL PARAMETERS

The sensor is encapsulated in a 24-lead dual in-line ceramic package with a hithquality class viewing window on the top
side .for admittance of light to the sensor.
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NXA103l

No'e8 to Fig.17

I.  Centre-lines of all leads are within ± 0,127 mm of the
nominal position crown; in the worst case, the spacing
between any two leads may deviate from nomiml by
± 0.254 rm.

2.  Line 8 is the connection line between |]ins 13 and 24.
Pins 14 to 23 are not necessarily exactly on this line.

3.  These two dinensions are measured at the centre-line
of the package.

GENERAL DIMENSIONS (See Fie. 17)

Chip thickness                                            525  ± 15 rmi
Cover class thickness                                O,55 ± 0,05 mm
Thickness of glue layer between
sensor and cavity bottom                      80 ± 30 /4n
Refractive index                                       I,5
Translrission (400-7co nm)                 90%

Sensor is fiiilled with dry air

SOLDERING

1 . By hand

Apply the soldering iron below the seating plane (not more
than 2 mm above it). If its temperature is below 300 0C it
must not be in contact for more than 10 seconds; if between
300 0C and 400 0C, for not more than 5 seconds.

2. By dip or Wave

The maximum permissable temperature of the solder is
260 °C, this temperature must not be in contact with the
joint for more than 5 seconds. The total contact tine of
successive solder waves must not exceed 5 seconds. The
device may be mounted up to the seating plane but the
temperature of the ceramic body must not exceed the
specified storage maxinum. [f the printed circuit board has
been pre-heated, forced cooling may be necessary
immediately after soldering to keep the temperature within
the permissible limit.

3. Repairing soldered joints

The same precautions and linits apply in (I) above.

20                February I 987
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Frame transfer sensor

lil

APPLICATION INFORMATION

Figure  18 shows a circuit for providing the pulse sequences
needed to drive the sensor. A SAA1043 sync-pulse

generator provides the three TV standards PAL, SECAM
and NTSC. These include vertical and horizontal blanking,

plus black-level clamping. It also provides other signals
essential for TV camera operation and can be triggered
extemally for operation with, for example, a VCR or
computer. The sync-pulse generator drives a SAD1019
multi-norm pulse -pattern generator OrNPPG) developed
speciftcally for the image sensors. It provides all the clock
signals except the pulses for the horizontal readout
registers. Its use avoids the need to develop complex
circuitry for driving the NXA1031. Fast clock pulses for
the three horizontal readout reSsters are generated by a

NXA1031

pixel generator TDA4302, delivering three 3,9 MHz pulse
trains with a 1200 phase difference between them. The
output levels from the MNPPG and the pixel generator are
too low to drive the shift registers directly. Additional
driver ICs are therefore needed to boost the signals i.e.
for the pixel generator one TDA4305 and, for the MNPPG,
two TDA430l ICs. During horizontal blanking, the pixel

generator is inhibited and slower pulses, derived from the
MNPPG, are applied to the pixeli!enerator output and,
then, via the TDA4305 , to the transfer gates and horizontal
gate electrodes to sort the charge packets into the three
horizontal read out registers.

More detailed information is available on request,
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DEVEIOPMENT DATA
This data sheet contains advance information and
specifications are subject to change without notice.

Supersedes June 1986 data

FRAME  TF]ANSFEB   SENSOR

NXA104l

h

a

GENERAL DEscRrmoN
The NXA1041  frame transfer sensor is a solid state imaging
device which produces two interlaced 251 -line fields

(including 6 lines for dark reference and testing) with an
aspect ratio of 4:3.
The sensor is equipped with an on{hip colour stripe fiilter.
The device is compatible with NTSC TV standards and has
a 7,5 mm image diagonal matching the half-inch camera
tube foinat.

APPLICATIONS

•   Consumer entertainment cameras

•   Surveillance cameras - solid state reliability, high
resolution and sensitivity provide the quality to be an
ideal successor for your stripe camera tube

•   Visual aids - the low voltage and mechanical ruggedness
of this device allows design of safe and reliable cameras
for visual aids

•   Slide and film scanners for consumer applications

FEAT-S
•   Effective number of elements:

610 (horizontal) x 490 (vertical)

•   Cyan, green, yellow stripe fnter on the chip

•   Dark reference:  I  line per field for black clamping

•    100 x anti-blooming margin

•   Gamma is  I

•   High sensitivity,low noise

•   Freedom from lag, burn-in, geometrical distortion and
microphonic noise

DEVICE ORGANIZATION

•   Frame transfer charge coupled device

•   Unit cell size:  9,9 im (horizontal) x  18,6 trm (vertical)

•   Separate outputs for the cyan, green, and yellow channels

•   Ifummy elements: the first 5 elements of the 3 output
registers are dummy elements

•   Onchip high sensitivity output amplifier

•   Image area: 6,0 mm (horizontal) x 4,5 mm (vertical)

•   Chip size: 6,95 mm (horizontal) x 9,35 mm (vertical)

FUNCTloNAL DEscRmloN
The special electrode arrangement auows 35% of the

photosensitive element to be free of polysilicon. This
facilitates easy penetration of the blue light into the element
to provide good blue sensitivity.

The layout of the sensor is shown in Fig.  I .
It comprises 3  functional areas:

-  a matrix of photosensitive elements and integration

electrodes,
-  a storage section,
-  three BCCD readout registers.

Figure 2 shows the transport process in the imaging and
storage regions. At time to, the start of the first field
readout from the imaging region, ¢3 is low and the charge
is concentrated beneath ¢4 to ¢2. At t 1 , ¢4 goes low and
the charge in each pixel concentrates beneath ¢|  and ¢2.
At t2, ¢3 goes high and the charge packets advance one gate
electrode, spreading out beneath ¢| , ¢2 and the following
electrode ¢3. In the next step, at t3, ¢i  goes low
compressing the charge packets beneath ¢2 and ¢3 , and at
t4, ¢4 goes high allowing the charge packets again to advance
one gate electrode. This process continues in both the
imaging and storage regions until all the charge packets have
transferred to the storage region.

The sensor in the integration mode is shown in Fig. 3. The
first` field is generated when phases ¢4, ¢|  and ¢2 are high
and ¢3 is low, Fig. 3(a). ¢3 effectively foms a potential
barrier separating the pixels in the first field. The charges

generated by incident light then integrate beneath ¢4 and
¢2, centred on ¢| . So each pixel extends vertically over
four gate electrodes.
The potential distribution of the second field, and hence its

position relative to the first field is shown in Fig. 3(b). The
second field is always displaced by two gate electrodes
relative to the first field, with its charge patterns centred on

¢3 , and with ¢|  forming the barrier between pixels, thus
providing a perfectly interlaced frame structure.

cAunoN
The image sensor is a MOS device which can be destroyed
by static charging of the gates. Always store the device with
short{ircuiting clamps or on conductive foam plastic. When
cleaning the dass window only use alcohol or acetone. Rub
the window carefully and slowly. Dry rubbing of the
window may cause static charges which can destroy the
device.
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PIN DESCRIPTION

PIN NO. SYMBOL NAhm AND FUNCTION

I ¢2A
Vertical transfer clocks for2 ¢4A

3 ¢1A Image part
45 ¢3Ars

Light shield (AI. cover on
storage part)

6 OG Output gate

7 RD Drain reset transistor

8 Nsub N-substrate ; supply voltage

9 CND Ground

10 OT Output top (cyan)

11 OM Output middle tsreen)

12 08 Output bottom fyellow)

13 ¢3C Horizontal transfer clock for
14 ¢2C
15 ¢lc

output register

16 TGl
Transfer gate

17 TG2

18 IG
Input gate (test point for
manufacturing)

19 IN
Input diffusion (test point for
manufacturmg)

20 Psub P-substrate

21 ¢28
Vertical transfer clocks for22 ¢48

23 ¢38 storage part
24 ¢18
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Frame transfer sensor

RATINGS

Liniting values in accordance with the Absolute Maxinum System (IEC  134)

NXA1041

PARAMETER S"BOL MIN. nLAX. LJNIT

Voltages with respect to Psub
VRD-PSUB -0,5 +25 VRD

IN VIN-PSUB -0,5 +25 V
Voltages with respect to Nsub

VRD-NSUB -10 ro,5 VRD
IN VIN-NSUBTstg -10 ro,5 V
all other connections -25 cO,5 V

Current from one output  . - 10 rnA
Storage temperature range -30 +80 Oc

Operating ambient temperature range Tanb -20 tlso Oc

ne CEIARAorERISTICS  at Tanb = 25 °C

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN. TW. MAX. LJNIT

Voltage at rs             (note I) VLS - VNsub

10

V
Voltage at oG            (note 2)VoltageatRD;(note2)currenttosensor:I<I/iAVoltageatNsub;(note2)I<10rnAVoltagedifferencebetweenVNsubandVRI) VOG 2 V

VRD 10 VNsub V

VNsub 15 20CND 22 V

VNsub~VRD 7 V
Voltage at IGDClevelofoutput voltageatoT,OM,OB(notes3 and4)Voltageatpsub;(note2)currentfromsensor:I<50HA VIG - V

VoT;OMDB 6

VNsub

15 V

Vpsub 0 5150 V
Voltage at IN VIN V
Power dissipation P 80 mw
Leakage current of gates 11 - 10 «A

Notes

I .  The lightshield should be connected to VNsub (or to CND).
2.  These values must be adjusted to the optinum operating point within the given range.
3.  Measured with output buffer. See Fig. 5.
4.  See  Fig.  16.

(=' Mullard February  l987                  5
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Frame transfer sensor

CLOCK CHARACTERISTICS  (note  i)

NXA1041

PAINETER S"B0L MEN. TYP. MAX. Lrm

LOW levels

V¢nA/B

0

GND - -¢nA, ¢nB

¢1C, ¢2C, ¢3C                (note  2) V¢nc 0103,90200 VNsub-10 V
(¢1CLOW = ¢2CLOW = ¢3CLOW)

TGl                                   (note 2) VTGl VNsub-10 V

TG2                                  (note 2) VTG2V«p-p)fc 09,7520 VNsub-1010,2540 VVMHz

Amplitudes

¢nA" ¢nB. ¢"C

Tining  (See Figs 6 and 7)

Horizontal clock

clock frequency            (note 3)

rise tine trc ns

fall time tfc 2010 403000 ns

fall time of ¢ic during
tfcBtine nsnshorizontal blanking     (note 4)

overlap time
tile 5 ns

Vertical clock

fcv 629 kHzclock frequency

rise tine trv 70 ns

fall tine tfv 100 ns

overlap time
tihv loo ns
tilv loo ns

Transfer gates

trTG 70 nsrise tine

fall tine tITGC¢nA/B loo nspF

Clock capacitance

Each clock phase

¢nA, ¢nB

¢nc, TG1, TG2 C¢nc, CTG I/2 loo pF

Leakage current
11 10 HAof the clock connections

Notes

I.  Measured with output buffer. See Fig.  5.
2.  These values must be adjusted to the optimum operating point within the given range.
3.  Deviations from this frequency result in incorrect aspect ratio.
4.  It is recommended to use the longer fall time of the ¢ |c pulse during the horizontal blanking period to avoid irregular

vertical stripes.

(=' Mullard February  l987                   7



NXA1041

ADJUS"ENT 0F OPERATING u3VEIS
A reasonable picture may be obtained by using the settings

quoted in the NXA104l Test Sheet. For optimum
perfomance, fine adjustment of the sensors d.c. levels is
essential. When carrying out this operation the following

points should be considered.
~  Vertical stripes in the picture are usually the result of

charges being unevenly sorted into the three output
registers. This can be influenced by V¢C, VoG, VTG2
and VTG I .

~  The anti.blooming performance of a sensor is influenced

by its internal vertical potential gradient. This can be
optinized by adjusting VNsub and VPsub.

DRlvlNG pulsE wAVEFORhrs
The specifications of the sensor are measured when the
following clock pulses are applied (Figs 6 and 7). In principle
the sensor can be operated with different clock pulses, e.g.
different clock frequencies (overlap conditions have to be
maintained).

More detailed information is available on request.
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Frame transfer sensor

DRIVING PUISE WAVEFORMS (continued)

NXA1041
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NXA1041
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Frame transfer sensor NXA1041
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NXA1041
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Frame transfer sensor NXA1041
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NXA1041
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Frame transfer sensor NXA1041
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NXA1041

OUTPUT CHARACIERISTICS  at Tamb = 60 °C

pAFLARETm SYMBOL MIN. TYP. MAX. LJNIT

Load capacitance CLVOT

30

10 pFmv
O`itput signal voltage at standard illumination

®eak-to-peak value)       (see notes I  and 2)
Cyan channel
Green charmel VOM 27 mv
Yellow chanel VOB 60 - - mv

Output signal voltage at saturation
Vosat 2501000 400 - mv

(peak.to-peak value)       (notes 2 and 3)

Clock cross-talk to output VocLK - 0,2 V
®eak-to-peakvalue)

Maximum illumination on the sensor
EB - lxnAwithout blooming           (note 4)

Transport inefficiency
CH 8,5xlo-Shorizontal one step

vertical one step €V 5xlo-S

Dark current ID - 5

Smear                                    (note 5) %

Notes

I.  5  lx on the sensor, colour temperature of ficht source 32cO K, Hoya-IR-Filter C5cOS,I  mm is used.
2.  Measured with output buffer.
3 .  Maximum usable range of mumination 85% of saturation level.
4.  See .Definition of blooming',
5.  See `Definition of smear'.

¢nc          OG                         f`D                                                                 Nsub

I

I,,
n    =],    I'GNooutpF!cL\nP

7Z91685.Fig.14arcultdiagramforoneouti)utchannel.
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Frame transfer sensor

DEFINITION OF SMEAR

During the field transport tine the complete field is shifted
over the image section. So each pixel of one column is
illuminated by all the other pixels of the column for a
short tine. Therefore a bright spot makes a bright vertical
stripe on the image. This effect is called smear. The
brightness of the Stripe depends on the height of the spot
and on the illumination of the spot.

It is defined by the equation:

Vsmear
tfield transport... h `.    Ex=x_xvsata tintegration        H     Esat

Where:

Vsmear                 =   Additional output voltage due to smear
tfleld transport  =   0,4 ms
tintegration         =    16,2ms
h                            =   Height of bright spot
H                           =   Height of the complete inage
E                           =   Illumination of the spot
Esat                      =   Saturation mumimtion
Vsat                      =   Output voltage at saturation

Example:             Spot height is l0% of the height
Spot illumination is 100% of saturation

Vmear=T#XO,lxlxvcat=O,cO24xvcat

NXA1041

DEFINrlTON oF BI.OOMING

When part of the inage section (spot) is illuminated above
saturation level and with the rest of the innge dark, at a
certain level of overexposure (loco k for the NXA1041),
the area of the spot increases irregularly. This effect is
caued blooming.

plcTURE ELERENT DEFEcrs
Picture quality at Tamb = 60 °C

GRADE
PrmL CLUS-(note2) COLLIN

DEFEcrs DEFECTS
(note I) (note 3)

01 0 0 0
02 2 0 0
03 10 2 0
04 35 5 2

Notes

I.  A picture element is considered defect, if its signal
deviates more than ±  10% from the mean signal of the
neithbouring picture elements at standard inumination.

2.  A cluster is a pair of two defect pixels at a distance of
less than 3% of the picture height. The sum of pixel
defects and clustered pixel defects does not exceed the
nulnber of permitted pixel defects.

3,  If more than two pixel defects occur in one column, this
is considered a column defect.
Additionauy the indicated number of defect pixels is
allowed.

(=' Mullard February  l987                 17



NXA1041

OUTPUT SIGNAL

The output signal is a pulse sequence with a d.c. offset. The
HIGH level of the output pulses, dependent upon the d.c.
adjustments, varies between 8 and  12 volts. The  LOW levels
depend upon the signal voltage, itself a function of the
intensity of the light falling on the sensor, and is between

I,0 and 0,2 volts below the HIGH level. These pulses
contain the video information and need further processing
to be converted into a signal suitable for use in standard
video circuitry.

¢c

'

b,ackp,xe,s                                                              b,ackp,xe,s                     FT

OUTPUT                         8V  to

'V

2V'iwh.tep.xe,s

7Z97686Fig.15Typicalsignalatthesensoroutput.

18                 February  l987
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Frame transfer sensor NXA1041

MECIIANICAL PARAMETERS

The sensor is encapsulated in a 24-lead dual in-line ceramic package with a high-quality class viewing window on the top side
for admittance of light to the sensor.

30,7830,18

I IaP                                                                                  2,54I-,lJEL88:-±':"1,27(22x)

sensor cTystal

B,2,      "           \             F                                ,3

L(3)

\

r7T537ifflsin3,5mmdeviationin.

\
\11111                                            Ill 11                                                        1111111

\'
imagePart

I     st=rrtap    I

©

I

'1 11                                           I      I         I 11                                                           1111111

I

I

1~ 10,566±0,100
------

-i---_  _  _  _   ==E=parallel

1574
15,24'536 at  loom
14,86IIs9

©   Positional accuracy.
sensor crysta                               cover o a\/

8:3±    8;;i                      ©    Maximum  Material  condition.

\            1                       i//,,/-iiiiiii-
1      ,//,,//

t          t      a,62'77Z;a;a;77Z/777777Z;77ZZ%Z77%Z;7/Z;Z7Z;a;Z/Z7;7/4/Z/7/77;'Lal t

_a,25±8;85            15,49

inI         ,zo6,og

'4,99Fig. 16  Package outline; dimensions in mm (also see notes).
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NXA1041

Notes to Fie.16

(I)   Centre-lines of all leads are within ± 0,127 mm of the
nominal position shown; in the worst case, the apacing
between any two leads may deviate from nominal by
± 0,254 mm'.

(2)   Line 8 is the coniiection line between pins 13 and 24.
Pins 14 and 23 are not necessarfuy exactly on this line.

(3)   These two dimensions are measured at the centre-line
of the package.

GENERAL DIRENSIONS (See Fig.16)

Chip thickness
Cover class thickness
Thickness of glue layer between sensor
and cavity bottom

Refractive index
Transmission (400-700 nm)

Sensor is fined with dry air.

20               February I 987

525 ±  15 rm
0,55 ± 0.05 mm

80 ± 30 xp

I,5
90%

®
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Frame transfer sensor

fl

APPLICATION INFORMATION

Figure  17 shows a circuit for providing the pulse sequence
needed to drive the sensor. A SAA1043  sync-pulse

generator provides the three TV standards, PAL, SECAM
and NTSC. These include vertical and horizontal blanking,

plus black-level clamping. It also provides other signals
essential for TV camera operation and can be triggered
extemally for operation with, for example, a VCR or
computer. The sync.pulse generator drives a SAD1019
multi-norm pulse-pattern generator (MNPPG) developed
specifically for the image sensors. It provides all the clock
signals except the pulses for the horizontal readout
registers. Its use avoids the need to develop complex
circuitry for driving the NXA1041. Fast clock pulses for

NXA104l

the three holizontal readout registers are generated by a

pixel generator TDA4302, delivering three 3 ,9 MHz pulse
trains with a  120° phase difference between them. The
output levels from the MNPPG and the pixel generator are
too low to drive the shift registers directly. Additional
driver ICs are therefore needed to boost the signals, i.e. for
the pixel generator one TDA4305 and, for the MNPPG, two
TDA430l  ICs. During horizontal blanking, the pixel

generator is inhibited and slower pulses, derived from the
MNPPG, are applied to the pixel-generator output and,
then, via the TDA4305 , to the transfer gates and horizontal
gate electrodes to sort the charge packets into the three
horizontal readou t registers.

More detailed infomation is available on request.

{=7                M87.,049,Rc             Mullard February  l987                 21
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Supersedes data in book 2 part 4b

AIF`  COOLED  V.H.F.  POWER ,TETFtoDE

YL1520

Forced air cooled coaxial power tetrode in metal-ceramic construction primarily  intended for use as a
linear broad-band  amplifier  in TV  transmitters in the bands  I  and  Ill.  This type  is also very suitable for
a.in. and f.in.  broadcast and a.f.  modulator applications, and  in TV transposer service.

OUICK  REFERENCE  DATAa

a

Class-AB  linear amplifier  (vision)

l=requency

Anode voltage
Output power in load, sync
Power gain, sync

f
Va
WQ

G

175,25   MHz
8kv

27,5   kw
14,5   dB

class-B  f.in.  telephony

Frequency
Anode voltage
Output power in  load
Power gain

f                              260   MHz
Va                         8,5  kv
W£                           25   kw
G                              14,9   dB

Television  transposer service

Frequency
Anode voltage
Output power  in  load, sync
Power gain, sync

f                175to225   MHz
Va                             8   kv
W£                         10,5   kw
G                             16,2   dB

HEATING:  direct; thoriated tungsten  filament,  mesh  type.

F i lament voltage

Filament current

Filament  peak starting current

Cold  filament resistance

Waiting time

(=7 Mullard

vf                   10,4  V=3!/:  -
'f                       115A          -
lfp            max.     750   A

Rfo                        10,5   mr2

tw             min.             1    s

September  1984             1



YL1520

TYPICAL CHAFIACTERISTICS

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Anode current

Transconductance

-      Amplification factor

CAPACITANCES

lnpl,t

Output

Anode to grid  1

Anode to filament

TEMPERATURE  LIMITS

Absolute maximum envelope temperature

Recommended maximum seal temperature

8kv
700V

2,4A

60  rnA/V

8,5

grounded cathode             grou nded grid

Ci                  135              Ci               69   pF

::g]      o,::        CO        23::         U
Cat       0,25pF

Tenv           max.     240  0C

T                   max.     2cO   OC

COOLING

See cooling curves.
Direction of air flow:  see outline drawing.

The air should be ducted so that sufficient air is directed to the seals to keep the seal temperature below
the  limit.

ACCESSORIES

Band  I      amplifier circuit assembly  (vision)

Band  I     amplifier circuit assembly  (sound)

Band  111  amplifier circuit  assembly  (vision)

Band  I I I  amplifier circuit assembly  (sound)

2               September  1 984

type 40759

type 40760

type 40768

type 40769
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Air cooled v.h.f. power tetrode

MECHANICAL  DATA

Net  mass:  approx.  11  kg

Mounting position:  vertical  with anode  up  or down

-¢82:8:13-
-¢7ol
-¢60±

a

®

-¢50±

YL1520

Dimensions  in mm

:8.L:0,2-:0.2-:T

'2,0=i+i5'-

111'6.5 5   225

I

I-¢4o I
=             ¢7S             --

¢164±0,3

7Z60369`.

rim for tube extractor

(=' Mullard September 1984             3



YL1520

F`.F.  CLASS-AB  LINEAFi  AMPLIFIEFi   FOR  TELEVISION  SERVICE

Negative  modulation,  positive  synchronization  (C.C.I.B.  system).

Unless  otherwise  specified  the voltages  are  given  with  respect  to  the  cathode.

LIMITING  VALUES  (Absolute  maximum  rating  system)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2  voltage

Grid   1  voltage

Anode current,  black

Anode  input  power,  black

Anode  dissipation

Grid  2  dissipation

Grid   1   dissipation

Cathode current

OPERATING  CONDITloNS grounded  grid

Frequency  of  vision  carrier

Bandwidth  (-1  dB)

Anode voltage

Grid  2  voltage

Grid  1   voltage

Anode  current,  no-signal  condition

Anode  ciJrrent,  black

Grid  2  current,  black

Grid  1   current,  black

Output  r)ower  in  load,  sync

Output  ijoi^./er  in  load,  black

Anode  di:`.s'ipation,  black

Driving  power,  sync

Driving  power,  black

Gain,  sync

Galn,  black

Sync compression

Differential  phase

Differential  gain

L.F.   Iinearity

Notes:  see page  5

4              September  1984

f                          upto           260   MHz

Va                      max.                 9   kv

Vg2                     max.                   1    kv

-Vgi                max.            500V

'a  black            max.                   7   A

Wiablack        max.               40   kw

Wa                       max.                18   kw

Wg2                    max.             100   W

Wg|                     max.               50   W

lk                          max.                   9   A

f

8

Va

Vg2

Vg,

Ia

175,25    MHz

7,5    MHz             1

8kv

700V
-84V

900   rnA

'ablack                                     3,9   A

'g2  black                                   55   rnA

'gl   black                                 180   rnA

WQsync                                27,5   kw

WQ  black                                 16,5    kw

Wablack                                    14   kw

Wdrsync                              965   W

Wdr black                             520   W

Gsync                                      14,5   dB

Gblack                                            15   dB

sync  in/out                    30/25

<3  deg

> 85   O/o

> 85   O/o

Mullard (='



Air cooled v.h.i.  power tetrode

a

OPEPATING  CONDITIONS  (continued)

Frequency of vision carrier

Bandwidth  (-1  dB)

Anode voltage

Grid  2  voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current,  no signal  condition

Anode current,  black

Grid  2  current,  black

Grid  1  current,  black

Output  power  in  load,  sync

Output  power  in  load,  black

Anode dissipation,  black

Driving  power,  sync

Driving  power,  black

Gain,  sync

Gain,  black

Sync compression

Differential  phase

Differential  gain

L.F.   Iinearity

YL1520

notes

f                           83,25         55,25   MHz

8                                         7                    7   MHz            1

Va                              6,5

Vg2                         700

Vg 1                       -88

la                              900

'a  black                     4,1

'g2  black                   55

'gl   black                 160

WQ  sync                     20

WQ  black                      12

Wa  black                14,6

Wdr sync              835

Wdr  black             444

Gsync                     13,8

Gblack                    14,3

sync  in/out      30/25

<3
>85
2>85

6,5   kv

700V
-88V

900   rnA

4,5A

45mA

175   rnA

20kw

12kw

17,2   kw

glow

520W

13,4   dB

13,6   dB

27/25

<3  deg

>85%

> 85   0/o

NOTES

1.  With double tuned circuit.

2.  To be adjusted for the stated  no signal  anode current.

3.  Black  signal  including  line  sync  pulses.

4.  A  picture/sync  ratio of  75/25  for the outgoing signal  requires a  ratio of  max.  70/30 for  the
incoming  signal  in  which  case the sync compression  sync  in/out =  30/25.

5.  Measured  with  9-step staircase amplitude,  running from  17°/o to  75°/o of the  peak  sync value,  with
superimposed  a 4,43  MHz sine wave with  a  loo/a  peak to  peak value.

6.  At c.w.  output power =  10,5 kw.

7.  Three-tL,L`ne test method  (vision carrier -8 dB, sound carrier -10 dB,  sideband signal  -16 dB with
respect to  peak  sync = 0 dB).

(=' Mullard September  1984            5



YL1520

R.F. CLASS-AB AMPLI FIER  FOR  TELEVISION  TPANSPOSER  SEPVICE grounded grid

LIMITING VALUES

See  page 120.

OPERATING  CONDITIONS grounded  grid

Negative  modulation,  positive synchronization,  combined  sound  and vision
(CCI P  standard  G)

Frequency

Bandwidth  (-1  dB)

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  coltage

Anode current,  no signal  condition

Anode current

Grid 2 current

Grid  1  current

Driving power,  sync

Output  power  in  load,  sync

Power gain

lntermodulation products

Notes:  see page  5

6              September  1 984

f                175to225   MHz

a                                     8   MHz            1

Va                             8   kv

Vg2                       900   V

Vg,                     -95  V

Ia                                    1,8   A

la                               3,3   A

'g2                             35   rnA

1g1                                   20   rnA

Wdr                        250   W

WQ                           10,5   kw

G                               16,2   dB

d                          -56  dB             7
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Air cooled v.h.f. power tetrode

fit

a

R.F. CLASS-B  F.M. TELEPHONY

LIMITING VALUES  (Absolute maximum  rating system)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current

Anode input power

Anode dissipation

Grid  2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

Cathode current

OPERATING CONDITloNS

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current, no signal condition

Anode current

Grid 2 current

Grid  1  current

Anode input power

Anode dissipation

Output power in load

Eff iciency, total

Driving  power

Power gain

Note:  see page  5

YL1520

note

upto    260  MHz

Va               max.       9,5   kv

Vg2             max.            1   kv
-Vgi         max.     500V

rrrdx.         I   A

Wia              max.        42   kw

Wa               max.18kw

Wg2             max.1cOW

Wg|             max.         SOW

Ik                  max.           9   A

(=7 Mullard

260   MHz

8,5  kv

700V
-106  V               2

300  rnA

4,6A

loo  rnA

325   rnA

39,1   kw

14kw

25kw
64%

800W

14,9   dB

September 1 984          7



YL1520
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Air cooled v.h.f.  power tetrode YL1520
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Supersedes data in book 2 part 4b

AIP  COOLED  V.H.F.  POWEP  TETPODE

YL1530

Forced air cooled coaxial  power tetrode in  metal-ceramic construction primarily intended for use in
a. F.  power amplifier applications up to 250 MHz.

QUICK  FtEFEFIENCE  DATA

A

®

Class-B  amplifier  (C.W.)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in  load

Power gain

170-230   MHz

10kv

35kw

16dB

HEATING:  direct,. thoriated  tungsten  filament,  mesh  type.

Filament voltage

Filament current

FHament peak starting current

Cold  filament  resistance

Waiting time

TYPICAL CHARACTER ISTICS

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Anode current
Transconductance
Amplification  factor

(=7 Mullard

7,5v=3°4     -
180A

max.    1000   A

4,2  inn
min.                1    s

10kv

900V

2,4A
--            70  mAIV

10

September 1984             1



YL1530

CAPACITANCES, grounded grid

Input

Output

Anode to filament

TEMPERATURE  LIMITS

Absolute maximum envelope temperature

Flecommended  maximum  seal  temperature

COOLING

Tenv           max.

T                   max.

Wa  + Wg h Ti qmin pi' tube Only pi   including max.  T out

kw in OC m3/min. Pa circuit  assemblyPa OC

25 500 40 30 1000 1600 94

Direction  of air flow:  See outline  drawing.
The air should be ducted so that
sufficient air is directed  to the
seals to keep the seal temperature
below the  limit.

MECHANICAL  DATA

Net  mass                               approx.17  kg

Mounting position          vertical  with  anode up
or down.

2               September  1984

----- @,20-8,4--I

I    .       -086±0,2 ---.

+   -   -®80±0,2  -I

g2-i.
recommended    I

dlrection  of  oirflow

a`-     --i       -+\

:,',i__t
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Air cooled v.h.f. power tetrode

R.F. CLASS-B POWER AMPLIFIER

Unless otherwise stated, the voltages are given with respect to the cathode.

A

a

LIMITING VALUES (Absolute maximum  rating system)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current

Anode dissipation

Grid  2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

Cathode current

OPERATING CONDITIONS (grounded grid)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current, no-signal condition

Anode current

Grid 2 current

Grid  1  current

Output power in load

Driving power

Gain

I  To be adjusted for the stated no-signal anode current.

YL1530

upto     250   MHz

V                 max.        12   kv

V max.   1200   V

max.      5cO  V

la                  max.           8   A

Wa              max.        30kw

Wg2            max.      400  W

Wgi            max.     300  W

lk                 max.           9   A

f                                  200   MHz

Va                                10   kv

Vg2                           goo  V

Vg,            z=          -90V      .

Ia                                          1'O   A

la                                 5,9  A

1g2                                190  rnA

1g,                               370  rnA

W£             >            35  kw
Wdr                           850  W

G                                       16   dB

(=' Mul]ard September  1984             3



YL1530
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YL1531

WATEF`  COOLED  50  kw  POWER  TETPODE

Water cooled coaxial power tetrode in metal-ceramic construction primarily intended for use in
R.F. power amplifier applications up to  100 MHz.

QUICK  REFERENCE DATA

A    class-B amplifier (C.W.)
Frequency

Anode voltage

Anode output power

Power gain

A

100   MHz

12kv

50kw
16dB

HEATING: direct; thoriated tungsten filament, mesh type.

Filament voltage

Filament current

Filament peak starting current

Cold filament resistance

Waiting time

TYPICAL CHARACTE RISTICS

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Anode current
Transconductance
Amplification factor

CAPACITANCES, grounded grid

Input

Output

Anode to filament

TEMPERATURE  LIMITS

Absolute maximum envelope temperature
F]ecommended maximum seal temperature

7,5  Vi!%
180A

max.   1000  A

4,2  inn
min.              1    s

10kv

900V
2,4A

--           |O mAJV
10

grounded grid

86pF

29pF

<           0,3  pF

Tenv               max.      240  0C

T                     max.     200  0C

0 Mullard August  1984                         1



i
YL1531

Wa Ti q pi To
kw OC I/min kpa OC

3020 20 21 34 42
50 32 71 64
20 14 17 43
50 20 31 66

An air flow of about 1  m3/min
must be ducted along the seals
from a 30 mm diameter nozzle
positioned at a distance of
200 mm from the tube header.

MECHANICAL DATA

Net mass                             7  kg

Mounting position          vertical with anode up
or down'

2                         August  1984

'

-0160,5max -
+a_ 0120 o,4-¢105±0'2--¢86±02-880±0'2--Fir

3in

10I

5:684i,:2t, I
I

I

61T

64

t        L
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tll

11-®115ma'(-
148

a7Z850

inax

'
35 iillmin

t -I,9 --0108±0.6-

EE
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Water cooled 50 kw power tetrode

R.F. CLASS.B POWER AMPLI FIER

Unless otherwise stated, the voltages are given with respect to the cathode.

a

®

LIMITING VALUES (Absolute maximum rating system)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current

Anode dissipation

Grid 2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

Cathode current

OPERATING CONDITIONS (grounded grid)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current, no-signal condition

Anode cu rrent

Grid 2 current

Grid  1  current

Anode output power

Driving power

Gain

I To be adi.usted for the stated no-signal anode current.

YL1531

upto    250  MHz

max,        14  kv

max.   1200  V

max.      500V

la                 max.           8  A

Wa              max.        30kw

Wg2            max.      400  W

Wgi             max.      3cO  W

lk                max.           9  A

100   MHz

Va                                12  kv

Vg2                          900  V

Vgi            s        -110V*

la                                  0,5  A

la6A

1g2                                 190   rnA

'g1                             8co  rnA

W                                50  kw

Wdr                          1250  W

G                                       16   dB

0 Mullard August 1984                      3



YL1531
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Supersedes data in book 2 part 4b

®

A

YL1540

AIP  COOLED  V.H.F.  POWER  TETPIODE
for grounded  cathode  operation

Forced air cooled coaxial  power tetrode  in  metal-ceramic construction primarily  intended for use as

grid-driven  linear amplifier for single sideband, suppressed carrier service and grid-driven  broadband
amplifier with  high  power gain  in TV  band  I  and  Ill  transmitters and transposers.  The type  is also very
suitable for f.in.  broadcast applications.  The electrode arrangement is specially designed for grounded
cathode operation.

QUICK  REFERENCE DATA

class.AB linear amplifier  (vision)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power  in  load  (sync)

175,25   MHz

3kv
1,1    kw

20dB
Class-AB f.in.  amplifier

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in  load

Power gain

f                   upto               260   MHz

Va                                           4  kv

WQ                                              2,2   kw

G                                                  22   dB

HEATING:  direct; thoriated tungsten  filament, mesh type

Filament voltage

Filament current

F"ament peak starting current

Cold filament  resistance

Waiting time

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Anode current

Transconductance

Amplification  factor

(=7 Mullard

4,2  V±3%-
53A

300A

8,5   ms2

1s



YL1540

CAPACITANCES grounded cathode

Input

Output

Anode to grid  1

TEMPERATURE  LIMITS

Absolute  maximum envelope temperature

F}ecommended maximum seal temperature

COOLING

Direction of airflow:  see drawing

Ci                                     54   pF

Co                                   8   pF

Gag,                               0,1    pF

Tenv           max.      240   0C

T                  max.      200   0C

Wa  + Wg h Ti qmin Pi To max.
W in OC m3/min Pa OC

2000 0 35 2,00 530 92
1500 0 35 1,30 280 103
1000 0 35 0,80 140 113

2000 0 55 2,40 670 107

1500 0 55 1.55 340 118

1000 0 55 0,95 180 127

2000 1500 35 2,58 670 89
1500 1500 35 1,68 340 99
1000 1500 35 1,03 180 109

2000 3000 25 2,78 690 81

1500 3000 25 1,80 350 91

1000 3000 25 1,11 190 101

The air should be ducted so that sufficient air is directed to the seals to keep the seal temperature
below the  limit.

Ace ESSO R I ES

Band  11 I  amplifier circuit assembly  (vision)

Band  Ill  amplifier circuit  assembly  (sound)

Band  11    amplifier circuit  assembly  (sound)

2              September 1984

type 40776

type 40777

type 40778
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Air cooled  v.h.f. power tetrode for grounded cathode operation

MECHANICAL  DATA

Net  mass:  0,55  kg

Mounting  position:  vertical  with  anode up  or down

a

YL1540

Dimensions in  mm

( 1 )  Tube extractor type 40750; catalogue number 7322120 02140.

(=7 Mullard September 1984             3



YL1540

PF CLASS-AB  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER  FOR  TELEVIsloN  SERVICE

Negative  modulation,  positive synchronization  (C.C.I.R.  system).

unless otherwise specified the voltages are given with  respect to the cathode.

LIMITING VALUES  (Absolute maximum  rating system)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2  voltage

Grid   1   voltage

Anode current,  black

Anode  input  power,  black

Anode dissipation

Grid  2  dissipation

Grid   1   dissipation

Cathode cu rrent

Grid  1   circuit  resistance

OPERATING CONDITIONS grid  driven

Frequency  of  vision  carrier

Bandwidth  (-1  dB)

Anode voltage

Grid  2  voltage

Grid  1   voltage

Anode current,  no-signal  condition

-  Anode current, black

Grid  2  current,  black

Grid  1  current,  black

Output  power  in  load,  sync

Output  power  in  load,  black

Anode dissipation,  black

Gain,  sync

Gain,  black

Sync compression

Differential  phase

Differential  gain

L.F.   Iinearity

Driving  power sync

Notes:  see page 5

4             September  1 984

f

8
Va

Vg2

Vg,

la

la  black

1g2  b,ack

1g,   black

WQ  sync

WQ  black

notes

upto          260   MHz

max.            4,2   kv

max.            750   V

max.             100   V

max.              1,2   A

max.                4   kw

max.                 2   kw

max.              70   W

max.              30   W

max.              1,5   A

max.              10   kn

4
175,25   MHz

7    MHz             1

3kv
700V
-55  V               2

300   rnA

650   rnA            3

20  rnA            3

0mA3

1100   W

660  W               3

Wablack                                  =  1200   W

Gsync                                                  20   dB

Gblack                                                 20   dB

sync in/out                              25/25

Wdr sync

<3  deg

>90%
> 90   O/o

llW

Mullard (='



Aircooled v.h.f. power tetrod® for grounded cathode operation

a

n

CLASS-AB F.M. AMPLIFIER

LIMITING VALUES (Absolute maximum  rating system)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current,  black

Ano.de input power, black

Anode dissipation

Grid 2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

Cathode current

Grid  1  circuit resistance

OPERATING CONDITIONS grid driven

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current, no-signal condition

Anode current

Grid  2 current

Grid  1  current

Anode input power

Anode dissipation

Output power in  load

Power gain

Driving power

YL1540

notes
f           .upto     260   MHz

V            max.       4,2kv

V max.      750  V

max.100   V

la              max.1,2A

Wia         max.           4kw

Wa          max.           2   kw

W92     max.      low
Wgi        max.         30W

lk             max.1,5A

Rgi        max.         10kn

f                                    80to230  MHz

Va                   3                          4  kv

Vg2            700                      700  V

Vg1           -60                   -60  V
Ia                 200                       200   rnA

Ia                 700                      900   rnA

1g2                  30                           60   rnA

1g1                     10                              20   rnA

Wia               2,1                          3,6   kw

Wa                   1,1                             1,6   kw

W£                  1,1                            2,2   kw

G                22,5                      22,5   dB

Wdr                   6                            12   W

Notes

1. With  double-tuned circuit.

2. To be adjusted  for the stated no-signal  anode current.

3.  BIack signal  including line sync pulses.

4.  Measured  in amplifier circuit assembly type 40776.

5.  Measured in amplifier circuit assembly types 40778 (band  I I )  and 40777 band  Ill  respectively.

6. A picture/sync ratio of 75/25 for the outgoing signal  requires a ratio of max. 70/30 for the incoming
signal  in which case the eync compression sync in/out = 30/25.

7. Measured with  10-step staircase amplitude, running from  179/o to 75% of the peak sync value, with a
superimposed 4,43 MHz sinewave with a  10% peak to peak value.

t=7 Mullard September  1984             5
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Supersedes October 1980 data

AIP-COOLED  P.F.  POWER  TETRODE

YL1541

Forced air-cooled coaxial power tetrode in metal-ceramic construction primarily intended for use a§
grid-driven  linear amplifier for single sideband, suppressed carrier service.

QulcK  REFERENCE DATA

a

a

Class-ABI  linear SSB amplifier

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in  load

Power gain

HEATING:  direct; thoriated tungsten filament,  mesh type

Filament voltage

Filament current

Filament peak starting current

Cold  filament resistance

Waiting time

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Anode current

Transconductance

Amplification  factor

CAPACITANCES

Input

Output

Anode to grid  1

(=' Mullard

vf              4,2  V±!% -
lf                          53   A

Ifp max          300  A

Bfo                 8,5  inn

twmin                  1   s

September 1984              1



YL1541

TEMPERATURE  LIMITS

Absolute  maximum  envelope temperature

F}ecommended  maximum  seal  temperature

COOLING

Direction  of air flow:  see drawing.

Tenv      max.      2400C

T             max.      2cO°C

Wa  + Wg h Ti qmin Pi To max
W in Oc m3/min Pa OC

2000 0 35 2,00 530 92
1500 0 35 1,30 280 103
1000 0 35 0,80 140 113

2000 0 55 2,40 670 107
1500 0 55 1,55 340 118

1000 0 55 0,95 180 127

The air should  be ducted  so that sufficient air  is directed  to the seals.

ACC ESSO R I ES

A drawing of the recommended  socket construction  is available on  request.

2               September  1984 Mullard (=,



Air-cooled r.f. power tetrode

MECHANICAL  DATA

Net mass:                     0,55 kg

Mounting position:  vertical with anode up or down

a

YL1541

Dimensions in mm

{=' Mullard September  1 984            3



YL1541

R.F.  CLASS-AB  LINEAR  AMPLIFIEF`, SINGLE SIDEBAND, SUPPRESSED CARRIER
Unless otherwise specified  the voltages are given  with  respect to the cathode.
LIMITING  VALUES  (Absolute  maximum  rating  system)

Frequency

+      Anodevoltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current

Cathode cu rrent

Anode input power

Anode dissipation

Grid  2  dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

Grid  1  circuit  resistance

OPEPIATING  CONDITloNS

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2  voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Grid  1  circuit  resistance  (load)

Load  resistance

Grid  1  driving voltage

Anode current

Grid  2  cui.rent

Grid  1  current

Driving  power  (PEP)

Anode input power

Anode dissipation

Power gain

Output  in  load

Output  power  in  load  (PEP)

Total  efficiency

lntermodulation  distortion

3rd order

5th order

Notes:  see page  5

4                September  1 984

f                   uptoll0   MHz

Va          max        4,4kv

Vg2        max       750V
-Vg|     max       100V

Ia               max           1,2   A

lk              max          1,5   A

vyia         max             4kw
Wa          max            2   kw

Wg2      rr\ax        low

Wg|        max          30W

Rgi        max          10kn

tone       double tone
al                         signal

80                           80   V

900                         550   rnA

90                           34   rnA

20                              1,5   rnA

10                                  10   W

3600                      2200  W

1500                           1150   W

23dB

2100                             -W

2100   W

58,5                            48   %

Li

notes

<-30  dB                  3
<-35  dB                  3

Mullard (='



Air-cooled r.f. power t®trode

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Grid  1  circuit resistance (load)

Load resistance

YL1541

tone       double tone
al                       signala Grid  1  driving voltage

Anode current

Grid 2 current

Grid  1  current

Driving power (PEP)

Anode input power

Anode dissipation

Power gain

Output power in  load

Output power in  load  (PEP)

Total efficiency

lntermodulation distortion

3rd order

5th order

75                            75  V

8cO                        5co  rnA

90                          40  rnA

10                                  1   rnA

10                           low

2400                       1500  W

800                         7cO  W

22dB

1600                           -W

1600  W

66                           53  %

-30  dB                  3
-30  dB                  3

Notes
1.  To be adjusted for the stated  no-signal  anode current.
2.  Design value for output power of driver stage.
3.  Maximum values encountered  at any level of drive voltage referred to the amplitude of either of the

two equal tones at that level.

(=' Mullard September  1984             5
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Supersedes January 1981 data in book 2 part 4b

AIB  COOLED  U.H.F.  POWEF}  TETRODE

YL1560

Forced-air cooled coaxial  power tetrode in metal-ceramic construction. The tube features a high gain
and a high  linearity and  is primarily intended for use as linear broadband amplifier in band  lv/V TV
transmitters and transposers.

QUICK  REFERENCE  DATAa

A

Class-AB linear amplifier

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in  load, sync

Power gain

TV transposer service

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in  load, sync

Power gain

f                                   860   MHz

Va                               5,5   kv

WQ(sync)                     5,5   kw

G                                   16,5   dB

f                   470to860  MHz

Va                              5,0  kv

WQ(sync)                     2,2   kw

G                                   16,5   dB

HEATING:  direct; thoriated tungsten filament

F i lament voltage

Filament current

Filament peak starting current

Cold  filament  resistance

Waiting time

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Anode current

Transconductance

Amplification factor

g Mullard

5 V=!%  -
130A

max.     800  A

4,5  mfl
min.               1    s

2kv
700V

6A

140   rnA/V

8

September 1 984              1



YL1560

CAPAC ITANC ES, grounded-grid

Input

Output

Anode to filament

TEMPERATURE  LIMITS

Absolute maximum envelope temperature

F]ecommended maximum seal temperature

- COOLING

Ci                                 62   pF

Co                               13   pF

Cat             <        0,1   pF

Tenv                    240  0C

Ts                         200  0C

h Ti qmin
Pi
Pa

in OC m3/min tube                tube +
Only                   cavity

0
0

0
0

1500
1500

3000
3000

The air should be ducted so that sufficient air is directed to the seals to keep the seal  temperature
below the  limit.

For direction  of air flow see outline drawing.  The air should  be ducted  so that sufficient air is directed
to the seals to keep the seal temperature below the  limit.

2            September 1984 Mullard (=7



Air cooled u.h.f. power totrod® YL1560

lil

a
Fig.  1   Schematic of cooling air flow.

ACCESSORIES

Band  lv/V amplifier circuit assembly type 40783.

0 Mullard September 1 984           3



YL1560

MECHANICAL  DATA

Net mass:  ~ 3,5 kg

Mounting position:  vertical with anode up or down

4              September 1 984

Dimensions in  mm

-¢80±0,3

ff(k)9'92directionofairflow

-¢69'9±0,2 -
-¢60=0,2-
-¢50±0,2-- `' -

I:,

ii -iiil
8

t
I' -i5,5t- -

'34'

I

I

Ill

I
IIextractor

L1
L¢io-

Fig.  2.

u
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Air cooled u.h.I. po`ner tetrod®

rl

rt

YL1560

R.F.  CLASS-AB  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER  FOR  TELEVISION SERVICE

(Detailed  information on definitions of terms and application suggestions are available on request.)

Negative modulation, positive synchronization  (CCI Fl system).
Unless otherwise stated, the voltages are given with respect to the cathode.

LIMITING VALUES  (Absolute maximum  rating system)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current, black

Anode input power, black

Anode dissipation

Grid 2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

Cathode current

notes
f                             upto             1000   MHz

Va                         max.                    6  kv

Vg2                       max.              1000  V
-Vgi                   max,               2cO  V

'ablack                max.                 2,5   A

Wiab|ack             max.                    10   kw

Wa                         max.                     7   kw

Wg2                        max.                  100  W

Wg|                  max.               50  W                   _
lk                            max.                       4   A

OPERATING CONDITIONS, grounded grid, grounded screen grid

Frequency of vision carrier

Bandwidth  (-1  dB)

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current,  no-signal condition

Anode current, black

Grid 2 current, black

Grid  1  current,  black

Output power in  load, sync

Output power in  load, black

Anode dissipation, black

Power gain, sync

Power gain, black

Sync compression

Differential phase

Differential  gain

L.F.  Iinearity

Driving power, sync

Notes: see page 6

f

a
Va

Vg2

Vg,

Ia

la black

470 to 860   MHz

10   MHz          1

5,5  kv
700V
-65V

1,OA

1,9A

'g2 black             a                       30  rnA

'gl  black              %                            0   rnA

WQsync                                           5,5   kw

WQblack                                          3,3   kw

Wablack            a                      6,8  kw

Gsync                                              16,5   dB

Gblack                                                   17   dB

sync i n/out                             30/25
=                         4  deg

>92%
>92%

War  sync

t=' Mullard

125W
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YL1560

R.F.  CLASS.AB AMPLIFIER  FOR  TELEVISION  TRANSPOSER  SERVICE

LIMITING VALUES

unless otherv\rise stated, the voltages are given with  respect to the cathode.

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current, 0 dB

Anode input power, 0 dB

Anode dissipation

Grid  2 dissipation

~  Grid  1  dissipation

Cathode current

la

Wia

Wa

Wg2

Wg,

lk

upto             looo   MHz

max.                     6   kv

max.               1000   V

max.                200   V

max.                  2,5   A

max.                    10   kw

max.                     7   kw

max.                  100  W

max.                   5o   W.

max.                      4   A

OPERATING CONDITIONS

Negative modulation,  positive synchronization,  combined  sound  and vision

(CCI R  standard  G )

Frequency

Bandwidth  (-1  dB)

Anode voltage

Grid  2  voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current,  no-signal  condition

Anode cilrrent

Grid  2 culrent

Grid  1  current

Output power in  load, sync

Power gain

lntermodulation  products

f

a

Va

Vg2

Vg,

la

la

1g2=

1g,=

WQ sync

G

d

®

notes

470 to 860  MHz

10   MHz           1

5,0  kv
700V
-60V

1,2A

1,8A

20mA

0mA

2,2  kw

16,5   dB

-54  dB           7

Notes
1. With double-tuned circuit.
2. To be adjusted  for the stated no-signal anode current.
3.  Black  signal  including  line sync pulses.
4.  A picture/sync ratio of 75/25 for the outgoing signal  requires a ratio of max.  70/30 for the

incoming signal,  in which case the sync compression  is 30/25.
5.  Measured with  a 9-step staircase amplitude,  running from  17% to 75% of the peak sync value, with a

superimposed 4,43  MHz  sine-wave.having a  10% peak-to-peak value.
6.  At a C.W.  output power = 2,2 kw.
7.  Three-tone test method  (vision carrier -8 dB, sound carrier -10 dB, sideband  signal    -16 dB with

respect to peak sync = 0  dB).

6          September 1 984 Mullard (I



Air cooled u.h.f. power totrode YL1560

7Z6 9622   2
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Supersedes data in book 2 part 4b

AIP  COOLED  U.H.F.  POWEP,TETPODE

YL1590

Forced-air cooled coaxial  power tetrode in metal-ceramic construction. The tube features a high gain
and a  high  linearity and  is primarily  intended  for use as  linear broadband`amplifier in  band  IV/V  TV
transmitters and transposers.

QulcK  REFERENCE DATAr\

rl

Class-AB linear amplifier

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in  load, sync

Power gain

rv transposer service
Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in load, sync

Power gain

class-AB f.in. amplifier

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in  load

Power gain

f

Va

WQ(sync)

G

860   MHz

3,5  kv
600W

15,4   dB

860   MHz

3,0  kv
220W

15,6   dB

860   MHz

4,0  kv
1,1    kw

16,4   dB

HEATING:  direct; thoriated tungsten filament

Filament voltage

Filament current

Filament peak starting current

Cold  filament resistance

Waiting time

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Anode current

Transconductance

Amplification factor

g Mullard

3,9  V=!%  -
52A

max.     300  A

10   mr2

min.               1    s

1kv

700V

2A

60  rnA/V
13
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YL1590

CAPACITANCES, grounded-grid

Input

Output

Anode to filament

TEIVIPERATURE  LIMITS

Absolute maximum envelope temperature

Recommended max. seal temperature

COOLING

Ci                                    .26   pF

Co                              8,6   pF

Cat            <          0,05  pF

Tenv                        240  0C

Ts                              200  0C

Wa + Wg hin Tin qmin Pi Tout
m3/minseeFig. 1 Pa

kw OC
tube           tube +Onlycavity

OC

2 0 35 2,5 450              6cO 79
2 0 55 3,0 800            1000 86
2 1500 35 3,0 550              7 20 79
2 3cOO 25 3,3 550              7 20 77

For direction of air flow see outline drawing. The air should be ducted so that sufficient air is directed
to the seals.

2               September 1 984 Mullard t=,



Air cooled u.h.f. power tctrode YL1590

®

®

Fig.  1   Schematic of cooling air flow.

ACCESSOR I ES

Band  lv/V amplifier circuit assembly  (transposer), vision
Band  IV/V amplifier circuit assemblw sound

type 40782V
type 40782S

9 Mullard September 1 984             3



YL1590

MECHANICAL DATA

Net mass:  a 0,85 kg

Mounting position:  vertical  with anode up or down

Dimensions  in  mm

'

-®44±0'2--®40±02-¢33,5=0'2-¢25,5±0,21'4:0'21-

ff(k)9192

1in

4869X 52:iL±±t
11

I

directio

'5 of air flo
la

t i--I
i       \riwl

1_28'
III

11

rim for tubeextractorll)
I I±1

+¢73,3_0,3
7Z758cO.3

Fig.  2.

( 1 ) Tube extractor type 40750; catalogue number 7322120 02140.
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Air cooled u.ri.f. power tetrode

A

a

YL1590

R.F. CLASS-AB LINEAR AMPLIFIER  FOR TELEVISION SERVICE

(Detailed information  on definitions of terms and application suggestions are available on  request.)

Negative modulation, positive synchronization  (CCI R  system)

Unless othen^/ise stated, the voltages are given with  respect to the cathode.

LIMITING VALUES (Absolute maximum  rating system)
notes

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current, black

Anode input power, black

Anode dissipation

Grid  2 diss-Ipation

Grid  1  dissipation

Cathode current

f                        iipto        1000   MHz

Va                    max.                4   kv

Vg2                  max.           800V
-Vg|               max.           100V

'ablack          max.           7co   rnA

Wiablack       max.             2,5   kw

Wa                    max.                2   kw

Wg2                  max.              25  W

Wgi                   max.              25   W

Ik                         max.                   1    A

OPERATING CONDITloNS, grounded grid, grounded screen grid

Frequency of vision carrier

Bandwidth  (-1  dB)

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current,  no-signal condition

Anode current, black

Grid 2 current, black

Grid  1  current, black

Output power in load, sync

Output power in  load, black

Anode dissipation, black

Power gain, sync

Power gain, black

Sync compression

Differential  phase

Differential  gain

L.F.  Iinearity

Driving power, sync

Notes:  see page 6

f                             470to860   MHz

a                                                    9   MHz         1

Va                                        3,5   kv

Vg2                                     700  V

Vgi               s              -36  V
la                                        400  rnA

'a black          ~                640  rnA

lg2black       a                      7   rnA

'glblack        ~                       OmA

WQ sync                              600  W

Wf black                            360  W

Wablack        %                   1,8   kw

Gsync                                  15,4  dB

Gblack                                   15,6   dB

sync in/out                   28/25
<                    3  deg
>90%
>90%

Wdrsync                               18  W

0 Mullard September 1984             5



YL1590

R.F. CLASS-AB AMPLIFIER  Fol]  TELEVISION  Tf}ANSPOSER SERVICE

unless otherwise stated, the voltages are given with  respect to the cathode.

LIMITING VALUES  (Absolute maximum  rating system)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current, 0 dB

Anode input power, 0 dB

Anode dissipation

Grid  2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

Cathode current

OPEf`ATING CONDITIONS, grounded grid, grounded screen grid

Negative modulation,  positive synchronization,  combined sound and vision
(Ccl f}  standard  G)

Frequency

Bandwidth  (-1  dB)

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current,  no-signal condition

Anode ciirrent

Grid 2 current

Grid  1  current

Output power in  load, sync

Power gain

I ntermodulation products

1000   MHz

4kv
800V

100V

700   rnA

2,2  kw
2kw

25W

25W

IA

notes

f                             470to860   MHz

a                                                    10   MHz          1

Va                                        3.0  kv
VgR.                                loo V
Vg1                 S               -32  V

la                                           500   rnA

Ia                      %                 620   rnA

1g2                     %                        4   rnA

1g,                      =                        O   rnA

Wfsync                             220  W

G                                            15,6   dB

d                <           -54dB         7       \U

Notes
1. With double-tuned circuit.
2. To be adjusted for the stated no-signal anode current.
3.  Black signal  including  line sync pulses.
4.  A picture/sync ratio of 75/25 for the outgoing signal  requires a ratio of max.  70/30 for the

incoming signal,  in which case the sync compression  is 30/25.
5.  Measured with a 10-step staircase amplitude, running from  17% to 75°/a of the peak sync value, with a

superimposed 4,43 MHz`sine-wave having a  10% peak-to-peak value.
6.  At a C.W.  oiltput power is 220 W.
7.  Three-tone test method  (vis.ion carrier -8 dB, sound carrier -10 dB, sideband  signal  -16 dB with

respect to peak sync = 0 dB).

6 September 1984 Mullard t='



Air cooled u.h.f. power tetrode

CLASS-AB  F.M. AMPLIFIEF`

Unless otherwise stated, the voltages are given with respect to the cathode.

LIMITING VALUES (Absolute maximum  rating system)

rl

a

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current

Anode input power

Anode dissipation

Grid  2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

Cathode ciirrent

la

Wia

Wa

Wg2

Wg,

lk

OPERATING CONDITIONS, grounded grid, grounded screen grid

Frequency

Bandwidth  (-3 dB)

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current, no-signal condition

Anode current

Grid 2 current

Grid  1  current

Anode input power

Anode dissipation

Output power in load

Power gain

Driving power

Notes:  see page 6

YL1590

note

1000   MHz

4,2  kv

800V

100V

800  rnA

3kw
2kw

25W

25W

IA

470 to 860  MHz

4MHz

4,0  kv
700V

e            -48  V            2
200  rnA

s              730  rnA
e                20  rnA

z±                      4   rnA

2920  W

1580  W

1,1    kw

16,4   dB

25W

g Mullard September 1 984            7



YL1590

8               September 1984
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DEVELOPMENT SAMPLE  DATA
This  information  is derived I ram devctopment samples
made  ov8ilable  for  evaluation.  It  does  r`ot  necessarily
imply  that  the  devlce  will  9o  into  re4.ilar  productlon.

a

rt

YL1610

Supersedes December 1981 data

AIR  COOLED  V.H.F.  POWER  TETRODE

Forced air cooled coaxial power tetrode in metal-ceramic construction primarily intended for use as a
high gain linear broadband amplifier in band  Ill  TV transmitters. This type is also recommended for f.in.
broadcast applications.

QUICK  REFERENCE DATA

Class-AB linear amplifier (vision)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in load, sync

Power gain, sync

Class-AB f.in. amplifier

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in load

Gain

225  MHz  -
5,5  kv
llkw
17dB

HEATING: direct;thoriated tungsten filament, mesh type.

F i lament voltage

Filament current

Filament peak starting current

Cold fi lament resistance

Waiting time:  procedure prior to switching subsequently -Vgi , Va and Vg2
Vf = 2 V

then Vf = 8 V

TYPICAL CHARACTE RISTICS

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Anode current
Transconductance

Ampl ification factor

CAPACITANCES

Input

Output

{J Mullard

vf                          8  V+-!%
lf                                  113A

Ifp            max.   560  A

Rfo                       7,7   mfl

tw                         30  s
tw5s

Va                             5  kv

Vg2                       5cO   V

la2A

S                               115   rnA/V

ng2g ,                        8

Ci                              85   pF

Co                         17,5   pF

September 1 984             1



YL1610

TEMPERATURE  LIMITS

Absolute maximum envelope temperature

F`ecommended maximum seal temperature

COOLING

Tenv                  240  0C

Ts                      200  0C

Wa  + Wg h Ti qmjn
Pi

To max.
kw in OC m3/min Patubeonly    tube + cavity OC

14 0 25 12 1040                          1350 100
10 0 25 8 490                        600 100
14 0 55 16 1680                        2650 110
10 0 55 12 990                        1350 110

14 1500 25 14 1190                             1550 100
10 1500 25 10 640                        800 100
14 1500 40 16 1500                        2200 110
10 1500 40 12 900                         1200 110

14 3000 25 16 1330                           1750 100
10 3000 25 12 780                         1000 100

For direction of air flow see outline drawing. The air should be ducted so that sufficient air is directed
to the seals to keep the seal temperature below the limit.

LIMITING  VALUES

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current, black

Anode input power, black

Anode dissipation

Grid  2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

2             September 1 984

f                        upto     250   MHz

Va                                        7   kv

Vg2                                800  V
-Vg1                            250  V

la4A

Wia                                    20   kw

Wa                                       14   kw

Wg2                                   80  W

Wg1                                      80  W u

Mullard 9



Air cooled vh.f. power tetrode

rviECHAN lcAL t>ATA

Net mass:                     approx. 9 kg

Mounting position:   vertical with anode
up or down.

Oeo:8,,13

070±8:'3

060±0.2

050±0,2

025±02

®

YL1610

2:o2:2              ,

07ax

ellt

5   2in

'i1

8

tl69    8

a-I

ACCESsORIES
Band  11  amplifior circuit assembly type 40788
Band  I ll amplifier circuit assembly (vision)                           type 40787V
Band ll I amplifier circuit assembly (sound)                           type 40787S

Input circuits of the cavities are brcadbanded (no input tuning required)

g Mullard September 1 984           3



YL1610

OPERATING CONDITIONS, cathode driven

The voltages are given with  respect to the cathode.

CLASS-AB AMPLIFIER  FOP  TELEVISION  SERVICE

Frequency of vision carrier

Bandwidth  (-1  dB)

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current, zero signal

Anode current, black

Grid  2 current, black

Grid  1  current,  black

Output power in  load, sync

Output power in load, black

Gain,  black

Sync compression

Differential  phase

Differential  gain

L.F.  Iinearity

CLASS-AB  F.M. AMPLI FIER

Frequency

Bandwidth  (-3 dB)  80 MHz

Bandwidth  (-3 dB)  230 MHz

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current, no-signal condition

Anode current

Grid 2 current

Grid  1  current

Anode input power

Output power in  load

Driving  power

Power gain

Notes:  see page 5

4             September 1984

notes
175to225175to225   MHz

8                            8   MHz         1

4,5                    5,5  kv

5cO                    500  V
~           50                     50  V

la                                          1,2                           1,2   A

la                   =           2,5                      2,9   A

1g2                  =           1cO                       100mA

'g1                  =               0                       20   rnA

W2                                  5,5                         11    kw

W£                              3,3                     6,6   kw

G                                           17                            17   dB

sync in/out<     30/25               30/25
<             3                        3  deg

>           90                    90  %

>           90                     90  %

80-230            80-230   MHz

8                 =                  1,5                         1,5   MHz

a              a                  4                        4  MHz

lag

1g2=

1g,=

Wia

W£

Wdr

5,5                    6,5  kv
500                   500  V

60                     60   V

llA

2,2                      2,7   A

100                      125   rnA

0                      20  rnA

12                         18   kw

5                       10   kw

65                     100  W

19                         20  dB

u
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Air Cooled v.h.f. power tetrode

®

®

YL1610

Vg2.50OV

1g 2-

lll[z: I,.'6A

19,2A
0 5A|I-

0 3A

I,.'4A1,6A12A0,8A -
/'/

12A
_0,2A

4
/ -

10A8A6A-
:/,: - 0' 'A

/
4A

/'
2A

'A

0,5
IIrl

0.1A

Notes

1. With double-tuned anode circuit.                                                                                                                           -
2. To be adjusted for the stated zero signal anode current.

3.  Black signal. including line sync pulses.

4. A picture/sync ratio of 75/25 for the outgoing signal requires a ratio of max. 70/30 for the incoming
signal, in which case the sync. compression  in 30/25.

5. Measured with a  10 step staircase, running from  17% to 75% of the peak sync vallje.

6. As 5 but with a superimposed 4,43 MHz sine-wave heaving a  10% peak-to-peak value.

{3 Mullard September  1984            5



YL1610

V'2.®00V

1g,=2A
'o 2`0.6A

.5A
',6AI,2A

0,4A
0 3A

0,8A_ -. '®. '4 A

0,4A i JI=
'2A'OA8A

02A

7:' .
0' 'A

'/.. eA

4A

//
I- 2A

1111_

'A

a,5AI

Ill_
Ia.'AI

6             September 1 984
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DEVELOPMENT SAMPLE  DATA
This  inform@tion   ls  derived  f ron  development  samples
made   avallable   for   evaluation.   It  does   not   necessarlly

lmplv   that  the  device  wlll  go  Into  regular  productlon.

Supersedes December 1981  data

AIP  COOLED  V.H.F.  POWER  TETRODE

a

®

YL1630

Forced air cooled coaxial  power tetrode in metal-ceramic construction primarily intended for use as
linear broadband amplifier  in  band  111  TV  transmitters for vision.

QUICK  REFERENCE  DATA

Class-AB  linear amplifier  (vision)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output  power  in  load  (sync)

Power gain  (sync)

HEATING :  direct; thoriated  tungsten  filament,  mesh type.

Filament voltage

Filament current

Filament  peak starting current

Cold filament  resistance

8  V +-: %

185A

lfp                    max.      800   A

Rfo

Waiting time; procedure prior to switching on subsequently -Vgi , Va and  Vg2
Vi=2V                                                                                                                 `vN

thenvf =8V                                                                                                         tw

{=' Mullard September 1984            1



YL1630

TYPICAL  CHARACTERISTICS

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Anode current

Transconductance

Amplification  factor

CAPACITANCES, grounded grid

Input

Output

TEMPERATURE  LIMITS

Absolute maximum envelope temperature

Recommended  maximum seal temperature

COOLING

Wa + Wg h Ti qmin

PiPa

To max.
kw in OC m3/min tube                                  tube +onlycavity OC

26 0 25 24 1320                               2040 90
23 0 25 21 1030                                 1600 90
26 0 55 28 1660                                2700 110

23 0 55 25 1340                               2200 110

26 15cO 25 24 1130                                     1700 100
23 1500 25 21 880                                 1250 100

26 3000 25 28 1300                               2000 100
23 3000 25 25 1000                                 1 coo 100

For direction  of air flow see outline drawing.  The air should  be ducted  so that sufficient air  is directed
to the seals to keep the seal  temperature below the  limit.

2             September 1 984 Mullard (='



Air cooled v.h.f . power tetrode

MECHANICAL  DATA

Net mass                               approx.17  kg

Mounting  position          vertical  with  anode  up
or down.

I

:I:
'1

t

ACCESSORIES

Band  ll I  amplifier  circuit  assembly  (vision)                        type  40786V

Band  Ill  amplifier  circuit  assembly  (sound)                       type  40786S

Input  circuits of  cavities  are  broadbanded  (no  input  tuning  required)

(=' Mullard

YL1630

September  1984              3



YL1630

LIMITING  VALUES  (Absolute  maximum  rating system)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2  voltage

Grid  1   voltage

Anode current

Anode input power, black

Anode dissipation

Grid  2  dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

OPERATING  CONDITloNS, cathode driven

The voltages are  given  with  respect  to the cathode.

CLASS-AB AMPLIFIEP  FOR  TELEVISION  SERVICE

Frequency of vision  carrier                          f

Bandwidth  (-1  dB)                                          8

Anode voltage

Grid  2  voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current  (zero signal)

Anode current  (black)

Grid  2  current  (black)

Grid  1  current  (black)

Output power  in  load, sync

Output  power  in  load,  black

Gain

Sync compression

Diffferential  phase

Differential  gain

L.F.  Iinearity

G

sync  in/out

Notes

1.  With  double  tuned  anode  circuit.
2.  To  be adjusted  for the stated zero signal  anode current.

4              September  1984

upto          250   MHz

8,5  kv

800V

250V

8A

50kw

26kw

200W

200W        u

175to225                              MHz

7,5   MHz        1

7kv

500V

50V2

1,2A

5,JA
150   rnA

180   rnA

30kw

18kw

18dB

30/25

5deg

90                                    c/a

90%

Mullard (='



Air cooled v.h.f. power tetrode YL1630

I

1

11Vg2=500  V

I

11,1g2=1,5  A
I

I
I

i Ia= OA1,i,g,-I
5A

I25

A
I

II

I-
__i __L_i__'3A   I II

I

I

I I+-
FO,5'A-T-     2A

1A

20 A

I-i
J/ T I

I

/,, •-L-0,4AI
1

03
I  A-0`

I

15AI

I

'   ,
2A I

I 10A8A6A

I,/,

0,1 A

4A
i

/
I

I

1 iI
IIIIiunlli

2A

I

I

1A
I

I

I

I 0,5A I

I

II

(

I
I0,1A

(

i

I i

I I

0                         1                          2                         3                         4                         5                         6                         7                         8                         9                       10

Va  ( kv )
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YL1630

Vg2 = 600 V

'g2 =1,5IA

y`-
11_

la 30A__I
g'.54A A

1 OA

/i -3 A 2 A

_ 2A

* 1£, A 20A

/, 0,5
4A/ - _0

0,3A0,2 15A

I,

- - A 0.1A I- 10A8A

I

'. 6A

'' I

4A
I/,.

2A

'A

0,5AI

IIIE 0,1A

6              September  1984
M ullard              M84.1 828rv                {=7
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SuPERSEDES MAF]CH  1984 DATA

AIP  COOLED  V.H.F.  POWEP  TETRODE

YL1631

r\

rl

Forced air cooled coaxial  power tetrode in metal-ceramic construction for use in:
•   linear broad band amplifiers for T.V.  band  Ill, vision and sound combined
•   linear broad band amplifiers for T.V.  band  111, vision only
•   F.M.  broadcast applications in  band  11

QUICK  REFERENCE DATA

Class-AB linear amplifier (vision and sound combined)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in  load, sync

Power gain

Class-AB linear amplifier (vision)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in  load, sync

Power gain

Class-AB f.in. amplifier

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in  load

Gain

f                      225          MHz

Va           5,5            7   kv

WQ                5            10   kw

G                 16            16   dB

225                    MHz

6        7,5  kv

11             21    kw

15,515,5dB

110                      MHz

7,5           9  kv
10,5          20  kw

17             17   dB

HEATING:  direct:  thoriated tungsten filament, mesh type.

Filament voltage

Filament current

Filament peak starting current

Cold filament resistance

Waiting time:  procedure  prior to
switching subsequently -Vgi ,  Va and Vg2:

Vf - 2 V
then Vf =  10,4 V

o,4  V:!%

112A

max.      750   A

10,5  mfl

30s
5s

June  1985                              1



YL1631

TYPICAL CHAF!ACTER ISTICS

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Anode current

Transconductance

Ampl ification factor

CAPACITANCES, grounded grid

I nput

Output

TEMPERATURE  LIMITS

Maximum envelope temperature

Maximum seal temperature

COOLING

Va                          6  kv

Vg2                   900  V

la3A

S                            70  rnA/V

nl291                 8,5

Ci             a         70  pF

Co            ~         25   pF

Tenv                  240  0C

Ts                       200  0C

Wa + Wg h Ti qmin

ApPa
To max

kw in OC m3/min tubeOnly tube +cavity OC

17 0 25 15 1400 1600 loo
14 0 25 12 1000 1100 100

17 0 55 19 2100 2400 110

14 0 55 16 1600 1800 110

17 1500 25 17 1550 1700 100
14 1500 25 14 1100 1200 100

17 3000 25 19 1450 1700 100
14 30cO 25 16 1150 1300 100

For direction of air flow see outline drawing. The air should be ducted so that sufficient air is directed
to the seals to keep the seal temperature below the limit.

2                             June  1985

u

U

Mullard 0



Air-cooled v.h.f. power tetrode

MECHANICAL DATA

Net mass                               approx.11  kg

Mounting position         vertical with anode up or down.

®

®

YL1631

ACCESSORIES

Band  I I  amplifier circuit assembly               type 40788

Band  I I I  amplifier circuit assembly             type 40786A

Input circuit of cavity is broadbanded  (no input tuning required).

0 Mullard June  1985                            3



YL1631

R.F. CLASS-AB  LINEAR AMPLIFIER  FOR TELEVISION SERVICE

LIMITING VALUES (Absolute maximum rating system)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current,  black

Anode input power, black

Anode dissipation

Grid 2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

OPERATING CONDITIONS

Vision and sound combined  (10 :  1) cathode driven

Frequency

Bandwidth  (-1  dB)

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage*

Anode current  (zero signal)

Anode current,  black + line sync pulse

Grid 2 current, black + line sync pulse

Grid  1  current,  black +  line sync pulse

Output power in  load  (sync)

Driving power  (sync)

Power gain

I ntermodu lation products"

I   To be adjusted for the stated zero signal anode current.
**   Measured with:

sync.           =        OdB
black          =-2,2 dB
grey           =    -8dB
sound        =  -10dB
side band  =  -16 dB

lntermodulation products of driver < -70 dB.

4                            June  1985

f                   upto          250  MHz

'a

Wia

Wa

Wg2

Wg,

10kv

lkv
500V

7A

30kw
17kw

150W

50W

f                          175to225   MHz

a                         8               8   MHz

Va                  5,5              7  kv

Vg2               900          900V

Vgi        a    95    sloov
la                        1,8              1,8   A

la              Rz2,45     es   2,9   A

1g2            Z=      30     es     50mA

ae        o     es       0   rnA

5             10  kw

dr        <125     <250W
G             >      16     >    16  dB

d           <-54    <-54dB

EE

Z=

Mullard 0



Air-cooled v.h.f. power tetrode

®

®

OPERATING CONDITloNS

Vision only

Frequency

Bandwidth  (-1  dB)

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current (zero signal)

Anode current, black

Grid 2 current, black

Grid  1  current,  black

Output power in load, black

Output power in  load, sync

Gain,  black

Sync compression

Differential  phase

Differential gain

L.F.  Iinearity

1 75 to 225

YL1631

877

Va                            6                 7,5

Vg2                   800              800
-Vg,                  95              100

la                                  1'2                           1

la                       2,75                 3,6

1g2                           75                    75

1g,                                10                    100

WQ                          6,6                12,6

WQ                                   11                          21

G                           15,5                15,5

< 2:]lTf>    <2:]lT5
<3<3
>       90    >       90
>       90    >       90

Notes
1. With double-tuned circuit.

2. To be adjusted for the stated zero signal anode current.

3.  Black  signal,  including  line sync pulses.

4. A picture/sync ratio of 75/25 for the outgoing signal  requires a ratio of max. 70/30 for the
incoming signal,  in which case the sync compression  is 30/25.

5.  Measured with a step staircase,  running from  17% to 75% of the peak sync value.

6. As 5 but with a superimposed 4,43 MHz sine-waye having a  10% peak-to-peak value.

0 Mullard June  1985                           5



YL1631

CLASS-AB  F.M. AMPLIFIER

LIMITING VALUES (Absolute maximum  rating system  )

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current, black

Anode dissipation

Grid 2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

OPERATING CONDITIONS

Frequency

Bandwidth  (-3 dB)

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage*

Anode current (zero signal)

Anode current

Grid 2 current

Grid  1  current

Output power in  load

Driving power (sync)

Power gain

"   To be adjusted for the stated zero signal anode current.

6                           June  1985

88 to  110

a                s     1,5     es   1,5

Va                     7,5               9

Vg2                 700          700
-Vg1                110             90

la                           0,5                  1

la                s2,15     z€   3,4

1g2             e   120     $150

1g|               ae      20      S150

W£            >10,5    >    20

Wdr         <  200    <400
G                >      17     >     17

Mul]ard 9



Air cooled v.h.f. power tetrode

®

®

YL1631

11Vg2=900  V

1o,=3A2,52,a\ 1g2 =  I.0 A

0,3
`0,2 0.1

., la = 20 A

1,51,0
'8J,
16'412

0,50,2_ -
'0

. 11 8

®,

6/
4' /
2

Iiii=
10,5

0,1

0 Mullard 7



YL1631

IVg2 = 70 IOV

192= 1A

0,5\
/

0,3

3A2,§-1=

0,2 la I 22 A

I
91_

2018161412

2,5
a.1

-,-
1 --d

i 0,5o
2 10

I

+
-

0,1 - 8/- 6

I- 4

21

0,5

0,1

0                      1                      2                      3                     4                      5                     6                      7                      8                     0                    10
Va  ( kv )

8                             June  1985 Mullard 0



YL1640

Supersedes December 1981 data

WAIEP COOLED loo  kw  POWER TETRODE

Water cooled power tetrode in metal¢eramjc coaxial construction for use as r.f. and a.f. amplifier in
a.in. broadcast transmitters and scientific applications.

QUICK REFERENCE  DATA

n

r,

Class€
Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power

Class a

Anode voltage

Output power in load

f                                    30  MHz

Va                                   11   kv

Wo                             125  kw

llkv
2 x 75  kw

HEATING:  direct; thoriated tungsten filament, mesh type.

Filament voltage

Filament current

Filament peak starting current

Cold filament resistance

Waiting time

TYPICAL CHARACTEB ISTICS

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Anode current

Transconductance

Amplification factor

CAPACITANCES

Cathode to grid  1

Cathode to grid 2
Cathode to anode

Grid  1  to grid 2

Grid  1  to anode

Grid 2 to anode

vf                           ,o  v +_!%

lf                              280  A

lfp               max.1600  A

Rfo                         4,0  m8
tw                                 10  s

3kv
1kv

25A

140  rnA/V

5

Ckg|           Rj             180pF

Ckg2         ~               13pF
Cka            es              0,3  pF

C9|92       a           300pF
Cg|a         ~             2,3pF

Cg2a          es               47pF

0 Mullard



YL1640

TEMPERATURE  LIMITS

Absolute maximum envelope temperature

Recommended maximum seal temperature

Tenv                max.           240   0C

T                     max.          200  °C

Low velocity air flow of at least 1  m3/min should be directed to the grid and filament seals in order to
keep the temperature below 200 0C.

COOLING

Maximum anode dissipation  (water cooling, 80 I/min)                                Wa

Water cooling with 60 I/min

Absolute maximum outlet temperature

Pressure drop in the anode cooler

Absolute maximum water pressure

MECHANICAL  DATA

Net mass                            approx. 35 kg

Mounting position          vertical  with anode up

Fig.1.

2                            July  1984

150   kw

120  kw

100   0C

20   kpa

500   kpa

Mullard 0



Water cooled 100 kw power tetrode

a

a

YL1640

R.F. CLASS-C ANODE AND SCREEN GRID MODULATION  (CARRIER CONDITloNS)

LIMITING  VALUES  (Absolute maximum  rating system)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Cathode current

Cathode current  (peak)

Anode input power

Anode dissipation

Grid  2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

OPERATING CONDITIONS

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage (modulation 80%)

Grid  1  voltage

Grid driving voltage   peak

Anode current

Grid 2 current

Grid  1  current

Driving power

Grid  2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

Anode input power

Anode output power

Anode dissipation

Efficiency

Wia

Woa

Wa

77

0 Mullard

upto            30  MHz

max.             13  kv

max.         1200  V

max.      -800  V
17A

160A

max.          200  kw

max.           150   kw

max.            2,2   kw

max.                1   kw

30   MHz
z=                        11    kv

ce                        1    kv

es            -550  V

700V
es                      15   A

es                  0,5  A

s              0,8  A
1kw

500W

120W

165   kw

125   kw

40kw
76%

July  1984                              3



YL1640

A.F. CLASS-B POWER AMPLIFIER AND MODULATOR

LIMITING VALUES, per tube  (Absolute maximum  rating system)

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode input power

Anode dissipation

Cathode current (peak)

Cathode cu rrent

Grid 2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

OPERATING CONDITIONS, two tubes in push-pull

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage,  lao =  1  A

Anode current

Grid 2 current

Grid  1  current

Anode input power

Anode output power

Anode dissipation

Efficiency

4                            July  1984

15kv

1,6   kv
-800  V

200  kw
150  kw

160A

20A

2,2  kw

1kw

s                   11   kv
s                1,6  kv
es            -350  V

2xl0  A

2 x 0,3  A
~OA

2x  110   kw

2 x 75  kw

2 x 35  kw

68%

Mullard g



Water cooled 1 00 kw power tetrode

A

®

YL1640

V92= 500 V

'g2=15A,,

1g,=

.10-.-- 15A-- A
I,

•- Ill -- --5 A 10 A 60 A 50

A-
2A

\
JE= 5A

.-2 OA
- -

1A
AI

4

-3 A20AI A

10A

5A

1A0.1A

0                    1                     2                    3                    4                     5                    6                    7                    8                    9                   10
Va  ( kv )

Fig.  2.

0 Mullard 5



YL1640

Vg2 =  100OV

'92=15A,.,
1g,20A

1015•, AA

la

OA7 5A1oA

--2A
10

{,\ -- 1A

80A-- E= _3A

2A 60A

1A

40A

/
20A10A

\
5A

I
1A

01A

6                            July  1984 0



Water cooled 100 kw power tetrode

rl

YL1640

7Z82071

Vg2 =1500  V

1g2=10A

5A 2A

-

1g,=

I I I-
i==     ''`'' 1A

IBOA

2A I
1A

1

60A

' / 11. 4 A/'
/

'
OA'

/ 11\ I.
11 5A\

\
1A

11 I

I

01

I

0                         2,5                        5                         7,5                      10

Fig.  4.

0 Mullard
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DEVE LOPMENT SAMPLE  DATA
This  lnformation  ls der`ved  from  development  samples
made   available   for   evaluatlon.   It  does  not  necessarily

Imply   that   the  devlce  wlll   9o   into  regular  produc`iori.

a

a

YL1660

WATEP COOLED  500 kw  POWEP  TETRODE

Water cooled power tetrode in metal-ceramic coaxial  construction  for use as r.f.  and  a.f.  amplifier  in  a.in.
broad.cast transmitters and scientific  applications.

QUICK  REFEPENCE  DATA

Class-C

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power

Class a

Anode voltage

Output power in  load

f                                        30   MHz

Va                                    12   kv

Wo                              520   kw

Va                                   12   kv

WQ                        2x330   kw

HEATING:  direct; thoriated  tungsten  filament,  mesh  type.

Filament voltage

Filament current

Filament peak starting current

Cold  filament  resistance

Waiting time

Plecommended switching procedure: 8 s at 8 V: 2 s at 23 V

TYPICAL  CHARACTERISTICS

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Anode current

Transconductance

Ampl ification factor

CAPACITANCES

Cathode to grid  1

Cathode to grid 2 .

Cathode to anode

Grid  1  to grid  2

Grid  1  to anode

Grid 2 to anode

Vf                                   23   V

lf                                  500   A

lfp               max.1500   A

Rfo                            4,5   mQ

Tw                min.           10   s

Ckg,           =

Ckg2         a

Cka=

Cg,g2        =

Cgla          =

Cg2a          =

(=' Mullard

3kv
1kv

35A

500  rnA/V

4,4

425  pF

40pF
0,6  pF

750  pF

4,2   pF

100  pF



YL1660

TEMPERATURE  LIMITS

Absolute maximum envelope temperature

F`ecommended maximum seal  temperature

Tenv           max.      240   0C

T                  max.      200  0C

Low velocity  air flow should  be  directed  to the grid  and  filament seals  in  order to  keep the  temperature
below 200 0c.

COOLING

Maximum  anode dissipation

Water cooling with  200 Q/min

Absolute maximum  output temperal:ure

MECHANICAL  DATA

Net  mass                        approx.  65 kg

Mountingposition     vertical  withanodeup         ,
19m

Fig.1.

2                             July  1982

Wa                              500   kw

To                               100  0c

0230 ±05                     ----       +

------, 190=05            ---        =
I        EL6(ff-)

ZE

Mullard (I



Water cooled  100 kw power triode

a

®

YL1660

R.F.  CLASS-C  ANODE  AND SCREEN  GRID  MODULATION  (CAFIRIER  CONDITIONS)

LIMITING  VALUES  (Absolute  maximum  rating system)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2  voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode input power

Anode dissipation

Cathode current

Cathode current  (peak)

Grid  2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

OPEBATING  CONDITIONS

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage  (modulation  80%)

Grid  1  voltage

Grid  driving voltage  peak

Anode current

Grid  2 current

Grid  1  current

Driving power

Grid  2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

Anode  input power

Anode output power

Anode  dissipation

Efficiency

f                                        30   MHz

Va                max.13,5   kv

Vg2              max.1250   V

Vgi             max.  -800  V

Wia              max.      700   kw

Wa               max.      500   kw

lk                                      65   A

lk                                600   A

Wg2             max.            8   kw

Wgi             max.           4   kw

f                                         30   MHz

Va                =               12   kv

Vg2              a               1,1    kv

Vg,            a        -600V
Vp                               750   V

la                a              54   A

1g2                =                   4   A

1g,                 =               2,5   A

Wdr                                 4   kw

(=' Mullard

4,4  kw

400W

648  kw

520  kw

128   kw

80   O/o

Julyl982                          ,   3



YL1660

A.F.  CLASS-B POWER  AMPLIFIER  AND  MODULATOF`

LIMITING  VALUES, per tube  (Absolute  maximum  rating system)

Anode  voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode input power

Anode  dissipation

Cathode current

Cathode current  (peak)

Grid  2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

OPERATING  CONDITIONS,  two tubes in  push-pull

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage,  lao  =   1   A

Anode current

Grid  2 current

Grid  1  current

Anode  input power

Anode output power

Anode dissipation

Efficiency

4                               July  1982

15kv

1,5   kv

-800  V

600  kw

500  kw

50A

600A

:::u
a               12   kv

=          1250   V

=        -350  V

2 x 39   A

2x2A
=OmA

2 x 468  kw

2 x 330  kw

2  x  138   kw

70,5   %

a

Mullard (I,



Water cooled  100 kw power tetrode YL1660

`'` I Vg2= 500Vla(A)'g2(A)lg1(A)
Dj

Y

€
`

0I 2
` I30,` '75

\
7 0-5

2 a
1 0 '25

5
\

7 0?
1 5

I, 5

0

'

I IE
0 7

0                                            5                                           10           va(kv)            15

Fig.  2.
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YL1660

I Vg2= 1000Vla`A)lg2(A)lg1(A)
I

I

` ^6 0
\

^`
lJ` 6

25
Ia

II I

0'{
I

I / 22
\b` 20
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6 5
1

/ 7 25 I

I
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/ I

'
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.-
'/ 20

~ '1'

5

I

'
I

0,'I

I

|i
I

I

I

0                                             5                                            10            va(kv)            15

Fig.  3.

6                              July  1982
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Water cooled 100 kw power tetrode YL1660

Vg2 =  1500V

a----1g2  (A)----1g1(A)
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Fig.   4.
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YL1660

I

I Vg2 = 2000 Vla`A)----1g2(A)----'g1(A)
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DEVE LOPMENT SAMPLE  DATA
This  information  is derived i ram development samples
made  available  for  e\ialuation,  lt  does  not  necessarily
imply  that  the  device  will  go  into  regul8r  production.

rl

rl

YL1680

WATEP  'COOLED  P.F.  POWER  TETRODE

Water cooled coaxial power tetrode in metal-ceramic construction primarily  intended for use in  r.f.
power amplifier applications up to 250 MHz.

QUICK  REFERENCE  DATA

class-AB amplifier

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in load

f                  200               30  MHz

Va                  10                10  kv

W£                 65             120   kw

HEATING: direct; thoriated tungsten filament, mesh type.

Filament voltage

F i lament cu rrent

Filament peak starting current

Cold filament resistance

Waiting time

The filament is designed to accept temporary fluctuations of ± 5%

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Anode current
Transconductance
Amplification factor

CAPACITANCES

Input

Output

Anode to grid  1

Anode to filament

TEMPERATURE  LIMITS

Absolute maximum envelope temperature

Recommended in;xi mum seal temperature

2::%  V

265A

max.    1500  A

4,6  inn
10s

10kv

900V

10A
es             120  rnA/V

"g291                               4,5

grounded       grounded
cathode            grid

Ci           347                   160  pF

Co           45                   45  pF

Cagi     3,2               -pF         _
Cak         -                  0,8  pF

Tenv               max.      240  0C

T                      max.      2000C

C7 Mullard September  1984             1



YL1680

Wa + Wg Ti q Pj max. Tout
kw Oc 2/min. kpa OC

1008040 20 50 65 50
50 80 120 70
20 34 30 54
50 54 55 72
20 15 7 60
50 24 13 75

Absolute maximum water inlet temperature          Ti

Absolute maximum water pressure                             pi

500C

600  kpa

An air flow of at least 2  m3/min  should be ducted to the seals to keep the seal temperature below
200 0C.

R.F.  CLASS-AB POWER  AMPLIFIER

Unless otherwise stated, the voltages are given with respect to the cathode.

LIMITING VALUES  (Absolute  maximum  rating system)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode dissipation

Grid  2 dissipation

Grid  1  dissipation

Cathode cil rrent

OPERATING CONDITIONS

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current,  no-signal condition

Anode current

Grid  2 current

Grid  1  current

Output power in load

Driving power

f                        upto     250   MHz

Va                     max.         14kv

Vg2                  max.1200  V
-Vgi              max.     600  V

Wa                    max.100   kw

Wg2                  max.1,8   kw

Wgi                 max.       0,8   kw

lk                       max.         22A

grounded cathode       grounded grid
f<30
Va10

Vg2                 900
-Vgr         330
la                            1,0

la'7

1g2                       0,9

1g,                           1,75

W2               >  120

Wdr             =       1

* To be adjusted for the stated no signal anode current.

2            September 1984

200   MHz

10kv

900V

400V
0,5A

12A

0,5A

0,5A

65kw

3,5   kw

Mullard (I,



Water cooled power tetrode YL1680

MECHANICAL DATA

Net mass                             approx.12 kg

Mounting position          vertical with anode up  (normal  position)  or anode down with reversed
direction of water flow.

'

®166±05----I
+05-0,2--.®112±0`3 --a+

I i

-  96-0'3-_¢86±0,21|g8,22I

t24 I iA I61i  28   ,:i+LE; .fii]

IiI
I

`      :-.       `    '        -     -i I
`

15'                     ,5: <7
r_1I

maxI _a"9maxJl
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YL1680

I
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Vg 2= 900 V
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DEVELOPMENT  SAMPLE  DATA
This   information   is  derived   from   development  samples
made   available   for   evaluation.    It   does   not   necessarily
imply   that   the   device   will   go   into   regular   production.

rl

®

YL1690

AiR-COOLED  p.F.  pOwEPI  TETnoDE
for  grounded  cathode  operaton

Forced air-cooled coaxial  power tetrode in metal-ceramic construction primarily intended for use as

grid-driven  linear amplifier for single sideband, suppressecl carrier service. This type is also recommended    -
for f.in. broadcast applications. The electrode arrangement is specially designed for grounded cathode
operation.

QUICK  REFERENCE  DATA

Class-AB linear SSB amplifier

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in  load

Power gain

Class-AB  FM  amplifier

Frequency

Anode voltage

Output power in  load

Power gain

f                       110                MHz

Va     6,5             7,5  kv

Wi        10                20kw

G          23                22   dB

HEATING:  direct,. thoriated tungsten filament, mesh type

Fi lament voltage

Filament current

Filament peak starting current

Cold filament resistance

Waiting time

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Anode current
Transconductance
Ampl ification  factor

CAPACITANCES, grounded cathode

Input

Output

Anode to grid 1

0 Mullarld

vf                       1o,4  V=3%

'f                     115  A          -
lfp max.              750   A

Rfo                      10,5  mQ

twmin.                       1   s

8kv
700V

2,4A
60  mArv
8,5

Ci                              135   pF

Co                          23  pF
Cag|                   0,85  pF

September 1984             1



YL1690

TEMPERATURE  LIMITS

Absolute maximum envelope temperature

Reeommended maximum seal temperature

~    COOLING

Tenv     max.     2400C

T            max.     200  0C

Wa + Wg h Ti qmin
PatubePj       tube+onlycawity

To maxOC
kw in OC m3/min

16 0 25 14 1300                    1950 loo
10 0 25 8. 550                     750 Ice
16 0 55 18 1900                   2900 110

10 0 55 12 1000                    1500 110

16 15cO 25 '6 1500                   2200 1cO
10 1500 25 10 700                  loco 1cO

16 3000 25 18 15cO                    2200 loo
10 3cOO 25 12 800                    12cO leo

For direction of air flow see outline drawing. The air should be ducted so that sufficient air is directed
to the seals to keep the seal temperature below the limit.

2              September 1 984
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Air cooled  r.f. power tetrode for grounded cathode op®ratjon

MECHANICAL DATA

Net weight:  approx.  11  kg

Mounting position:  vertical with anode up or down

-¢82:0
-¢7o:
-¢60±
-¢50±

YL1690

Dimensions in mm

+01
-0,3+Ot

'

-0.3[0'2 -±02-!1-

2toLtl±34!,5

0
'-1

t'6.5 115    225

'

¢40--¢75-
0164±0,3

ACCESSORIES

Band  I I  amplifier circuit assembly

7ze6286

rim for tube  extractor

type 40788A

The electrode connection arrangement allows easy 9rounded cathode operation.

0 Mullard September 1984             3



YL1690

LIMITING  VALUES  (Absolute  maximum  rating system)

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current

Anode  input power

Anode dissipation

Grid  2 dissipation

-Grid  1  dissipation

f                      uptol20   MHz

Va                                 9  kv

Vg2                                   1   kv
-Vg,                       500  V

la7A

Wia                               40   kw

Wa                                   18   kw

Wg2                              100   W

Wg,                                50   W

OPERATING CONDITIONS,  grid driven

F}.F.  CLASS.AB  LINEAR  AMPLIFIER, SINGLE  SIDEBAND, SUPPRESSED CAPIRIER

Unless otherwise specified the voltages are given with  respect to the cathode.

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid  2 voltage

-Gridl voltage

Grid  1  driving voltage,  peak

Anode current

Grid  2 current

Grid  1  current

Anode input power

Anode dissipation

Output power in  load  (PEP)

Total  efficiency

lntermodulation  distortion
3rd order

5th  order

Notes

1.  To be adjusted to zero signal  current.
2.  With  reference to zero dB  level.

4 September  1984

f

Va

Vg2

-Vg,                    =

Zero
signal

30
8

900
100

notes

singletone      doubletone
signal                         signal

<100                 <100  V

2,5                          1,9   A

50                           15   rnA

00mA

20                      15,2   kw

9,8                          10  kw

>10                         10   kw

50                         33  %

< -40  dB 20
<-60  dB             2

Mullard (=7



Air cooled  r.f. power tetrode for grounded cathode operation

rt

CLASS-AB  FM  AMPLIFIER

Frequency

Anode voltage

Grid 2 voltage

Grid  1  voltage

Anode current, no signal conditions

Anode current

Grid 2 current

Grid  1  current

Output power in  load

Driving power

Power gain

YL1690

f                                            87-Ilo   MHz

Va                             6,5        7,5kv

Vg2                          7cO       900V
-Vgi          ae             110135V(notel)

la                 es             0,5         0,5  A

la                                    2,4         4,1A

1g2              a             100        100mA

1g|              e            100       200mA

W£                                 10          20  kw

Wdr                               50        130W

G                                      23           21   dB

7Z88297A

Vg
I2 = 9cOI   V

1g,=3A2,52.0 \ 1g2 =  1,OA

0,5
0,3

0,2
0,1

la= 20A

1,5I,0
18

'61412

0.50,2- - Ill
- 10

8

6/ Ill 4/
2

10,5

0,I

{=7 Mullard
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Va  ( kv )
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YL1690

I I I

I I I

I '^ I Vg 2 = 700V\ I

0. 5
0.

I

I

\ 2 I
I. Ig1`I3A. i 0e

4 2
'.5

a 1

2
61.5

\ 11 4`.
I / 12

I

lJ
a,5

2
0

T
.a •1

/

I

I

a.5

I

0.1

I

I

I

I I

0                                          4                                          8            Va    (kv)           12
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SuPERSEDES DATA  IN  BOOK 2 PART 2b JULY 1983

GEIGER-MljLLER  TUBE

Halogen quenched 7 and P (> 0.25 Mev)  radiation counter tube.

QUICK REFERENCE DATA

A

f\

ZP1322

Dose rate range

plateau threshold voltage

Plateau  length

Recommended supply voltage

Chrome-iron cathode

|0-3to|02        mGy/h

500V

150V

575V

32 to 40          mg/cm2

This data  must be  read  in  conjunction with General  Information  Geiger-Mtiller tubes.

MECHANICAL DATA

Fig.1

Dimensions  in  mm

•:.

I--..-
CATHODE

Thickness

Sensitive  length

Material

FILLING

CAPACITANCE

Anode to cathode

32 to 40         mg/cm2

28mm

chrome-iron

neon, argon, halogen

1.1               pF

(=7 Mullard December 1983                  1



ZP1322

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS (Ambient temperature a 25 0C)

Measured  in circuit of Fig.2

Starting voltage

Plateau threshold voltage

Plateau  length

Pecommended supply voltage

Plateau slope

Background (shielded with 50 mm Pb with
an inner liner of 3 mm Al), at recommended
supply voltage

Dead time. at recommended supply voltage

LIMITING VALUES (Absolute max.  rating system)

Anode resistor

Anode voltage

Ambient temperature
continuous operating

storage

LIFE  EXPECTANCY

Life expectancy at es 25 0C

MEASURING CIRCUIT

Ri  = 4.7 MQ

R2 =  100 kn

C1  =   1  pF

2                December 1983

counvmin

4S

min.                             2.2          Mn

max.                          650          V

max.                         +70         0c
in in.                        -40         0C

max.                           +75          0C

5  X  10[°          count

u

Mullard 9



Geiger-Milller tube

rl

e

ZP1322

-

recommended operating range

=

I

I

I.I,,„1

= .

|o-3                   |o-2                   |o-1                        1                           10                         102    rnGyth    103

1111111111111111111111111111111111[11                                  I                     11111111111111111

|o-4                  |o-3                   |0-2                    10-i                      1                           10         F`M       102

TYpical  counting  rate as a function  of dose rate  (13 7 Cs)
M1155

F]
1111+ 1111

Vsupp,y,,a

111'1
11111

1111

Vsupp,y$50VR = 4.7MQ I-
I Ill

I 11

_,_ I 11

1',: I 575V-
I 1'11

111'
1111

1111

1111
I I

I

I 1111

1                           10                        |o2                      |o3                       |o4    mGy/h     |o5

Typical current as a function of dose rate  ( 13 7 Cs)
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ZP1322

D7679(7Z07695)
11 I I

fred time I IIll '1'4'S'403020, 4±{2'       II

.a

00                      400                       500                       600                      700      Vsupp|/V) 80

Typical dead time as a function of supply voltage

December 1983 Mullard (=7







F3I-45

SUPERSEDES JANUARY 1982 DATA

DPY  PEED  SWITCH

a
Micro dry reed switch hermetically sealed  in a gas-filled glass capsule. Single-pole, single-throwtype,
having normally open contacts, and containing two magnetically actuated  reeds. The contact switch
is of the double-ended type and may be actuated by means of either an electromagnet or a permanent
magnet or combinations of both. The device is intended for use in relays for switching main loads.

QUICK REFERENCE DATA

Contact

Switched power

Switched voltage, a.c.  (r.in.s.)

Switched  current,  resistive a.c.  (r.in.s.)

Contact resistance (initial)

Basic magnetic characteristics, measured with the Standard coil
Operate range
F`elease range

S.P.S.T.  normally open

max.                     40  W

max.                  250  V

max.                          1   A

max.                   90  mQ

30 to 65  At
10 to 25  At

MECHANICAL DATA

Contact arrangement

Lead finish

Resonant frequency of single reed

Net mass

Mounting position

Dimensions in  mm

A        fl „LJ
fi      t}z86567         #€'£:

-'11
not tinned

21,5max

46±0,5

normally open

tinned

approx. 3200 Hz

approx. 0,26 g

any

not tinned

Fig.1.

Mechanical strength

The robustness of terminations is tested according to  I EC publication 68-2-21, test  Ua  (load  10N).

MOunting

The leads should  not be bent nearer than  1  mm to the glass-to-metal seals. Stress on the seals should be
avoided.  Care must be taken to prevent stray magnetic fields from influencing the operating and
measuring conditions. The switches can also be supplied with cropped and formed  leads to customer
specification.

0 Mullard August  1984



81-45

Soldering

The contact unit may be soldered direct into the circuit but heat conducted to the glass-to-metal seals
should be kept to a minimum  by the use of a thermal shunt.  Dip-soldering is permitted to a minimum
of 6 mm from the seals at a solder temperature of 240 °C during maximum  10 s.

Solderability

Solderability is tested according to  IEC 68-2-20, test T, solder globule method.

Woldability

The leads are weldable.

-  CHARACTEFZISTICS

Not-operate

Breakdown voltage

Insulation  resistance,  initial

Capacitance, without test coil

Must-not-operate value

Operate

Must-operate value

Operate time, including bounce

Bounce time

Contact resistance, initial

Not-release

Must-not-release value

Release

Must-release value

Release time

750V

|o6               Mf2  (note  1)

0,20           pF

coil  I coil   11

3065 25A51A

• 0,35 (note 2) in
0,5 (note 2) in

0,15 (note 2) in
0,3 (note 2) in

60 (note 3) in
90 (note 3)2510 in2:2A9,5A

30 (note 2) «S

Notes

1. Measured at a relative humidity of max. 45%.
2. Measured with 80 At.
3. Measured with 40 At, distance between measuring points: 41  mm, wire resistance:  typ.  1  Mn/mm.
4. Switching higher currents is possible depending on the signature of the load.

2                       August  1984
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Dry reed switch

LIMITING  VALUES

Absolute maximum rating systems

Switched  power

Switched voltage, a.c.  (r.in.s.)

Switched current,  resistive a.a.  (r.in.s.)

Current through closed contacts

Temperature, storage and operating

r\

a

Rl-45

max.           40  W

max.        250  V

max.               1   A(note4)

max.         3,0  A

max.         125   0C
min.       -55  0C

LIFE  EXPECTANCY AND  RELIABILITY

Inductive loads

A.   220 V a.c.  (r.in.s.); L = 3,95  H;  R  = 662 S2; operating freq.  2  Hz; min.104  operations.  (No sticking
allowed.) With a failure rate of max.  2.10-S  at 90% confidence  level.

a.    220  V a.c.  (r.in.s.);  L = 5,5  H;  R  = 2230 Sl; operating freq.  2  Hz; min.105  operations.  (No sticking
allowed.)  With a failure rate of max.  2.10-6  at 90% confidence  level.

C.    220 V a.c.  (r.in.s.) ;  L = 0,28  H;  Fl  =  106 n; switching on only; operating freq. 0,6  Hz min.  2.104
operations.  (No sticking allowed.)  With a failure rate of max.  2.10-5  at 90% confidence  level.

Resistjve load

A.   250 V a.c.  (r.in.s.); R  =  1  MQ; operating freq.  20  Hz; min. 2.106  operations.  Contact  resistance
max.100 a and no sticking allowed. With a failure rate of 10-7  at 90% confidence level.

Note

Switching other loads involves different life expectancy and reliability. Consult us beforehand.

SHOCK AND VIBRATION

lmpect

The units are tested according to  lEC Publication 68-2-27, test Ea  (peak acceleration 500 g, half sine-
wave). Such an impact will not cause an open contact  (no magnetic field present) to close, nor a
contact kept closed by an 80 At COH to open.

Vibration

The units are tested according to  lEC Publication 68-2-6 test  Fc, acceleration  10 g, below cross-over,
frequency amplitude o,75 mm, frequency rangel0-2000Hz,duration90min). Such a vibration will      -
not cause an open contact (no magnetic field present) to close, nor a contact kept closed by an 80 At
coil to open.

COILS

Coil  I:  Standard coil

5000 turns of 42 SWG single enamelled copper wire on a coil former of 25,4 mm winding length and a
core diameter of 8,75 mm.

Coil 11:  Miniature coil A according to MIL-S-55433B

10 000 turns of 48 SWG single enamelled copper wire on a coil former of 19,05 mm winding length and
a core diameter of 4,32 mm.

0 Mullard 3



Rl-45

10                           20                          30                          40                          50                          60                          70                           80
standard coil  ( At)

Fig. 2   Correlation at At operate in standard coil  and MI L coil.

7Z77805.2

11.

0                                        5                                        10                                      15                                      20                                      25                                      30
standard coil  (At)

Fig. 3   Correlation of At release in  standard  coil and  MIL coil.

4                      August 1984 Mullard tJ



Dry reed switch

a

loo

just
°%ruaete   8o

(At)

60

40

20

Fll-45

ILz2
4mm

2630343842

o rf`m[=4

-

20                                          30                                          40                                          50                                           60                                           70

jiist operate value  ( At )
at L = 46 mm

Fig. 4  Just operate values at various overall  lenght compared with standard  lenght of 46 mm.

2LmmL
2611- 111-

111- I- 30

343842

- -€ 46 mm
Ill- --

just release value  (At)
at  Lz= 46 mm

Fig. 5  Just release values at various overall  Ienght compared with standard  lenght of 46 mm.
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PI-46  SEPIES

Supersedes Development Sample Data of October 1983

DPY  REED  SWITCHES

Micro dry reed switch hermetically sealed  in a gas-filled glass capsule. Single-pole, single-throw type,
having  normally open contacts, and containing two magnetically actuated reeds. The switch  is of the
double-ended type and may be actuated by means of either an electromagnet or a permanent magnet
or combinations of both. The device is intended for use in relays for switching power loads and  high
stand-off voltage applications.

QUICK REFERENCE  DATA

f\

Contact
Switched power

types  RI-46AA and  Rl-46A
types R146B and  RI-46C

Switched voltage
d.c.
a.c.  (r.in.s.)

Switched current, resistive d.c. or a.c.  (r.in.s.)
Contact resistance ( initial)

S.P.S.T.  normally open

max,             30  W
max.             40  W

max.          200  V
max.          250  V
max.                  1   A
typ.             90  inn

The F` I-46 series comprises the types F}l-46AA,  R146A,  F]l-46B and  Rl-46C with the following
basic magnetic characteristics, measured with the Standard coil.

R I-46AA RI46A R146B R I -46C
Operate range             (At) 12 to 21 17 to 31 27    to56 51     to77
F]elease range               (At) 5 to 14,5 6,5 to 19 9,5 to 24 14,5 to 26,5

lvIECHANICAL DATA

Contact arrangement
Lead finish
Resonant frequency of single reed
Net mass
Mounting position

Dimensions in mm

ZE
7Z86667

normally open
tinned
approx. 3200  Hz
approx. 0,26 g
any

Fig.1.

Mechanical strength

The robustness of terminations is tested according to  I EC publication 68-2-21, test Ua  (load  10N).

Mounting

The leads should not be bent nearer than  1  mm to the glass-to-metal seals. Stress on the seals should be
avoided. Care must be taken to prevent stray magnetic fields from influencing the operating and
measuring conditions. The switches can also be supplied with cropped and formed leads to customer
specification.

0 Mullard August  1984



Rl-46  SEPIES

Soldering

The switch may be soldered direct into the circuit but heat conducted to the glass-to-metal seals should
be kept to a minimum by the use of a thermal shunt.  Dip-soldering is permitted to a minimum of
3 mm from the seals at a solder temperature of 240 °C during maximum  10 s.

Solderability

Solderability is tested according to  I EC publication 68-2-20, test T, solder globule method.

Weldability

The leads are weldable.
-The Rl-46 series comprises four types:  F`l-46AA,  R146A, R146B and  R146C.

-CHARACTERISTICS Rl-46AA

Not®perate
Breakdown voltage

I nsulation  resistance,  initial

Capacitance, without test coi I

Must-not®perate value

Operate
Must-operate value

Operate time, including bounce

Bounce time

Contact resistance,  initial

Not-release

Must-not-release value

Release

Must-release value

Relcase time

see relevant graph

min.                                      106                 MS2  (note  1)

max.                            0,25             pF

coil   I coil   11

1221 1319136,5

0,35 (note 2)
0,5  (note 2)

0,15 (note 2)
0,3  (note 2)

60 (note 3)
90 (note 3)14,55

30 (note 2)

Notes
1.  Measured at a relative humidity of max. 45%.
2.  Measured with  1,25 times the max.  must-operate value per group.
3.  Measured with 30 At, distance between measuring points: 41  mm. Wire resistance typ.  1,0 inn/mm.
4.  Measured with 40 At, distance between measuring points:  41  mm. Wire resistance typ.  1,0 ms2/mm.

2                        August 1984
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Dry reed owjtches

®

a

CHARACTERISTICS  R146A

Notoperate
Breakdown voltage

Insulation  resistance,  initial

Capacitance, without test coil

Must-notoperate value

Operate
Mustoperate value

Operate time, including bounce

Bouncetime

Contact resistance, i nitial

Not-release

Must-not-release value

Release

Must-release value

Release time

CHARACTEfllsTICS  R146B

Not®perate

Breakdown voltage

I nsulation resistance

Capacitance, without test coil

Must-not®perate value

Operate

Miist®perate value

Operate time, including bounce

Bounce time

Contact resistance,  initial

Not-release

Must-not-release value

Release

Must-release value

Release time

Pl-46  SERIES

see relevant graph

loo              MQ (note  1)

0,20             pF

coil   I coil   11

1731 1626177,5

0,35 (note 2)
0,5 (note 2)

0,15 (note 2)
0,3 (note 2)

60 (note 3)
90 (note 3)196,5

30 (note 2)

see relevant graph

io6              Mn  (note 1)

0,20             pF
coil   I coil  '1

2756 234420,5•,9,5

0,35 (note 2)
0,5 (note 2)

0,15  (note 2)
0,3 (note 2)

60 'note 4)
90 (note 4)

249,5

30 (note 2)
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F}I-46  SERIES

-CHARACTERISTICS  RI-46C

Not®perate
Breakdown vo ltage

Insulation  resistance,  initial

Capacitance, without test coil

Must-not-operate value

Operate

Must-operate value

Operate time,  including bounce

Bounce time

Contact resistance,  initial

Not-release

Must-not-release va I ue

Release

Must-releasevalue

Release time

-LIMITING VALUES

Absolute maximum rating system

Switched power
types  Rl-46AA and  RI-46A
types  F}146B and  F`146C

Switched voltage
d.c.
a.c.  (r.in.s.)

see relevant graph

min.                                    106               Mn  (note  1)

max.                             0,20             pF

Switched current, resistive d.c. or a.c.  (r.in.s.)                             max.

Current through closed contacts
type  Rl-46AA
type F]'46A
type  Rl-46B
type  Rl-46C

Temperatu re, storage and operating

coil  I coil   11

5177 405822,513,0

0,35 (note 2)
0,5  (note 2)

0,15  (note 2)
0,3 (note 2)

60 (note 4)
90 (note 4)26,514,5

30 (note 2)

Excursions up to  150 0C may be permissible. Consult us.

Notes
1. Measured at a relative humidity of max. 45%.
2. Measured with  loo At.
3.  Measured with 30 At, distance between measuring points:  41  mm. Wire resistance typ.1,0 mQ/mm.
4. Measured with 40 At, distance between measuring points:  41  mm; Wire resistance typ.1,0 inn/mm.
5. Switching higher currents is possible depending on the signature of the load.
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Dry reed switches

A
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Bl-46  SERIES

LIFE  EXPECTANCY AND  RELIABILITY

The life expectancy data mentioned below are given at a coil  energization of  1,5 x the published
must®perate value for each group.  Coil energization above 1,5 x will result in better life performance.

For life expectancy data end of life is defined as being reached when either:
(a)  the contact resistance exceeds either 1  a for no-load conditions or 2 a for loaded conditions,

measured 3 ms after energizing coil; or                                                                                                           -
(b)  the release time exceeds 3 ms after de-energizing the coil  (Iatching or contact sticking).                     _

No-load conditions (operating frequency  100  Hz)
Life expectancy min.107 operations with a failure rate of less than  10-9 with a confidence level of           -
90%. After each operation (a)  and  (b)  are tested.

Loaded conditions (resistive load:  20 V -500 rnA, operating frequency 125  Hz
Life expectancy min. 2,5 x  107 operations with a failure rate of less than  10-8 with a confidence level of -
909/o. After each operation points (a)  and  (b)  are tested.

Note
Switching other loads involves different life expectancy and reliability.  Consult us beforehand.
Currents between 50 and 200 rnA may result in a reduced  life expectancy.

SHOCK AND VIBRATION

Impact
The units are tested according to  I EC Publication 68-2-27, test Ea (peak acceleration 500 g, half sine-
wave). Such Bn impact will not cause an open contact (no magnetic field present) to close, nor a
contact kept closed by an 80 At coil to open.

Vibration

The units are tested according to lEC publication 68-2-6 test Fc, acceleration  10 g, below cross-over,       -
frequency amplitude 0,75 mm, frequency range  10-2000 Hz, duration 90 min).  Such a vibration will
not cause an open contact (no magnetic field present) to close, nor a contact kept closed by an 80 At
coil to open.

COILS

Coil I : Standard coil

5000 turns of 42 SWG single enamelled copper wire on a coil former of 25,4 mm winding length and a
core diameter of 8,75 mm.

Coil 11 :  Miniature coil A according to MI L-S-55433B

10 000 turns of 48 SWG single enamelled copper wire on a coil former of  19,05 mm winding length and
a core diameter of 4,32 mm.

0 Mullard



RI-46  SEPIES

10                          20                          30                         40                          50                         60                         70          At           80

Fig. 2   Minimum breakdown voltage with pre-ionisation as a function of ampere-turns.

in
Idark

in'
Ilcht

10                           20                           30                          40                           50                          60                          70           At           80

Fig. 3   Minimum breakdown voltage without pre-ionisation as a function of ampere-turns.

I,I
11

11

10                          20                          30                          40                          50                          60                          70                          80
standard coil  (At)

Fig. 4   Correlation of At operate in standard coil and  MI L coil.
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Dry reed switches
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PI-46  SEBIES

0                                       5                                       10                                     15                                     20                                    25                                    30
standard coil  ( At )

Fig. 5   Correlation of At release in standard coil and  MI L coil.

7Z92298.I

I24
®® 2630343842

1,
11=
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_-1,.-6 mm

_-

_,
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10                          20                         30                          40                          50                          60                          70                          80
just operate value ( At)

at L= 46 mm

Fig. 6  Just operate values at various overall  lenghts compared with standard  lenght of 46 mm.
|Z9229|.1

60

just

i::=  5o
(At)

40

30

20

10

0

I1+ ^de
26I

I30

42

36n-inIE L

0                                       5                                      10                                     15                                    20                                    25                                    30
just release value  (At)

at  L iii 46 mm

Fig. 7  Just release values at various overall  lenghts compared with standard  lenght of 46 mm.
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DATA  SERVICE

The  Mullard Data Service aims to bring you a regulai. flow of data concern-
ing  the  operating  characteristics,  performance,  and  applications  of  the
Electronic    Components,    Sub-assemblies,    and    Materials    marketed   by
Mullard in the UK.

The  wellestablished  Munard  Technical  Handbook  system   forms  the
basic core  of the  Data Service. This system is made up of four books, each
comprising   several   parts   and   each   with   its   own   characteristic   colour
identification on the cover, viz:-

EiE

a,

Book I             Semiconductor devices
Book 2            Tubes
Book 3            Components, materials, and assemblies
Book 4            Integrated circuits

Blue
Orange
Green
Purple

These books contain all  pertinent data available  at the time of publica-
tion and are revised and reissued periodically.

The  purpose  of  the   Data  Service  is  to  keep  you  up~tordate  on  any
additions and/or changes in device specification made during the currency
of any edition of a handbook, by issuing supplementary data sheets.  The
handbook part to which the supplementary  data sheet  relates is indicated
by the  filing instruction printed  on the front page of each data sheet. The
instruction, which is found between the punched holes, indicates to which
binder  the  data  sheet  belongs  (Blue,  Orange,  Green,  or  Purple)  and  the
number of the divider card under which it should be filed.

An  index sheet will be issued periodically to keep you informed  as  to
the  current  status  of  the  contents  of your  binder(s),  and  the  dates  on
which the revised editions of the handbook parts are due to be issued.

If  you  need  confirmation  that  the  published  data  about  any  of our
products  are  the  latest  available,  please  contact  your  area  salesman  or
Munard representative.

All enquiries relating to this service are to be made to :-

Technical Publications Department ,
Mullard limited ,
New Road,
rmtcham, Surrey CR4 4XY

The data contained in this booklet are  as accurate  and up-tordate  as it is
reasonably possible  to make  them; it must however be understood that no
guarantee  can be given here regarding the availability of the various devices
or that  their specifications may not be  changed before  the next edition is
pub fished.

Information regarding price and availability of devices must be obtained
from our authorised agents or from our representatives.

The  issue  of  the  information  contained  in  this  publication  does  not
imply any authority or licence for the utilisation of any patented feature.
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